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Abstract
This portfolio exhibits academic, research and therapeutic work submitted as 
a requirement for the completion of the PsychD in Psychotherapeutic and 
Counselling Psychology at the University of Surrey. The portfolio is partitioned 
into three chapters which correspond to three dossiers. Chapter one contains 
the academic dossier and presents three essays. Each essay portrays mental 
health as embodiment in different ways. Essay one discusses body 
dysmorphic disorder across the lifespan from a cognitive behavioural therapy 
perspective. Essay 2 explores the symbolism of the phallus in a contemporary 
homoerotic picture drawing on Lacanian theory. Essay three describes 
psychodynamic theory around a transitional object which was given to me by 
a client with borderline personality disorder. Chapter two contains the 
therapeutic practice dossier. Within the therapeutic practice dossier there is a 
description of my clinical placements and my final clinical paper. My final 
clinical paper combines use of theory, placement experience, personal 
development, and clinical practice in a document which charts my 
development into a counselling psychologist. Chapter three exhibits the 
research dossier. For each academic year, a research piece was carried out 
and is presented here. The recurrent theme is considering restorative justice 
from a counselling psychology perspective. Year one shows a literature 
review of forgiveness and restorative justice literature set within a therapeutic 
context. Year two depicts a grounded theory of victim experiences of 
readiness and preparation received before meeting the offender in a face to 
face restorative meeting. Year three contains a thematic analysis of the 
experiences of youth offending team employees and mediators of preparation 
they give for restorative justice meetings to victims. Finally, the research 
dossier contains slides I presented to the Division of Counselling Psychology 
National Conference 2010.
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Introduction to the portfolio
Welcome to my portfolio. This portfolio exhibits academic, research and 
therapeutic work submitted as a requirement for the completion of the PsychD 
in Psychotherapeutic and Counselling Psychology at the University of Surrey. 
This portfolio is the culmination of four years worth of training, training that 
was started in September 2006. This portfolio shows the various 
interconnected parts that have made up my training during this time. This 
introduction will take each chapter in turn - academic, research and 
therapeutic practice - and briefly introduce them.
As this portfolio is in a sense a presentation of me and my learning and 
practise in becoming a Counselling Psychologist, I will start this introduction 
with some information about me and where I came from.
Where I came from and where I am going
When people ask me where I come from, I never know what to say. I know 
where I was born, but not where I come from per se. During my childhood I 
had travelled all over the world, and at times it seemed my suitcase was 
always packed. As a child I lived in Greece, England, The Netherlands and 
Australia. My family dealt with uncomfortable and painful family issues by 
travelling and continually avoiding the truth and extending the hurt. Talking 
seemed impossible, and dealing with the fact that my parent's relationship just 
wasn’t meant to be, seemed to be dealt with by moving to yet another 
location, hopefully where their misunderstandings, fears, emotions, and 
confusions wouldn’t follow. I learned from an early age that I had little say over 
these matters. I just packed and didn’t argue, leaving friends and family 
behind every time. I dealt with my fear, loss, confusion, and anger by putting 
on a happy face and by being the joker. Humour was a useful cover-up. The 
travelling came at a great price of my confidence and ability to assert a sense 
of control over my surroundings, but it also had wonderful benefits. I became 
aware of many cultures, and realised the role of the socio-political influences
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on different countries and people. Importantly I developed the trait of wonder 
and curiosity in differences between and within people.
Eventually I found a home in psychology, having studied the subject for eight 
years. I graduated from the University of St Andrews in 2006, and came 
straight onto this course. I had been studying psychology for four years at St 
Andrews, and with that came the continual feeling of losing the person, the 
human in the research. Reading psychology as an undergraduate meant 
reading dry quantitative studies. I initially chose psychology because of my 
interest in the person. And so I relished joining a training which combined 
clinical and academic expertise into an applied form of psychology. I arrived in 
Surrey knowing no-one and nothing. I had done such little preparation for the 
course, I just didn't know what to expect, and when it occurred, how to cope 
with it. It took me a very long time to settle onto the course. This settling-in 
was evident in my clinical and academic abilities.
I was approaching this course with the assumption that it was learning about 
‘the other’ and working with ‘the other’, then, I didn’t realize that this course 
was also about learning about the self and working with the self. In fact, I 
believe that with my childhood experiences I was tuned into the ‘other’, 
however, I didn’t realize that this course which included writing academic 
pieces would help me to find my voice, and encourage me to express my 
views. This training was about giving me confidence to listen to myself and 
express it through written and spoken word.
After my first year I failed the viva and had to re-sit the first year. Failing the 
viva forced me to consider the most vital questions of this course; why do I 
want to do this training? And what kind of therapist do I want to be? I had to 
look at my motivation for doing this course, delving deeper into subconscious 
and unconscious processes. And so my wondering and questioning stance 
was developing. This was bolstered in the psychodynamic year where looking 
behind the defences, considering unspoken things, and listening to silences 
was encouraged. I was learning to play and consider alternatives. As the 
years have progressed this course has encouraged me not to take things for
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granted but to question and to wonder. Social constructionism has opened my 
eyes to societal processes of meaning making. Psychodynamic and 
existential theories have opened my heart to individual processes of meaning 
making. This portfolio will hopefully exhibit my focus on the client’s world, the 
centrality of the relational model and the flexibility and creativity that 
counselling psychology can provide. Each year I have learned new ways of 
being with the client, some sit more comfortably with me than others. Theories 
can help us find a language to understand the client, but can also block the 
intuitive language of client and therapist. So for me, my being in the room is 
curiosity, openness and being relational with the client. In addition to 
phenomenological influences I have learned something form every year. 
Hopefully the power of the relationship as most paramount will come through 
in the dossiers below.
Chapter 1 : Academic dossier
The academic dossier contains a brief introduction. Then three essays will 
follow. The first essay is an essay I wrote in my first year, in fact, in my first 
four months of being on the course. It’s title is “Body dysmorphic disorder 
appears to be a uniform disorder across the lifespan” Critically evaluate this 
assertion and consider how your evaluation might be of use to counselling 
psychologists in working with clients whose presenting problem has been 
identified as ‘body dysmorphic disorder’. It was written for a life-span 
component of the course, and it considers the role of body dysmorphic 
disorder (BDD) across the life span. It is heavily cognitive behavioural therapy 
(CBT) focussed, in part due to the articles I read at the time, and partly due to 
my own therapeutic knowledge being severely limited then. It is argued in the 
essay that standardised treatment techniques and psycho-diagnostic criteria 
often approach BDD as a uniform disorder across the lifespan. I argue that 
lifespan differences may exist in BDD and should be taken into consideration 
by counselling psychologists. In the original edit, I had begun to suggest the 
role of other modalities including person-centred and psychodynamic in the 
treatment of BDD. I flippantly argued for integration without truly appreciating 
the challenges of the process (this was a major part of the feedback I
received). This was mostly due to me not knowing about other therapeutic 
practices. In the edit included in this portfolio I have removed the ‘integrative’ 
sentence and replaced it by arguing for other approaches such as 
psychodynamic and person-centred to engage in further research and the 
possible benefits of other types of therapy. In this essay I hadn’t yet quite 
found my critical or questioning voice, yet it was beginning. I have since 
developed a stronger view on diagnosis and the socially constructed form of 
these descriptions which add little to the client’s experiences. Necessary as 
diagnosis is, it comes at a price, something of which we should be mindful. 
Since writing this essay, I have come to the stance that mental health begins 
where diagnosis ends. What part does diagnosis play in creating mental 
health categories and disorders? What part do we play in the ‘cure’ and the 
illness?
The second essay is a playful psychodynamic composition about the role of 
the homosexual phallus. It is titled ‘The symbolism of the phallus in a 
contemporary homoerotic picture’. Written in the second year, the essay 
considers power, competition, and fear around annihilation of homosexual 
men against a paternal heterosexual environment. This heralded an interest in 
my own sexuality and an awakening of symbolic language. Lacan’s writings 
on the phallus are used to explore the anxieties behind phallic defence and 
clinical ramifications for counselling psychologists. A homoerotic picture is 
used as a centrepiece to the essay.
The third essay was written as part of a module in understanding human 
distress. It’s title is ‘Being held in mind with a statue? An exploration of 
meaning of a transitional object made by a client with Borderline Personality 
Disorder’. It combines my clinical work with a client who was diagnosed with 
borderline personality disorder with psychodynamic theory around a 
transitional object which was created during our year long therapy. I wrote this 
essay from a first person perspective as it reflects my own views and 
wonderings about our relationship and what the transitional object means to 
me.
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These essays appear to have embodiment as a theme. Mental health speaks 
through the body, it enters every cell and muscle, and motivates our body to 
seek relief through helpful and less helpful activities. BDD, the phallus as 
power, and a toy object representing the therapist shows the many ways in 
which body and mind interact. I do believe that what the mind can’t 
contemplate, the body will speak. It is thus important to remember that 
therapy should not be an intellectual endeavour but take in the whole being. 
Gestalt techniques such as “If your tears could talk, what would they say”, are 
helpful and important gateways into the soul.
Chapter 2: Practice dossier
The practice dossier contains a description of my clinical placements 
throughout the four years. Each placement year corresponds to a therapeutic 
modality, thus year 1 corresponds to person-centred/ integrative approaches, 
year 1 repeat is the same as year 1, year 2 corresponds to psychodynamic 
practice and year 3 corresponds to cognitive behavioural therapy. For each 
placement I discuss the type of placement, introduce my supervisor, report on 
the client population and range of presenting issues, depict key learning 
experiences and report on other activities and responsibilities.
The title of my final clinical paper is The meaning of weaning: Finding my own 
nurturance’. The final clinical paper is truly a cornerstone of this portfolio, as it 
portrays my journey through this course by combining clinical experience, 
research, theory, and my use of self. Becoming a counselling psychologist 
has been a true journey, and that is reflected in the final clinical paper which 
hopefully provides a deeper sense of me as a person and as a practitioner. I 
started writing the final clinical paper a year before the deadline, as I was 
struggling to remember past experiences from other years. I found using a 
time-line very helpful in generating feelings, thoughts, and memories from the 
different years, and generating a narrative to help me see patterns and 
themes. The time-line approach opened the flood gate with experiences 
pouring out. Writing the final clinical paper was then made difficult by having 
too much material and I often felt annoyed that I was providing a watered
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down, heavily edited and in-hind-sight-processed piece. I also struggled in 
giving voice to all the components such as research, personal experience, 
clinical experience, theory and so forth. In the end I realised that certain 
elements of my training will be mentioned in passing and other experiences 
will be portrayed in glorious Technicolor detail. My primary aim is to convey 
me, and my development through the written word. My journey to me through 
the counselling psychologist training.
Chapter 3: Research dossier
The academic dossier contains three pieces of research and my slides from 
my presentation of my second year research at the Division of Counselling 
Psychology National Conference 2010.
The first piece of research was written in my first year. It is titled ‘When sorry 
seems to be the hardest word: A literature review of the processes, 
therapeutic implications and impact on the victim of forgiveness for victims of 
crime participating in a restorative justice program’. It is a literature review of 
the forgiveness literature set within the context of restorative justice processes 
and therapeutic dynamics, which takes into account the psychological 
components of forgiveness. I have made some grammatical and spelling 
corrections based on feedback I had received on a previous draft. Structural 
changes and content additions that I have made include elaborating more on 
some of the forgiveness theories, naming the positivist-empiricist view taken 
in the literature review while offering the acknowledgement of alternative 
epistemological paradigms, and adding more explicit links between the 
sections of the literature review. A criticism which I have acknowledged but 
not elaborated on within the body of the text is the social and political systems 
in which the victim finds themselves. It was suggested in feedback that 
although I state that forgiveness is an interpersonal process, I offer little in the 
way of social and systemic influences on that interpersonal process. At the 
start of the literature review I state specifically that I do not have space or time 
to acknowledge the political perspective, the societal perspective, the 
philosophical perspective or the theological perspective of forgiveness. In
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addition, I believe that the subsequent research pieces specifically highlight 
the societal and political influences on restorative justice processes for victims 
and employees of a youth justice service.
The second piece of research was written in my penultimate year. It is titled 
Towards a grounded theory of how victims of crime consider their sense of 
readiness and preparation for a restorative justice meeting with the offender.’ 
The research piece is towards a grounded theory of victim experiences of 
readiness and preparation received for meeting an offender in a face to face 
restorative justice meeting. It was an exciting study to carry out, as it moved 
me away from the realm of intellectual theory to the experiences of the victims 
I interviewed. I entered their world, seeing their beliefs and ideas which was 
incredibly fascinating. Grammatical and spelling mistakes have been 
corrected. In acknowledgement of feedback I received, I have introduced 
grounded theory in my introduction, mentioned and elaborated upon the term 
theoretical sampling in the participants section, explained further the reason 
for using semi-structured interviews and added more information about the 
core category in the data analysis section.
The third and final piece of research is titled ‘A thematic analysis of Youth 
Offending Team employees’ experiences of preparing victims to meet the 
offender’. This research piece considers the experiences and views of the 
other key player in restorative processes, the preparer. I felt that having both 
the experiences of victims of crime and representatives of the system would 
provide a more rounded view of restorative justice. Having read through 
previous feedback, I have made some structural and content changes to the 
research piece included in this portfolio. I have moved the description of my 
epistemological stance to the introduction, I have also re-labelled 
superordinate theme to main theme and I have removed the statement ‘this 
author feels that...’ and replaced it with something more suitable. I have also 
made spelling and grammatical corrections.
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To be noted
All names of clients and participants have been anonymised throughout this 
portfolio to ensure confidentiality. In addition, any identifying features of clients 
and participants and locations of my placements have been altered or 
removed, and any names associated with clients and participants have also 
been anonymised.
For my therapeutic work I subscribe to the British Psychological Society’s 
Code of Ethics and Conduct 2006 and the Division of Counselling 
Psychology’s Professional Practice Guidelines.
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Chapter 1: Academic Dossier
Introduction to the academic dossier
This chapter contains three essays. Essay 1 is titled “Body dysmorphic 
disorder appears to be a uniform disorder across the lifespan.” Critically 
evaluate this assertion and consider how your evaluation might be of use to 
counselling psychologists in working with clients whose presenting problem 
has been identified as ‘body dysmorphic disorder’. It considers body 
dysmorphic disorder over the lifespan and considers the role of assessment 
and diagnosis implications for counselling psychologists. Essay 2 is titled ‘The 
symbolism of the phallus in a contemporary homoerotic picture’. It considers 
the role of the phallus as power play between homosexual and heterosexual 
men through the medium of a picture. Essay 3 is titled ‘Being held in mind with 
a statue? An exploration of meaning of a transitional object made by a client 
with Borderline Personality Disorder’. This is an essay which combines theory 
and clinical work to explore my relationship with a client with borderline 
personality disorder and the symbolism of a transitional object which my 
patient created towards the end of our work together.
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Essay 1
“Body dysmorphic disorder appears to be a uniform disorder across the 
lifespan.” Critically evaluate this assertion and consider how your 
evaluation might be of use to counselling psychologists in working with 
clients whose presenting problem has been identified as ‘body
dysmorphic disorder’.
Running head: BDD across the lifespan
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Introduction
Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD henceforth) was first reported by Morselli in 
1886 and termed dysmorphophobia (meaning a phobia of one’s perceived 
physical deformity); it was re-coined as BDD by the DSM-III-R (Neziroglu & 
Yaryura-Tobias, 1993). By the 1990s, BDD was still given little academic 
attention. Today the situation is different, with a blossoming literature 
dedicated to the investigation and dissemination of models and theories on 
the aetiology, phenomenology and treatment of BDD. It still remains in the 
wings compared to its more well-known relative ‘body image’, which is 
spotlighted by academic and popular media. BDD and body image are 
intimately linked, hence a possible reason for the rise in research on BDD 
over the last two decades. Body image is described as “a person’s 
perceptions, thoughts and feeiings about his or her body” (Grogan, 1999, p.1). 
BDD is a branch of body image with a more specific preoccupation; as Phillips 
(1996) states “Whiie concerns of BDD echo normal concerns (as with body 
image), they’re more extreme. People who have BDD not only dislike some 
aspect how they look, they’re preoccupied with it. They worry too much. 
They’d like to worry less, but they can’t. Many say they’re obsessed” (p.3-4). It 
is the word ‘preoccupation’ that is key, and in the following DSM description, 
note that it is repeated three-fold. BDD is a;
. Preoccupation with some imagined defect in appearance. If a slight 
physical anomaly is present, the person’s concern is markedly excessive.
. The preoccupation causes clinically significant distress or impairment in 
social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning and lasts for 
more than an hour a day.
. The preoccupation is not better accounted for by another mental disorder 
(e.g.: dissatisfaction with body shape and size in anorexia nervosa).
It can be concluded that BDD is a specific preoccupation with a particular 
body part or parts and may still result in an overall negative feeling of body
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image (Phillips, 2004). BDD comes in two variants, the somatoform variant, 
which is classified as a somatoform disorder and is known as the non- 
delusional variant. The delusional variant is classified as part of a psychotic 
disorder (Phillips et al., 2006). Other clinical features involve; repetitive 
behaviour (aka safety behaviours) which may involve mirror gazing, 
camouflaging with make-up or skin picking. BDD has a high co-morbidity with 
other disorders such as social phobia, social anxiety, depression, substance 
use disorder and obsessive-compulsive disorder. Although it has close links to 
such near-neighbour disorders, it is a unique disorder and misdiagnoses are 
common (Phillips, Pinto & Jain, 2004; Phillips & Stout, 2006; Pinto & Phillips,
2005). A majority of patients suffering from BDD also have a personality 
disorder, where schizotypal and paranoid are the most common (Bellino et al.,
2006). Duration of BDD symptoms can last many years depending on a 
successful diagnosis and treatment plan, and many sufferers never fully 
improve even with treatment (Phillips et al., 2005). Sufferers of BDD 
encounter poor psychosocial functioning and low quality of life, far lower 
compared to suffers with major depression (Phillips et al., 2005). BDD can 
commence at any stage in the lifespan, though most common is onset in 
adolescence (Cororve & Gleaves, 2001; Phillips, 1996; Phillips et al., 2006; 
Veale, 2004). This essay shall evaluate the assertion that BDD is uniform 
across the lifespan (life-stages including childhood, adolescence, adult-hood 
and the elderly) and consider the outcomes of such an evaluation with regard 
to the role of counselling psychologists and their work with BDD sufferers.
BDD represented as uniform across the lifespan
BDD is found across the lifespan, with sufferers ranging from 4 to 70 years of 
age (Phillips, 1996). While reading the BDD literature, one gets a sense that 
this debilitating disorder is uniform across the lifespan. BDD's manualised 
nature (as reinforced by the DSM) purports a ‘one size fits all' disorder devoid 
of any lifespan stage distinction. The following sections shall explore the 
theories and treatment of BDD, elements which further compound the image 
of uniformity across the lifespan.
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Theories of BDD
Neurobiological and genetically based theories regarding BDD suggest an 
innate inherited “bioiogy which makes BDD possible by creating a vulnerability 
in developing this disorder” (Phillips, 1996, p. 172). When considering body 
perception, damage to the parietal region may result in body-misperception, 
damage to the occipital lobes (the primary visual processing system) can 
impair perception of faces and damage to the temporal lobes can result in a 
distorted view of body size (Phillips, 1996). Neuroanatomical abnormalities 
have been found using PET scans comparing metabolic rates in sufferers and 
non-sufferers finding increased metabolic activity in the orbitofrontal cortex 
and caudate nucleus, which is reduced with serotonin treatment and cognitive 
behavioural therapy (CBT henceforth). Serotonin is a neurotransmitter which 
is involved in the regulation of mood, cognition, sleep, appetite, sexual 
function and pain processing. The serotonin theory of BDD suggests a link 
between brain chemistry and BDD, where a dysregulation of serotonin is also 
found in depression and OCD (Cororve & Gleaves, 2000; Phillips, 1996; 
Phillips, 2004). Genetic and neurobiological theories suggest no link with 
lifespan, unlike other neurobiological disorders such as dementia which are 
fairly well linked to a certain period of lifespan.
Veale (2004) proposes a cognitive behavioural model of BDD (see appendix 
A). Inter-linked sections include a trigger, an event which can occur at any 
stage in the lifespan, although onset of a trigger is most common in 
adolescence. An external representation is brought to the attention of the 
individual through other people's observations or by the individual themselves; 
this can include bullying from others about a specific body part or sudden 
personal awareness when looking in the mirror. Selective attention focuses 
attention to the body part; when processing the self as an aesthetic object the 
individual worries about negative aesthetic judgements caused by the body 
part. Selective attention feeds into a negative appraisal of internal body 
image, where one's aesthetic appearance is reinforced as ugly, off-putting, 
and so forth. These inter-dependent and cyclical aspects feed into ruminations 
on ugliness and how the sufferer cannot achieve the looks of the ideal
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because of the focal body part. This will affect mood, resulting in disgust, 
depression and social anxiety and this in turn will exacerbate appraisals of 
body image and how others see the sufferer. Safety behaviours such as 
camouflaging using make-up, mirror checking and wearing baggy clothing 
attempt to improve mood and limit possible negative judgements from those 
around by hiding the focal body part and altering appearance. Veale includes 
risk factors such as; genetic factors, temperament (i.e. anxiousness or 
perfectionism), childhood adversity (i.e. traumatic events such as bullying, 
sexual and emotional abuse), history of dermatological or other physical 
stigmata, sexual identity and aesthetic awareness. The model does not 
include any life-span specific elements or behaviours and can be applied to 
sufferers of BDD from any age group.
Treatment of BDD
BDD treatment regimes build on manualised assessment and diagnostic 
criteria and theories forwarded on BDD aetiology. In a meta-analysis of 
psychological and pharmacological treatments, Williams, Hadjistavropoulos 
and Sharpe (2006) conclude that the most efficacious treatment is CBT 
followed by pharmacological treatments. Serotonin Re-uptake Inhibitor 
treatments are fairly successful for the somatic variant of BDD. Dopamine, 
which is used for treatment of delusions, can be used in conjunction with 
serotonin for the delusional variant of BDD. These neurochemcial treatments 
can be applied to most sufferers of BDD, although they are not recommended 
for sufferers under 18 years of age (BNF 52, 2006).
CBT involves response prevention and exposure in gradual and controlled 
situations from the highly controlled (being in a room with therapist) to 
uncontrolled and wide exposure (for example in a supermarket). Response 
prevention focuses on halting safety behaviours, for example, mirror gazing, 
where suggestions involve ‘using mirrors at a slight distance or ones that are 
large enough to incorporate most of their body’, ‘to deliberately focus attention 
on their reflection in the mirror rather than an internal impression of how they 
feel’ and ‘to only use a mirror for an agreed function (e.g. shaving, putting on
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make-up) for a limited period of time’ (Veale & Riley, 2001, p. 1391). CBT is 
characterised as a practical treatment, efficacious in altering cognitions and 
behaviours. Cognitive changes involve: stopping all-or-nothing thinking, 
overgeneralisations, exaggerations/ catastrophizing and mind reading. CBT is 
suitable for all ages and can be tailored to the specific needs of the client.
BDD's manualised diagnostic/ assessment appearance, aetiological theories 
and treatment plans which are age-non specific reinforce the appearance of a 
uniform disorder across the lifespan. It may be deduced that BDD clinical 
features are congruent throughout the lifespan, hence a sufferer can be 
diagnosed, assessed and treated at any age with the same manualised 
approach. Anyone, at any age may have a trigger episode elicited, possibly 
exacerbated by inherent non-lifespan related vulnerabilities.
BDD is not uniform across the lifespan
BDD may appear uniform across the lifespan. However, if one looks closer 
this is not as clear cut. Table 1 depicts the distribution of the age of onset, 
where 68% of sufferers have an onset between the ages of 11 and 20.
Age 5 or less 03%
Age 6 to 10 10%
Age 11 to 15 36%
Age 16 to 20 32%
Age 26 to 30 08%
Age 31 to 35 03%
Age 36 to 40 01%
Over age 40 01%
Table 1: Distribution of age at onset, taken from Phillips (1996), p.158
Adolescence stands out compared to other lifespan stages as an anomaly, 
not in terms of causing BDD “...as puberty does not cause BDD.” (Phillips, 
1996, p. 189), but in terms of high onset rates. Differences between 
adolescent and adult sufferers are highlighted in a unique study by Phillips et 
al. (2006). Adolescents were found to have a higher history of suicidal ideation
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and high rates of impairment in school, work and overall psychosocial 
functioning. Furthermore, adolescent sufferers exhibited higher rates of the 
delusional variant, higher lifetime rates of attempted suicide and higher 
elevated stress levels compared to adult sufferers. Nevertheless, Phillips et al. 
concluded that, despite such differences, generally, adolescents and adult 
sufferers shared similar clinical features (i.e. lifetime rates of functional 
impairment and commorbidity with other disorders). By highlighting such 
differences, this study raises an important issue regarding the lifespan. 
Adolescence is a crucial time for body image and interpersonal relationship 
development and while cognitive mechanisms are maturing, peer pressure, 
insecurities and poor body image insight might result in higher onset rates of 
BDD. Thus a possibility may be that, “...adolescents represent a more severe 
subset of individuals...” (Phillips et al., 2006, p.310). If one returns to Veale’s 
(2004) cognitive behavioural model, although it can apply to any age group, it 
seems particularly pertinent to adolescent sufferers. Negative appraisal of 
internal body image, processing of self as an aesthetic object, rumination on 
ugliness and comparison to ideal and elicited negative mood are elements 
congruent with the developmental, experimental and experiential adolescent 
years. With the very recent findings of Phillips et al. (2006) and the data from 
table 1 (collated in 1996), it is only now that the anomaly of increased onset of 
BDD in adolescents and possible reasons for this are considered. This 
anomaly could be added to Veale’s (2004) list of risk factors in the 
development of BDD. As it stands, this lifespan related anomaly is not 
covered in academic literature.
A topic closely linked to lifespan is gender, and it would be beneficial to briefly 
mention similarities and differences between male and female sufferers. 
Noting such differences potentially supports the notion of variation over the 
lifespan. How lifespan and gender may influence one another in the 
development of BDD remains to be investigated however. Studies report 
highly conflictuel data on the prevalence rates of BDD, reporting higher rates 
in men, women or equal rates in both genders (Cororve & Gleaves, 2001; 
Phillips, 2004). In a study by Phillips, Menard and Fay (2006) some gender 
differences were found. Male sufferers tended to be single, older and
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unemployed. Female sufferers tended to engage in more safety behaviours 
such as camouflaging, skin picking, and mirror checking. Female sufferers 
also tended to have earlier onsets and higher co-morbidity rates with eating 
disorders. Males were more preoccupied with genitals, body build and 
hairline. Women were more preoccupied with skin, stomach, weight, breast, 
buttocks, thighs, legs, hips, toes and facial hair. Generally more body parts 
than men. The investigation found conflicting data regarding which gender 
showed more severe symptoms depending on the assessment scale used. 
Overall, both genders shared many similarities in clinical features.
Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. Very little research has been 
done on the age-specifics of BDD (Phillips 1996; Phillips et al. 2006), thus it 
would be premature to assume that BDD is uniform across the lifespan. 
Indeed, the above examples of BDD onset in adolescence and gender 
highlight subtle variations within the disorder. Indeed it is suggested that BDD 
waxes and wanes throughout the lifespan, the former caused by seeing an 
attractive person on TV for example or the latter resulting from hobbies and 
activities which distract (Phillips, 1996). Again, age has not been studied in 
relation to the ebb and flow of the disorder over time.
The role of counselling psychologists
The remit of the counselling psychologist is to treat every client’s case as 
unique, care should be taken when using standardised assessment and 
diagnostic schemes which disregard age. Counselling psychologists should 
consider gender differences and adolescent onset rates, which reveal a 
particularly high risk age group. Such a high risk population may require new 
assessment/ diagnostic criteria.
The counselling psychologist can use standardised treatment techniques to 
create unique treatment plans for each client depending on their needs. Client 
needs will be influenced by many factors including age and gender. A 12 year 
old female BDD sufferer will require different goals for therapy than a 70 year 
old male sufferer. For example, the 12 year old client might have age-specific
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issues such as peer pressure and a developing cognition of body image and 
age-specific goals such as doing school work and interacting with school 
friends. The 70 year old client might have issues such as being isolated and 
depressed and goals might include going to a day centre. Diagnosis remains 
a descriptive and proscriptive social construction that may or may not reflect 
some, all or none of the client's experiences. Care should be taken with global 
standardised assessment and treatment techniques.
CBT is the most successful treatment followed by pharmacological treatments 
with psychodynamic approach being unsuccessful as a standalone treatment 
(Cororve & Gleaves, 2001; Neziroglu & Yaryura-Tobias, 1993; Phillips, 1996; 
Phillips, 2004; Phillips et al. 2005; Wilhelm et al., 1999; Williams, 
Hadjistavropoulos & Sharpe, 2006). Group CBT therapy has been shown to 
be efficacious (Wilhelm et al., 1999), it is important for client and psychologist 
to discuss the suitability of individual or group therapy. However, evidence- 
based practice should not indicate that other modalities such as person- 
centred or psychodynamic approaches are incompatible with the treatment of 
BDD. These modalities could step up to the plate and show their benefit of 
treating BDD with research and clinical studies. Furthermore, as CBT is often 
short term, solution focussed, and can entail symptom management, it could 
be argued that deep underlying drives or motivations may be left unprocessed 
by the client. Something that longer term treatments may deal with. 
Counselling psychologists are in the enviable position of offering various 
therapeutic abilities from very different schools to clients, this could mean 
being able to offer a holistic support mechanism which includes investigating 
the impact of the disorder on the life of the client as well as treating the 
disorder itself. Thus counselling psychologists should not simply relieve 
symptoms, but attempt to offer tools to improve the quality of life of the client 
as a whole.
Conclusion
Overall, it seems that BDD is uniform across the lifespan and normative data 
and assessment/ diagnostic techniques are important in accurately diagnosing
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BBD regardless of age. Some lifespan variables are important to consider and 
are currently neglected in the BDD literature. These variables include 
differences between adolescent and adult sufferers and gender. Counselling 
psychologists should consider these differences and not assume that all 
sufferers of BDD are similar and devoid of lifespan issues, hence tailoring 
treatment regimes to the specific needs of the client incorporating age specific 
elements and issues. More studies with BDD and lifespan need to be 
instigated as this relationship has not been fully explored as of yet.
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Appendix A
Risk Factors
Trigger (external 
representation of 
appearance) Selective
Attention
Negative appraisal of 
internal body image
Processing of self as 
an aesthetic object
Safety behaviours to 
camouflage and alter 
appearance
Rumination on 
ugliness & compare 
to ideal
Mood (disgust & 
depression)
Figure 1: A cognitive behavioural model of BDD proposed by Veale (2004).
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Essay 2
The symbolism of the phallus in a contemporary homoerotic picture
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
This picture is © Patrick Pillion and taken internet.
And on the pedestal these words appear:
‘My name is Ozymandias, king of kings:
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!’ 
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare. 
The lone and level sands stretch far away.
Excerpt from Ozymandias, Percy Bysshe Shelley
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Introduction
If one considers the picture at the start of this essay, what can be seen? A 
highly muscled youth with an oversized penis is the overt presentation. It 
could be argued that as this representation is produced for homoerotic 
purposes, a large penis would be part of the industrial norm as in other forms 
of pornography, and so what of it?
This essay would like to argue that latent meanings behind the representation 
of the penis is both interesting and important. Hence, the symbolism of the 
penis in a contemporary homoerotic picture will be explored from a 
psychoanalytic perspective in terms of conscious and unconscious fantasies 
and processes in relation to anxieties and defences. In terms of art, 
psychoanalytic theory has explored the relationship between art and the artist 
(Freud, 1908), art and the beholder (Balter, 1999) and that of artist and 
beholder’s relationship with art (Freud, 1916-1917). This tri-partite relationship 
of beholder, artist and culture will be investigated in relation to the picture.
Art conveys both the artist's and beholder’s values, dreams, fantasies, hopes, 
fears, desires; these psychological processes are endowed and shaped by 
cultural mores and norms and reactions to them. There is a two-way 
exchange between individuals, be they artist or beholder and the super- 
arching culture in which the consciousnesses and unconsciousness of all 
parties engage and collide in the frame that is art, it is truly a playful and 
transitional space within the picture frame.
Currently there is a trend in some homoerotic art to represent males with 
exaggerated primary and secondary sexual characteristics. This essay does 
not wish judge this development or deem it sufficient to draw a simple link to 
this phenomena and to that of base or ‘low art’. How one categorises art is 
beyond the scope of this essay. Suffice it to say that this trend in 
contemporary homoerotic art can be associated with the drawings and 
sketches by Tom of Finland. He made a great impact on gay culture in the 
1970s and 1980s. He was a fetish artist whose depictions included men
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performing sadomasochistic acts in military, leather, and ‘daddy’ scenes. This 
trend now continues in the work of Patrick Pillion, who’s picture is included 
above (Kiessling, 2007).
This essay is partitioned into four main sections, these include: the conflict, 
the anxieties, the defences and the clinical applications. Although these parts 
are arbitrarily separated, it is emphasised that they are intimately intertwined 
and interdependent. This essay focuses on homosexual men, due to the 
authors own interest in this area. The exclusion of homosexual women is both 
telling, capricious and important to note.
The Conflict
The sweat on my back grew cold. I was ashamed. The very bed, in its sweet disorder, 
testified to vileness. I wondered what Joey’s mother would say when she saw the sheets.
Then I thought of my father, who had no one in the world but me...
Excerpt from Giovanni’s Room (p. 14), James Baldwin
The BBC website recently proclaimed “California bans same-sex marriage” 
(BBC, 2008). In a research study, 68% of respondents experienced 
homophobic abuse and 10% experience homophobic violence in London 
(GALOP, 2001). In 2007, the London Metropolitan Police reported 1080 
homophobic crimes in the Greater London Area alone (Metropolitan Police, 
2008). In Denmark 3500 gay men were lobotomised to treat their sexual 
dysfunction, the last one occurred in 1981; Sweden treated up to 3300 
homosexual men in this way also (Naphy, 2006). Other conversion therapies 
used to cure homosexual men have included replacing their testicles with 
those of dead heterosexual men, castration, electro-convulsive therapy, 
exorcism, and injecting the patient with Metrazol to induce grand mal seizures 
as a form of aversion therapy (Cruz, 1999). In 1987, the DSM-III-R removed 
homosexuality as a disorder in its own right. In previous editions, 
homosexuality was considered as a paraphilia or sexual deviation (Davison, 
Neale, & Kring, 2004). The American Psychoanalytic Association, in 1991,
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declared its opposition in the discrimination of not allowing homosexuals to 
train as psychoanalysts (Bergman, 2002).
This part of the essay introduces the theme of discrimination and the conflict 
that homosexual men often face. Worryingly, many of the reference dates are 
fairly recent. It is argued that homosexual men face a continued conflict with 
some of the values of both society and certain individuals. This conflict leads 
to a perceived loss of mastery, control, presence and authority by homosexual 
men.
The prominence of (outwardly presented) heterosexual men in the creation 
and enforcement of ‘healthy’ norms and values is without question. 
Psychoanalytic theory, like other areas of socially constructed reality, 
promotes paternal family values based on white, Christian, western 
heterosexual values as a standard (Campbell, 2000). Psychoanalysis has 
played a prominent role in conversion therapy. The work by Irving Bieber and 
his colleagues promoted long term therapy, and maintained the need to 
interpret the unconscious childhood anxieties, instinctual drives and resultant 
perversions that caused the homosexuality (Cruz, 1999). Freud posited a view 
that homosexuality was the result of a developmental halt, with often a fixation 
in that particular stage (be it oral or anal) and this linked to a psychological 
immaturity (Drescher, 2002). Hence homosexuality was deemed by Freud as 
a pre-oedipal perversion. Socarides (1979), an American psychoanalyst, 
linked sexual immaturity with a fixated stage of development resulting in the 
perverse character traits of homosexuality, he writes; “The sexual deviant has 
been unable to pass successfully through the symbiotic and separation- 
individuating phase of early childhood, and this failure creates the original 
anxiety from which sexual perversions arise/’ (p. 165). It would be erroneous 
to deny the role of women in the creation of these norms and values also. For 
example, in psychoanalytic theory, Melanie Klein saw homosexuality as an 
idealised defence against paranoia and persecution (Campbell, 2000). 
Nevertheless, one could argue that homosexual men may identify with the 
heterosexual male persecutor as the creator of discriminatory values and 
norms, perhaps unconsciously siding with often discriminated and
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marginalised heterosexual women. It could be argued that homosexual men 
may have bought into an illusion. An illusion of a struggle between control, 
power, the good mother and the bad father. This is the illusion of the phallus.
The Defence
Here one can turn to the theory which still continues to discriminate and 
pathologize homosexuality for a possible heightened understanding of the 
current situation. An ironic situation or poetic justice?
According to Laplanche & Pontalis (1973), the term phallus is used to 
describe the symbolic aspect whereas the term penis depicts the actual 
member. The term phallus was derived from Freud's early use in relation to 
phallic monism, he mostly used the concept as an adjective (phallic mother, 
phallic stage) and it wasn’t until Lacan that the term phallus became more 
prominent in use (Birkstead-Breen, 1996).
According to Lacan in his seminal work The meaning of the phallus’ (1958), a 
myriad of diffuse possibilities are suggested regarding the phallus. The 
phallus is in a sense, an illusion, which divides the genders with a smoke 
screen. The illusion is one of power and mastery and yet it remains an Illusion 
(Lacan’s ‘Imaginary’). The phallus arouses need and want, and for Lacan it is 
the hunt for the desired that is the true game, of continually reaching out for it 
and merely grasping at smoke. Benton (1995), describes Lacan’s phallus as 
the place of “wholeness” and non-castration in the form of self-sufficiency, 
plenitude and autonomy, and this remains the desired illusion. According to 
phallocentric theory, the phallus is the role of the father, “In the name of the 
father”, which breaks the oedipal wishes through fear of castration. The 
phallus completes the oedipal triangle, it breaks the narcissistic and 
omnipotent urges of the child and separates mother to the side of the father. It 
is the rule of law. However, the phallus is not simply potent, it also remains 
diffuse, it is mysterious and intangible and is a signifier of a lack and 
emptiness. This incompleteness is a void which pushes one to chase the 
phallus. For men it can generate feelings of impotence and lack. According to
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Frosh (1994), “Much of the excess o f masculine sexuality seems to derive 
from the desperate struggle to retain a conviction of phallic mastery -  of 
potency- when what is being experienced is the impossibility o f measuring up 
to the fantasy of the full phallus.” {p. 78). So it is not simply a binary splitting of 
women and men, with women having 0 (lack) and men having 1 (presence), 
but a further struggle in the male population between the haves and the have 
nots, separating the men from the boys. For Parat (1995), le phallique n'est 
pas male, le phallique est narcissique. This supports the notion that the 
phallus is not simply a symbol of male power, but a symbol of fear, emptiness 
and slavery for both sexes. Sabbadini (1986) sees the phallus as a symbol of 
‘concrete’ power for control, mastery, satisfying needs, destroying enemies, 
fulfilling sadistic fantasies and narcissistic wishes of omnipotence. He 
proclaims the phallus as a symbol of appropriating power to the self and 
removing the perceived power from the other (Sabbadini, 1986).
The phallocentric view has been greatly criticised, especially in terms of 
seeing men as whole and women as lacking and castrated. There is much 
disagreement regarding the healthy way forward as through the father’s law. 
Today it is argued there is a aufhebung of the phallus (Benton, 1995). 
Bracketing these necessary views for this essay, it would seem that the status 
quo has been in the name of the ‘traditional’ phallic father, although there are 
movements away from this norm. Especially if one considers the conflict 
described above, a conflict not merely described but proscribed by seemingly 
prominent heterosexual men. In a sense, this essay argues that heterosexual 
fathers create the societal law of what is ‘normal’ and healthy in terms of value 
laden, socially constructed norms.
The artist and the picture above presents a omnipotent and narcissistic 
phallus. It is a projected symbol of grandiose power and mastery of virile 
potency. The phallus presented is that of overtly ‘don’t fuck with me, I fuck 
with you’. Hence the artist has created a phallus which is bigger and better 
than father’s. It merges the penis with the phallus, the distinction becomes 
blurred. There is an uber-phallus/penis, a construction of presence, (penis)
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envy and awe. Certainly the owner is not lacking, far from it. Supremacy and 
domination are projected out from the frame onto the beholder.
In ancient Greek art beautiful adolescent males would often be represented in 
prime physical condition with small genitals (Davis, 2001). This phenomenon 
has in part been explained by the pederast movement, where youthful beauty 
was paramount (Nussbaum, 2002). Often large penises were conferred to 
mythical creatures like satyrs, enhancing the view of mythical potency and 
animalistic tendencies, juxtaposed to youthful and refined images of male 
beauty (Naphy, 2006). Above, the penis seems a part-object that takes 
attention away from the owner, that is separate from the owner. It is central, 
bestial and mythic. Reminiscent of ancient Greek art as something from the 
gods. And one now wonders, what lies behind the shadow of this phallus?
The Anxieties
-  the way that, deep inside the misery 
of daily life, 
love lies bleeding.
Excerpt from What Narcissism Means to Me, Tony Hoagland
In a sense, the homosexual man in society is perhaps separated from 
maternal protection or primary omnipotence (Winnicott, 1971), losing a sense 
of protective embrace from the mother by the cruel and divisive father. Hence 
through a process of potential splitting, the attacker is perceived as male (as 
heterosexual and evil) and the female (as the mother and all nurturing). In 
response to losing mother’s protective and warm embrace the homosexual 
man may fear annihilation, meaninglessness and castration, especially seen 
in terms of the conflict. Deep anxieties may be generated, perhaps fear of 
death and isolation, in response, the artist, tapping into the homosexual 
unconscious may have created the phallus in the picture. This phallic defence 
hides the anxieties, impotence and confusion (in a sense a more true self), it 
is a façade of the false self, of power and worth projected out.
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The phallus here is a defence against the castration anxiety of the 
homosexual male. For Freud (1900; 1918) castration anxiety was a fantasy 
filled with symbolic aspects of threat, silence, fear, anxiety and disavowal. For 
Sabbadini (1986), castration anxiety is related to the expectation of the loss of 
a precious object. This could include one's penis or symbolic losses of one’s 
presence, autonomy and ability to influence others. It is argued that 
homosexual men who’s castration has occurred and still continues to occur by 
the father, is met by a defence with the phallus. The artist creates an 
omnipotent phallus, and yet omnipotence, according to Klein (1975) and 
Segal (1957) is viewed as a manic defense against the experience of envy, 
dependency and separation. Omnipotence is a blind and god-like defence 
which belays the absence of that power, a power to attempt to stop the 
castration, the further silencing at the hands of the father. It is no coincidence 
that Tom of Finland’s work became prominent at the same time as gay rights 
gained momentum and presence in the 1970s and 1980s. In a sense this 
phallus attempts to redress the power balance, however, the anxieties remain 
fulfilled and present. For Birkstead-Breen (1996), “Phallic sexuality is based 
on the identification by man or woman with the phallus in order to deny lack 
and the panoply of feelings associated with it including need, envy, fear, guilt 
and helplessness.” (p. 651). Homosexual men are unconsciously playing 
father at his game, engaging in the power struggle, the grasping at the 
mirage-like phallus. This defines them and separates them from the other.
The picture presents an overtly masculine youth, with a stylised perfection. 
The beholder may perceive a certain narcissistic confidence, a palpable 
flawless presence. The overt masculinity could be defence to feminine 
categorisation. Homosexual men have often been placed into either a 
feminine category or a third category -  but not a masculine one by the phallic 
father. Hence, here is a possible narcissistic defence. The picture conveys 
confidence in the outer image, in the perfection. However, not only is 
narcissism a precarious defence, it belays an actual unconscious sense of 
loss, emptiness, self loathing, confusion, powerlessness and grandiosity 
(Lowen, 1997). According to Meronen (1999), Kohut described narcissism as 
having both grandiose-exhibitionist fantasies and idealisation. In the former.
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the fantasy is that of being the centre of the world and the latter suggesting an 
omnipotence and desire to be powerful. As homosexual men have in the past 
been ostracised and marginalised in society, the artist may have created a 
defence of narcissism and omnipotence through the phallus which ultimately 
protects the fragile, angry, attacked, weakened sense of self.
The clinical implications and conclusion
How unfair.
Such dedication is proved.
Such harm, 
mythical payment for beauty.
Yet you remain perfect, 
you walk tall.
Boy sits alone, 
boy is ugly, 
boy is small.
Excerpt from Boy is ugly, Michael Benfield
Although the picture presents a conscious sense of empowerment, this essay 
argues that unconsciously, deep rooted anxieties are positioned behind the 
frame of the picture, behind the phallus. In a sense homosexual and 
heterosexual men are still negotiating their relationships and change is 
occurring on a societal level. Despite this, there is still a sense of narcissism 
and omnipotence which needs to be recognised and worked through by the 
artist and perhaps homosexual society as a whole. These are unhealthy 
defences which suggest a weakened ego which has resorted to temporary, 
unsatisfying and ultimately self-destroying defences which keep the super-ego 
and id, unchecked and unbalanced.
The picture conveys the possibility of sexual and perverse freedom for the id. 
The picture is grandiose, mythic and bestial. And yet the beholder may in 
response develop an overtly-critical super-ego. For example homosexual
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patients may feel humility, shame and frigidity because they cannot compete 
with the fantasy. They may feel that they are not enough. In response their 
super-egos may confer a sense of helplessness, worthlessness and 
powerlessness. Homosexual patients may internalise the projection of the 
artist and feel immobilised and lost in their own fantasy as well as that of the 
artist. In a sense the transitional space of the picture becomes a 
disconnection from their own reality. This could explain the increase in 
narcissistic and borderline issues as opposed to neurotic conflicts (Benton, 
1995) and result in conditions varying from depression to issues with self 
worth and self esteem. The work of the therapist is to work through these 
anxieties and conflicts and to be curious and mindful of the societal influences 
(be that heterosexual and homosexual) on their patients.
The psychoanalytic theory is useful to the extent that it explains what people 
buy into, in terms of cultural norms and values, anxieties, instincts, drives, 
relationships, and both unconscious and conscious processes. In a sense 
psychoanalysis has noted paternal phallic power and that we have been 
buying into this for many years, the trouble is that psychoanalysis has not 
remained descriptive but proscriptive. Only by recognising the system through 
the theory, can change be brought about to the phallic system, even if that 
means an end to the paternal dominance at the very heart of psychoanalysis.
The theory reveals that homosexual men play the game of the phallus, and 
this need not be the case. If homosexual men perceive heterosexual men to 
have the phallus, this negates the true power that homosexual men have. 
Hence the role of therapy is to help patients “...mend the wounds of 
disconnectedness and the pain of feeling isolated, fragmented, and separate, 
to discover...connectedness within themselves” (Kabat-Zinn, 2008, p. 162 
emphasis in quote). The theory reveals the game that both sides play, and 
through realisation can change be initiated. If ultimately, the true anxieties and 
fears remain unexposed and unprocessed, by the continued chasing of the 
phallus, it is this game, as Lacan comments, that is ultimately ruinous.
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Essay 3
Being held In mind with a statue?
An exploration of meaning of a transitional object made by a client with
Borderline Personality Disorder 
Always with Me
Somewhere, a voice calls, in the depths of my heart 
May I always be dreaming, the dreams that move my heart 
So many tears of sadness, uncountable through and through 
I know on the other side of them I'll find you
Every time we fall down to the ground we look up to the blue sky above 
We wake to it's blueness, as for the first time 
Though the road is long and lonely and the end far away, out of sight 
I can with these two arms embrace the light
As I bid farewell my heart stops, in tenderness I feel 
My silent empty body begins to listen to what is real 
The wonder of living, the wonder of dying 
The wind, town, and flowers, we all dance one unity
Somewhere a voice calls in the depths of my heart 
keep dreaming your dreams, don't ever let them part 
Why speak of all your sadness or of life's painful woes 
Instead let the same lips sing a gentle song for you
The whispering voice, we never want to forget, 
in each passing memory always there to guide you 
When a mirror has been broken, shattered pieces scattered on the ground 
Glimpses of new life, reflected all around
Window of beginning, stillness, new light of the dawn 
Let my silent, empty body be filled and reborn 
No need to search outside, nor sail across the sea 
Cause here shining inside me, it's right here inside me
I've found a brightness, it's always with me
Sen to Chihiro no Kamikakushi 
(Spirited Awav)
Yumi KIMURA
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Introduction
I want to introduce you to a client I worked with last year. Her name was Opal 
(this is a pseudonym). We worked together for under a year, every week, in 
an NHS psychotherapy service specialising in psychodynamic psychotherapy. 
Towards the end of therapy, with around four weeks till the end, she began to 
talk about a statue she had created called Timtim The Soldier. In our final 
session. Opal gave me a good-bye thank you card with a large colour picture 
of Timtim signed with love from her.
This essay is about my thoughts and ideas as I continue to reflect on the 
statue and would it could have meant for our relationship. What does Timtim 
mean for me? I can now more readily muse on the impact that statue had on 
me and continues to have on me.
This paper is written from first the person perspective, as I want to convey my 
sense of working with her, the way I see the world and how my client fitted 
into my world. I want this to be an engaging experience. I have often found 
that theory can be grounding, helpful in generating perspectives in a world of 
not knowing and confusion in the therapeutic endeavour. And yet, I feel theory 
can come at a price, we can lose the client’s experience as well as our own. 
Interpreting and describing can often turn to proscribing rather than staying 
and being with. My aim in this essay is to use theory to help me integrate my 
experience of Opal and Timtim, and to offer potential possibilities of why 
Timtim entered the room, and to use what Opal has explicitly said to me in 
sessions as well as my own experiences.
I want a chance to write about what Timtim means to me. In the therapy we 
often explored what Timtim meant for Opal, and I made interpretations of my 
felt senses to her. I often felt hemmed in by theory, in terms of not always 
explicitly owning my own experience. Despite any theoretical justifications for 
non-disclosure with regards to Timtim, I also knew that self disclosure was not 
always useful with clients who have limited sense of self or others as it can be 
distressing and overwhelming for them, being unable to process their own
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experiences as well as those of others (Pfohl, 1999). Furthermore, I have 
often found the use of jargon and theory very unhelpful for the therapeutic 
relationship. Theory creates a language that can and does impinge on the 
intuitive language generated between therapist and client. Now I want to play 
with the theory, ideas and feelings I have about this experience, potentially 
risking some jargon for the reader. I'm still processing the impact of working 
with this client. Working with clients who have borderline presentations can be 
extremely challenging, in part, because of the sense of chaos, confusion, 
impingement, surprise they can elicit in therapists. Opal confused me, 
frightened me, inspired me, shocked me, annoyed me, impressed me -  she 
really impacted on me. And something with the statue has stayed with me, it 
has kept me thinking of her and feeling of her. This essay uses theories in an 
eclectic manner from psychodynamic theory, dialectical behaviour therapy, 
schema therapy and cognitive analytic theory.
Labelling the other with borderline
I can be so mean when I wanna be 
I am capable of really anything 
I can cut you into pieces 
But my heart is ... broken
Da da da-da da 
Please don’t leave me 
Please don’t leave me 
I always say how I don’t need you 
But it’s always gonna come right back to this 
Please, don’t leave me 
(Pink)
Before I return to the Timtim, I would like to give some more information about 
Opal’s presenting symptoms. My stance on diagnoses is an ambivalent one, 
and yet it can be helpful to ‘shoehorn’ an intricate and abundant amount of 
client information into a label. The label is jargon shorthand form for 
something that is a rich interaction involving many roles and experiences for 
the client and those around her (including the therapist). Labels should be 
used with care as to what they implicitly and explicitly imply. Due to lack of 
words, I cannot do the client justice here, it is hopefully a good enough
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attempt. My reason for starting with the presenting symptoms is that I feel it 
gives the first clue as to what and who Timtim represents.
Opal, a 46 year old Bangladeshi woman, was diagnosed by her psychiatrist 
with emotionally unstable personality disorder, borderline type co-morbid bi­
polar affective disorder and depression. This essay focuses on borderline 
personality disorder (BPD), a useful history of the label and discussion can be 
found in the NICE guidelines (NICE, 2009).
The DSM-IV (APA, 1994) describes BPD as “a pervasive pattern of instability 
of interpersonal relationships, self-image, and affects” (p. 654). There are 9 
DSM-IV criteria, of which 5 must be present to diagnose this character style. I 
feel there are 5 points which are pertinent to this essay. These include; (i) 
frantic attempts to avoid real or imagined abandonment, (ii) unstable and 
intense relationships alternating between idealisation and devaluation, (iii) 
markedly unstable self-image or sense of self (e.g.: embodying evil or feeling 
invisible), (iv) transient, stress-related dissociative symptoms and most 
importantly for this essay, (v) chronic feelings of emptiness. Linnehan (1993) 
has translated these criteria into 5 spheres of dysregulation. Importantly, 
Linnehan writes of self dysregulation which includes identity instability with 
chronic feelings of emptiness, where the locus of evaluation is based on those 
outside of the individual.
Opal’s presenting symptoms included; emotional instability; difficulty with 
starting and maintaining sexual and intimate relationships; anxiety; grief 
around her marriage break-up; grief at losing the custody of her son; trauma 
related to sexual, verbal and physical she has suffered at the hands of family 
members and previous partners; and serious negative related ness to men.
According to Young, Klosko, & Weishaar (2003) when considering BPD from 
a schema therapy viewpoint, there are 5 schema modes that a client can 
quickly cycle between, which are often felt at a time. These are the 
abandoned child, angry and impulsive child, punitive parent, detached 
protector and healthy adult. An aim of schema therapy is the development and
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encouragement of the healthy adult schema mode for clients with BPD. A 
schema is a pervasive pattern or theme, which is made of memories, 
emotions, thoughts and bodily sensations. These develop during childhood 
and adolescence and involve the relationship with oneself and others. It is a 
kind of blue print which can be both adaptive and maladaptive. The 
abandoned child mode is the suffering inner child; schemas activated are 
abandonment, abuse, deprivation, defectiveness, and subjugation. Young, 
Klosko, & Weishaar (2003) write about the abandoned child mode "... patients 
appear fragile and childlike. They seem sorrowful, frantic, frightened, unloved, 
lost. The feel helpless and utterly alone and are obsessed with finding a 
parent figure who will take care of them. In this mode, patients seem like very 
young children, innocent and dependent. They idealize nurturers and have 
fantasies of being rescued by them. They engage in desperate efforts to 
prevent caretakers from abandoning them, and at times their perceptions of 
abandonment approach delusional proportions.” {p. 308).
Opal was a recovering alcoholic and started drinking around 1991. She had 
been sober for 6 years. Opal was raped in 2004. Opal lived in a rented council 
house. She described her house as a safe and protective place, full of colour. 
She stated she spends much time there. Opal had described turbulent 
relationships with people. Either people were helpful, supportive and her best 
friend or terrible, selfish and unkind. She had often commented how much she 
liked to be alone, in silence, where she can enjoy her cooking, painting, 
walking and meditating. In her words “retreat” and “hide away”. She has found 
people to be too much, too selfish, 7 get tired o f people, negative people bring 
me down. ”
Opal’s need for isolation (and solitary repair) was in stark contrast with her 
dependence on people around her. I take the view that Timtim meant 
something as she talked about him in the room, Timtim for me, was an object 
embedded in the past, present and future of Opal’s life. It revealed something 
about the way she related to me and what I meant for her.
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The statue comes to life
“. . . I  knew more than anything that I wanted them to remember. I wanted to go 
on living in someone’s memory. If we are not remembered, we are more than 
dead, for it is as if  we had never lived. ” (p. 487)
Maitland, K. (2008)
Timtim was made of terracotta pieces, which constituted his limbs, torso, neck 
and head. Opal had painted different body parts with varying vibrant Chakra 
colours including silvers and golds. Timtim reminded me of the Tin Man from 
Wizard of Oz, but who was lacking the heart? As the weeks progressed and 
the ending neared, Timtim became more fleshed out, more detailed as Opal 
spoke about him. The statue was becoming alive.
Transitional object
Winnicott wrote in 1951 about transitional objects and transitional phenomena 
(Winnicott, 2005). These are items which are the first-not-me objects (outside 
of the child), and are linked to a transitional space, between the inner world 
and external reality, a space of play, fantasy and creativity. The transitional 
object is often linked to the comfort of a mother, for example, but is separate 
from her also. It can reassure against anxiety of separation. According to 
Winnicott the transitional space lies, "... between the oral eroticism and true 
object relationship, between primary creative activity and projection of what 
has already been introjected ...” (2005, pp. 2-3). The transitional object allows 
the child a sense of illusion and control over the world, especially with the 
relationship with the mother. It helps facilitate fantasy and play. And if the 
illusion of control is sensitively attuned to by the good enough mother, the 
gradual disillusionment encourages the child to need the transitional object 
less and less while adapting to the environment (Winnicott, Shepherd, & 
Davis, 1989). The fusion between inner and external reality runs smoothly and 
continues to allow for a transitional space in adulthood. However, if this is not 
allowed to happen, the fusion and adapting between the inner realm and 
external can be problematic. Fintzy (1971) writes “The sudden breaking of the 
illusion of oneness ... leads to a premature need to distinguish between
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external and internal reality, with anxiety the price to be paid. The child then 
searches for a bit of the external world that is maiieabie ... the illusion that he 
and the object (e.g.: toy or therapist) are fused ‘with the goodness that he 
could conceive of intemaiiy’”. (p. 112).
When discussing the statue, Opal mentioned that she was a creative person, 
and being creative meant making things of meaning for her. She spoke of how 
ideas, feelings, and thoughts are better made concrete lest they be destroyed. 
When talking about Timtim, Opal implied she knew it wasn't me and yet it was 
me too.
I believe Timtim is a transitional object. Although she can’t cuddle him, she 
can hold him. Timtim is something symbolic and yet also something concrete. 
Timtim straddles both the internal and external worlds of Opal and I.
internalisation and creativity
Opal’s childhood was filled with traumatic incidences often involving sexual 
violation, loss, death, violence and abandonment. When she was two and 
half, she was taken to a Catholic boarding school and left with the nuns. She 
remembered feeling totally abandoned. 7 was this little girl in a frock watching 
my mother drive away.” Opal also saw and heard several maid servants 
molested and raped by some of her brothers. She also had to bathe in front 
of her brother and masturbate him. Her mother was aware of this, but did not 
prevent it from happening.
Internalisation depends on the internal processes of the infant and the 
relationship between mother and child (McDevitt, 1979). Thus the ability to 
internalise, and the quality of what is internalised is dependent on the early 
relationships the infant engages with. Internalisation influences object 
relations and vice a versa. McDevitt (1979) writes that ‘‘identifications with a 
mother’s loving care foster the very beginnings o f love and concern for 
others.” (p. 339).
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Winnicott (2007) writes, “The mother lays down the mental health of each 
child during her preoccupation with the care o f her infant ... a sensitive and 
active adaptation to her infant’s needs -  needs which are at the beginning 
absolute.” (p. 220).
I feel that psychodynamic theorists can sound quite “mother blaming”. I 
interpret the word mother in their theories as the nurturing environment or the 
inattentive environment. As written below, I believe children's ways of relating 
to others and themselves is influenced by their childhood and adolescent 
experiences from all those around them, not just the mother.
Despite Opal's turbulent childhood, adolescent and adult life, I felt that Opal 
had taken something good away from the therapy and made something of it. 
Timtim was something onto which Opal could project her love, care, creativity; 
elements which were in the past linked to the abused and vulnerable child. 
Timtim represented her most vulnerable aspects which were allowed to be 
expressed, because, I feel, she had internalised some of the goodness of 
therapy. Of course, the therapy wasn't all good, I let her down and I hated her 
too at times, but by dealing with the hate in supervision and personal therapy,
I could be as aware of this as possible while with her. And I never revealed my 
hate to her openly and consciously. I suppose I was a good-enough mother, a 
good-enough father, a good-enough therapist. Or at least the start of 
something good-enough, but not quite someone good enough yet. To my 
mind, Timtim was the physical creation of something we had made together in 
the therapy, the outcome of something internalised and processed.
Object constancy and evocative memory
Opal's father died at 40, when she was 8 years old. Opal's mother was 90 
when I saw Opal, and her mother lived in Pakistan. When Opal was 6, her 
mother went to live with Opal's grandfather for a time because of the affairs. 
She conveyed her mother as emotionally absent, strict and controlling. And 
yet Opal also portrayed her mother to me as violent, full of rage and hate, 
attempting suicide at least three times by the railway tracks. In one session
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Opal recalled her mother threatening to shoot all her brothers and sisters 
while they slept. Opal saw her mother cry often, and remembered feeling 
helpless and overwhelmed as a child by feeling unable to help her mother. 
Opal told me about waking up in the middle of the night many times and 
listening to her mother's breathing fearing she may have died and left her 
alone. She felt she never had enough of her mother, with so many children 
and so much going on in her life. Opal never remember being hugged by her. 
Opal recalled sucking her thumb till 16, and carrying a pillow till she was 20. 
She commented 7 was always comforting, like being an addict, always in 
need of dependence on something, someone. ”
Object constancy is the ability to pull up internal representations in one's mind 
when the mother or care-giver is absent, with the ability to self soothe. 
According to Aurbach & Blatt (1996) object constancy is severely disrupted in 
clients with BPD, “This representational impairment is a form of disturbed 
evocative constancy-that is, of the difficulty in evoking images either o f the seif 
as cohesive, effective, and stable or of significant others as constant, caring, 
and emotionally available or of both...” (p. 324).
Many psychodynamic theoretical thinkers (Mahler & Masterson for example) 
believe the separation-individuation process is disturbed in BPD clients 
(Fleming, 1975). This process is when the infant differentiates out of the 
symbiotic union with the mother and develops a separate identity. The infant 
tests own boundaries and boundaries in the relationships of others and the 
world around. Separation-individuation process is the differentiation between 
self and other, maturing of the ego and receiving self and other object 
constancy. There is a two-fold process of separation where the mother is 
perceived as a separate self and individuation where the infant goes for a 
greater testing of autonomy and self control.
The capacity to maintain and use stable mental representations of carers 
depends on the reciprocal relationships between maturation, modulation, ego 
development and emotional availability of the mother (McDevitt, 1975).
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Winnicott (1990) writes that the role of a mother is as that of a mirror, giving 
back the baby’s own sense self. In other words, a sense of self is vital for a 
sense of the other and is given in the early developmental stages.
Akhtar (1994) writes “the attainment of object constancy assures the mother’s 
lasting presence in the child’s mental structure. The attainment of self 
constancy establishes a coherent, single-representation with minimal 
fluctuations under drive pressures.” (p. 443). Furthermore he states “The 
failure to achieve object constancy leads to a continued propensity to rely 
excessively on external objects for self regulation. Aggression towards them 
mobilises fears of having internally destroyed them and this, in turn, fuels the 
need to monitor them closely in reality. ” (p. 445).
Interference with age-adequate object constancy can result in conflict and 
pathology in the young child (McDevitt, 1979). Mature object constancy in 
later life would indicate no fear of object loss per se, but with potential feelings 
of anger, guilt, sadness and some separation anxiety (Angel, 1972).
According to Young, Klosko, & Weishaar (2003) “In the abandoned child 
mode, patients with BPD usually lack object permanence. They cannot 
summon a soothing mental image of the caretaker unless the caretaker is 
present. The abandoned child lives in an eternal present, without clear 
concepts of past and future, increasing the patient’s sense of urgency and 
impulsivity. What is happening now is all there is, was, or will ever be. The 
abandoned child mode Is largely preverbal and expresses emotions through 
actions rather than words. Emotions are unmodulated and pure.” (p. 309).
Opal had an “out of sight, out of mind” like quality. Either I was there in front of 
her, or gone and dead. There was a need for constant reassurance to feel 
connected to the other, when the other was gone, so was the transitory sense 
of self, which the other provided. Holidays proved to be very difficult for Opal 
and for me, upon my return. She was rejecting, angry, frightened, worried, 
isolated, self contained, and leaking out. I often felt guilty, confused, and like 
we were back at square one. It seemed that with mirroring, the mirror had
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gone, and so had anything stable. Timtim, I feel was a therapist replacement, I 
felt a bit of competition with him. Our two-some became a ménage-a-trois. 
With the end in sight, he would become a constant reminder to her of me and 
the therapy. It was like she couldn't bear the end of the therapy, and he 
helped her remember me and the therapy.
All good, and all bad
Those with BPD have been seen to have a limited stable sense of self, with 
boundaries between self and others often subject to transitory states 
(Robinson, 2005). According to Clarkin, Yeomans, & Kern berg (1999) those 
with BPD, have disturbances in reflexive self awareness, also known as 
identity diffusion, with a failure to integrate disparate and contradictory self- 
images of themselves and those around them. In a sense, clients with BPD 
have trouble with processing information of themselves and others which 
results in cognitive dissonance. A defence against this is splitting life into good 
and bad, to make the world potentially more manageable.
Opal had explained to me that Timtim was a soldier, who helped her fight her 
inner battles. She had placed him the kitchen, the hub of her home, where he 
would chime and according to her, make beautiful music. Opal enjoyed talking 
to him and singing to him. She would openly show him to people who visited.
Timtim was all good. I felt how powerful he was, he hinted at a power she 
perhaps felt she didn’t have yet. If Timtim was a soldier then what was she? A 
soldier too? A general? Or a civilian in need of protection? The enemy? What 
would happen if Timtim let her down, would she smash him into pieces? 
Soldiers protect and rescue, but also kill and plunder. Timtim made me feel 
uneasy by the high standards she had placed on him. There was something of 
slight idolising in there, something of worship, of catholic idolatry, for Opal was 
a Catholic. I feel she couldn’t be openly angry with me for leaving her, 
perhaps because I had been good to her. So I was immortalised into 
something forever good. Timtim fulfilled the role of splitting the world into good 
and bad, abandonment made easier by clear categories. We hadn’t reached
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the stage in therapy of me becoming someone good and bad, I feel a more 
mature and confusing state to be in.
Aloneness and abandonment
In previous parts of this essay, a common theme when describing BPD is the 
theme of aloneness and abandonment. This is in part due to the difficulty in 
developing object constancy and evoking memories/ experiences which can 
soothe. Richman & Sokolove (1992) "... observed severe pathology in these 
individuals’ capacity to evoke internalised imagery or memories as a source of 
self-soothing in the face of frustration, stress or loss. The putative disturbance 
leaves the borderline individual unable to alleviate the panic and terror which 
comes from the threat of separation, and vulnerable to the experience of 
empty alones, resignation, and despair.” (,p. 78).
In our last sessions Opal commented that she wanted to begin a woodwork 
course in order to make a wooden Timtim so that it would never break and 
leave her. She also wanted make one for her son, and tell him stories of 
Timtim, the soldier so that he would know of the soldier.
Opal was increasingly worried about the ending. Endings were a big issue for 
her. Most endings were traumatic, dramatic, incomprehensible or sudden. We 
had prepared and spoken a lot about endings, especially around the theme 
that this end could be different. She could be prepared. Opal expressed 
numerous times that I was an important man in her life. I could listen, and not 
hurt her. She said “You mean the world to me. I ’m worried about this ending.”
I often felt that Opal didn't experience aloneness, but more abandonment. If 
one considers reciprocal roles from Cognitive Analytic Theory, both players 
enact reciprocal roles based on power dynamics from previous object 
relations experience (Ryle, 1985). Opal felt abandoned, and I felt abandoning. 
Rejected to rejecting, crushed to demanding. There was a sense of negative 
action on my part. Timtim helped ground Opal and alleviated the 
abandonment she felt. Timtim would never leave her, but I did. And that is 
something that still stings. Timtim could do no wrong, I felt like the abandonee
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Mentalization
A theory that has really helped me in understanding the transferential and 
counter-transferential feelings generated between Opal, myself and Timtim, 
comes from Fonagy and his mentalization theory (Fonagy, Gergely, Jurist, & 
Target, 2007). He describes that a child's ability to mentalize (understanding 
others' feelings, understanding others' intentions, the understanding of rules 
and conventions, and understanding that others have minds) is vital in 
knowing about self and other. Fonagy (1989) writes “The absence of parental 
figures endowed with adequate empathy to react appropriately to the child’s 
growing social awareness may contribute to a permanent impairment of 
structuralisation leading to the child’s poor comprehension o f his own and 
others’ mental states.” (p. 107). The ability to mentalize is vital for autonomy 
and functioning relationships (Fonagy, 1993). Those with borderline feel 
empty because they lack a cohesive sense of self and feel that others have no 
mind (Fonagy, 2000).
People who have been diagnosed with BPD, it is argued more readily feel 
abandoned because they have a transient sense of self and other, they lack 
object constancy and due to their limited ability to mentalize cannot hold the 
thoughts of self and others in mind (Dazzi, 1998).
The focal point of work around Timtim was that Opal felt the ending would be 
the destruction of what we worked towards. She couldn't imagine me thinking 
of her and her thinking of me. That she would live on in my memory and I 
would live on in hers. She couldn't comprehend, what Weinberg (2006) 
describes when quoting Fonagy as having “another human being having your 
mind in mind” (p. 252).
Because I sensed that Opal had trouble in mentalizing me, I feel Timtim was 
an anchor to her feelings of abandonment, he helped her to mentalize me 
after I was gone. Opal's attachment to me, was uncertain at first, anxious, but 
as she became more attached with me, I began to matter to her and she to 
me. It seemed I saw more of her as a person, a woman, a fellow human.
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rather than a mass of defences in the room as we progressed. Perhaps for 
her the process was the reverse, I became less and less of a person as the 
ending threatened to arrive. When the end came, that relationship was in her 
eyes, terminated and destroyed. I asked her “You mention that this is the end, 
and in some ways it is, but can you imagine me thinking of our work together, 
me wondering what you are doing during this time in the future.” She replied 
no. I had other patients, I was busy, she hoped she mattered. She couldn’t 
entertain me thinking of her.
Stability and control: Attachment to an object is safer
As mentioned above, a transitional object can entail a certain amount of 
illusion and control over the world in infant development. Why would a 46 year 
old woman still maintain this sense of omnipotence? I feel the answer lies in 
Opal’s childhood and adolescence. I believe a person with BPD is not born, 
but made (Robinson, 2003), through the social interactions with those around 
her and life events she has experienced. To my mind. Opal witnessed events 
in which she felt helplessness and hopelessness as a child and young adult, 
and now maintains an omnipotent sense to help her manage her life. 
Regardless of the label of BPD and value-laden terms such as omnipotence. 
Opal made the best of her life, she survived the chaos of her youth and acted 
in the most authentic way she could here and now. For that, she will always 
have my most profound respect.
According to Erickson, & Egeland (2002) “Even the most subtle kinds of 
emotional neglect have a dramatic effect on children’s development, 
especially during the early years of life.” (p. 15). Neglect is by omission and 
commission, and is inadequate physical protection, nutrition, health care, and 
‘failure to thrive’ due to lack of human contact and love. When researching 
abuse and neglect, Crittenden (1985) found that abused children can develop 
difficult temperaments, became angry under stress quicker and exhibit mild 
developmental delays. Neglected children, can become passive, tended 
towards helplessness under stress and showed significant developmental 
delays. There was a high incidence of anxious attachment amongst abused
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and neglected children. Berliner, & Elliott (2002) write “Sexual abuse can be 
painful, frightening, shame inducing, and confusing and can lead to responses 
in childhood that interfere with normal developmental processes and increase 
the risk for subsequent maladjustment in adult life.” (p. 60). Furthermore, 
“Because the victimization typically occurs in the context of human 
relationships, sexual abuse can cause a disruption in the normal process of 
learning to trust, act autonomously, and form stable, secure relationships.” (p. 
64). Abuse and neglect can have a biological impact on the child also. 
Children who have experienced violence have exhibited compromised brain 
and central nervous system development (Perry, 1997), decreased serotonin 
and increased dopamine and testosterone (Lewis, 1992). Physically and 
sexually abused children and adolescent psychiatric patients have increased 
left-sided frontotemporal abnormalities and a higher prevalence of left 
hemisphere deficits among other brain abnormalities (Teicher, Ito, Glod, 
Anderson, Dumont, & Ackerman, 1997). Gerhardt (2004) describes the impact 
on a baby's brain development generated by emotionally unavailable 
parenting as well as abuse and neglect.
In a large scale longitudinal study of children affected by neglect and abuse, it 
was recorded that emotional neglect and abuse can result in anxious-avoidant 
attachment, lack of persistence, non-compliance, and little positive effect. The 
children presented with serious behaviour problems. They were impulsive, 
highly dependent on teachers, displayed nervous signs, and self-abusive 
behaviour. They also displayed considerable anger. They were avoidant and 
unaffectionate toward their mothers, even though they were highly dependent 
on them (Egeland 1997; Egeland, Sroufe, & Erickson 1983; Erickson, 
Egeland, & Planta 1989). Insecure attachments with increased avoidance and 
resistance, have been linked to the quality of the parent-child relationship 
(Cicchetti, & Barnett 1991). Empirical evidence has accumulated to suggest 
that child physical abuse and neglect has various short-term and several long­
term adverse consequences in terms of heightened clinical and health 
problems (Kolko, 2002). A history of physical abuse has been linked to 
borderline personality disorder (Famularo, Kinscherff, & Fenton 1991). The
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nature of the parent-child relationship in early childhood is important when it 
comes to internalising information about the self and other.
I believe object relations do not just work on the symbolic level, but on the 
(bio)physical level too. Children’s attachment styles are influenced by parental 
input. Children want to remain close (emotionally and physically) to their 
parents and adopt attachment styles which can facilitate that. These 
interpersonal styles effect how we see others, the world and ourselves and 
can persist into adulthood. These attachment patterns can become 
maladaptive in later adolescent and adult relationships. The link between 
infant and adult attachment styles is intricate, although childhood attachment 
styles do not predict adult attachment styles in a linear way, adult attachment 
has been found to link in with childhood memories of parenting experienced 
(Diehl et al., 1998). Infant attachment styles can predict psychopathology 
(Shorey & Snyder, 2006). Practitioners and researchers have often described 
an oscillation in BPD between wanting to bond with a mother that was 
experienced as rejecting, frightening and being engulfed with that sensation or 
moving away remaining separate and yet isolated and abandoned (Horner, 
1976). I see this as the struggle between the child’s innate drive to be close to 
the mother, yet feeling overwhelmed, impinged, chaotic and so wants 
welcome separation which means both calm, ability to think and yet isolation 
and rejection.
Timtim was something that Opal could manipulate and have a sense of 
control over. On the one hand I see Timtim as something good, and yet there 
is also something that makes me feel somewhat uncomfortable. Timtim has to 
my mind, a voodoo doll quality also. Opal couldn’t stop me leaving, so she 
made an object that she could keep with her. In a sense she tried to stop the 
doer doing. Here again, I feel there is a sense of being done to, that it is safer 
to attach to a doll rather than stay with the ending between us, perhaps I’m 
asking too much of Opal, and she did what she could. It says as much about 
my beliefs as hers.
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Not saying good-bye
For all the goodness that Timtim could symbolise, I believe he also represents 
a great insecurity, uncertainty and loss of the relationship. Not just loss, but 
abandonment. Although the ending was sad for me, it did not have to mean 
being abandoned or the destruction of the work we had done together. That in 
some way, we had been for ever influenced and moved by each other. Just 
because we didn’t see each other, didn’t mean death or annihilation, but a 
grey area of thinking of the other and remembering. Opal seemed to require 
the aide of a substitute to carry this out.
I feel the psychodynamic world can pathologize the use of transitional objects, 
and yet we all use them. By discussing Opal and Timtim, I would not want to 
sound in any way pejorative. I took pictures of my partner on holiday with me 
to pine over. Both are holding onto a symbolic and representative element of 
the other in potential absence. They concretise our inner worlds, and allow 
something physical to become a symbol for our internal worlds.
In hindsight, I feel we didn’t have the time to fully work with Timtim and what 
he deeply represented for both of us. The therapy was in some ways just 
starting, and it felt a great shame to end where and when we did. Having said 
that, we covered as much as we could both manage in a year. I believe Opal 
was more able to realise that men were not always abusive while being 
intimate. Timtim was perhaps the product of something good and wholesome.
Timtim is Opal and me, and this shows both her desire to merge and the fear 
of abandonment. It feels such a difficult situation to be in, a real catch-22. 
From our first session. I’ve seen a presence and power in Opal which she still 
did not seem to realise. I wish she could take with her the impact she had on 
me. Even when exploring this with her, she seemed deaf to the words. Her 
sense of powerlessness, evilness, badness extended to the realm of not 
influencing me. Timtim for me, signifies that what partially alluded her, that our 
ending did not mean destruction, that I can think of her and she of me. I would
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like to say that Opal instilled in me a fear of being forgotten, she couldn’t 
imagine she mattered to me.
I see Timtim as a soldier who defends against her life traumas and the 
resulting sense of anxiety, confusion, and powerlessness. He seems to stave 
off death, meaninglessness, isolation and total freedom, her existential fears 
are comforted. He allows a focus of attention, an amulet of something 
continuing. A never-ending reassuring gaze between Opal and Timtim. The 
unending gaze of keeping me and Opal in her mind. And her in mine.
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Introduction to the therapeutic practice dossier
This chapter contains information which relates to my therapeutic practice. I 
present a description of my clinical placements over the four years and my 
final clinical paper. The final clinical paper is truly a cornerstone of this 
portfolio, as it portrays my journey through this course through combining 
clinical experience, research, theory, and my use of self. The final clinical 
paper hopefully provides a deeper sense of me as a person and as a 
practitioner.
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Description of clinical placements
Below follows a description of each of my yearly placements. For each 
placement a log book was completed. The log book contains mid-term and 
end-term supervisor evaluations, the professional tutor's mid-term report, the 
placement training agreement, the placement description, client descriptions, 
and experiences and responsibilities carried out.
Year 1: Person-centred/ integrative/ counselling skills
My first year placement involved working for a large NHS primary care trust in 
two GP surgeries in two suburban towns in Surrey close to London. The 
service provided short term integrative solution focussed counselling, dealing 
with issues of limited severity or duration (e.g.; depression, anger 
management, low self esteem). My supervisor was an integrative counsellor 
who predominantly used theory from person-centred and psychodynamic 
modalities. With my supervisor I began to learn to be authentic in supervision 
and how I would ask for help and the discomfort around that. I was also 
introduced to psychodynamic concepts of holding and containment. Most 
therapy sessions did not exceed six in number excluding an assessment. 
Extending session time was possible if a justification was provided to my 
supervisor.
Clients were 18 and over. I worked with a wide range of clients (different ages 
and ethnic backgrounds). Presenting issues included; depression, generalised 
anxiety disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, bereavement, sexual issues, 
sexuality issues, issues around guilt, work induced stress, panic attacks and 
anger. Clients where referred by their GPs, and I thus received a referral letter 
which provided me with information on the nature of the issue and relevant 
client information including the client's current medication. I would write an 
assessment letter which provided information about the client and the 
presenting issue and formulation, I also provided a discharge letter to the GP 
describing outcome, recommendations and areas covered during the 
sessions.
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Besides offering individual therapy, the service offered group sessions which 
provided skills on topics such as anger and bereavement, these lasted for 8 
weeks. Departmental meetings occurred every two months, only counsellors 
and psychotherapists were present at these. A line manager oversaw therapy 
services in the relevant GP surgeries and was present at the meeting. 
Attending the meetings helped me to understand policy matters of my 
placement in greater detail. I gained confidence in suggesting ideas and 
changes to policy. I was privy to the processes of setting up group work and 
the logistics this may entail, for example; having contingency plans if too few 
people turned up, influence of waiting lists and the content of each session. 
During the last meeting I was offered to head funded research on the efficacy 
of counselling in terms of reductions in anti-depressant use, however, I had to 
decline due to work commitments. Being part of these meetings helped me to 
integrate more into the identity of a counselling psychologist. Liaising with 
counsellors and psychotherapist assisted me in fostering a professional side 
to my vocation, especially in terms of working in a team. With this placement I 
learned to make assessments, formulations and treatment plans, and to 
present these coherently to other mental health care professionals in written 
and verbal forms. I learned to do monthly audits of my clients and their contact 
hours. In terms of psychometric tests I used the Beck Depression Inventory, 
Beck Anxiety Inventory, and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale in 
assessment, formulation and therapy. I learned about placement policies 
around confidentiality, report writing, note tracking, ethical issues, note 
keeping and appropriate liaising with staff members. I also experienced first 
hand the impact on clients and the therapeutic relationship in dealing with 
limited resources, such as the competition for rooms, and the sometimes 
confusing and delay inducing referral system. In a sense I learned how to 
create a safe and stable thinking and feeling space within the confines of the 
NHS.
Year 1 repeat: Person-centred/ integrative/ counselling skills
My year one repeat placement involved working for a university counselling 
centre. Although the service saw both staff and students, I was contracted to
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work only with students, both undergraduate and postgraduate, who did not 
study at the psychology department. The service provided long and short term 
counselling and psychotherapy in various modalities including; 
psychodynamic, person-centred, psychosynthesis and integrative. My 
supervisor worked from a psychodynamic Kleinian perspective, however, our 
supervision was fairly integrative, incorporating person-centred aspects also. 
The centre offered mindfulness courses to staff and students as well as other 
courses on sexuality, love, and relationships. The centre was currently in the 
process of transforming into a ‘well being centre' which would offer multiple 
services to enhance mental well being such as meditation classes as well as 
short term counselling.
The centre dealt mostly with mild to moderate presenting issues of limited 
severity and duration such as mild depression, work anxiety, stress, low self 
esteem and so forth. I worked mostly with undergraduates and a few 
postgraduates. Presenting issues included bereavement, procrastination, 
loneliness, home sickness, depression, anxiety, psychosexual issues, gender 
issues, interpersonal issues and so forth. Most clients would either be self 
referred or referred through their personal tutor from their course. They would 
be asked to fill in a brief form with some personal details like course, age, 
gender, ethnicity, year of study and contact details. Included were two open 
ended questions about why they were coming to therapy and what they would 
like out of it.
Every month there were clinical meetings which trainees could attend 
(although clinical meetings for full time staff were every week) and seminars 
were every other month and covered various topics of interest such as touch 
in the therapy room, person-centred therapy, and art therapy. I learned to use 
the global assessment of functioning scale in my assessments. I also had to 
learn to navigate between the needs of the client and the needs of the system 
which was to get students back to work as soon as possible. Liaising with staff 
and lecturers while maintaining confidentiality was an important lesson I 
experienced.
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Year 2: Psychodynamic
This year’s placement was a secondary care NHS psychotherapy service. It 
provided long and short terms psychodynamic psychotherapy, cognitive 
analytic therapy and art therapy. The service provided one to one therapy and 
group therapy. I received three sessions of supervision a week; group 
supervision with psychiatrists in training from the consultant psychiatrist who 
was trained in Jungian Analysis, group cognitive analytic supervision with a 
CAT therapist and one to one psychodynamic supervision from a therapist 
who specialised in psychodynamic art therapy.
The client group included a wide range of presenting issues in an adult 
population. As this was a secondary care service patients came with 
moderate to severe enduring mental health concerns. Most common 
presenting issues included depression and anxiety. Many patients at this 
service were diagnosed with a personality disorder; the most prevalent was 
borderline personality disorder. Patients were referred through primary care, 
other secondary care services or self referral. All patients completed a 
detailed questionnaire and were assessed prior to the commencement of 
sessions. Patients also completed PR0Q3 and CORE before engaging in 
therapy. I saw 3 patients practicing psychodynamic psychotherapy and 2 
patients using cognitive analytic therapy.
Psychodynamic psychotherapy entailed maintaining a firm frame and yet 
allowing freedom within the session, hence there was no agenda. I dealt with 
unconscious and conscious communications as they arose during the 
session. Sessions were year long. With cognitive analytic therapy, sessions 
were 16 in number, and involved some structure with patients filling in a 
psychotherapy file. I completed a reformulation letter and together a 
diagrammatic representation of the patient’s issues was created. Towards the 
end of therapy both myself and the patient composed good-bye letters.
I learned a lot about working in an NHS psychotherapy service this year. I 
grappled with the bureaucracy of filling in discharge forms, keeping GPs and
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CPNs up to date and keeping notes in a confidential way. Seeing patients for 
under a year, weekly, was something I had never experienced before. I really 
enjoyed working long term and getting to know my patients well, which was 
something very special indeed. This had made me confront my issues around 
endings, as the ending in psychodynamic work, especially after working for so 
long, was a vital part of the work. Having supervision with other health 
professionals, such as psychiatrists, was at first daunting and yet helped me 
receive useful feedback from those who work in mental health from different 
perspectives. I was able to gain confidence in presenting my work as a 
counselling psychologist in training to those who are medically trained. 
Working in this setting had helped me not to simply accept what patients 
brought to the room, but to think about it and feel about it, and to see what 
was behind what they presented. This year had helped me to become more 
mother (holding, nurturing, containing) and father (challenging, rule making, 
no saying). I attended a personality disorder workshop for working with 
patients who have a personality disorder, which was informative. Also this 
year I experienced two models which enriched my practice.
Year 3: Cognitive behavioural therapy
In my final placement, I worked in a primary care mental health team 
(PCMHT) which was close to London. This was a secondary care placement 
within the NHS. The mental health team model involved multiple disciplines of 
mental health professionals working closely in a team, which included social 
workers, mental health nurse practitioners, doctors, psychologists, 
psychiatrists and occupational therapists. Psychological interventions were a 
combination of generally short term with some longer term work, and 
predominantly from a CBT or integrative approach. Clients were referred to 
allocations through primary and secondary care routes, and placed on a 
waiting list. My supervisor and I would select suitable clients for treatment and 
discuss them in supervision. My supervisor was a chartered counselling 
psychologist and supervision was weekly.
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I would offer clients an assessment date, and complete a full assessment and 
risk assessment with them. Assessments were between one and three 
sessions. During the assessment, issues around confidentiality and taping 
were discussed and CORE information was gathered. Clients were socialised 
to the CBT model and a collaborative case conceptualisation was carried out. 
Clients were generally offered between six and twelve sessions.
I worked with a diverse range of clients with a wide range of presenting issues 
from across the lifespan including; depression, obsessive compulsive 
disorder, psychosis, anger, psychosexual issues, social anxiety, generalised 
anxiety disorder, borderline personality disorder, childhood abuse, marital 
abuse, dissocial personality disorder, and anti-social personality disorder to 
name but a few. Clients had moderate to severe enduring mental health 
concerns and were often in the service for many years.
In this placement I contributed in multi-disciplinary meetings, presented 
clients, and liaised with different services such ESRA, Continuing Needs, 
Crisis Team, Assertive Outreach and the Home Treatment Team. I have 
attended presentations on personality disorders, new NICE guidelines for 
depression and current drug treatments for depression and anxiety. I have 
presented current research on the treatment of phobias using CBT to my 
PCMHT team. I have attended home visits with colleagues in the department. 
I attended a conference on CBT in secondary and tertiary care settings. 
Working for the NHS is a dynamic experience, and has meant working with a 
wide range of professionals from many disciplines. Managing and working 
within a system of at times limited resources while providing the best service 
to clients can be challenging and yet also rewarding, and something I have 
become accustomed to. I have learned to make assessments, formulate and 
create treatment plans from the CBT perspective. I have also shared lead 
professional responsibilities with my supervisor for some clients, which has 
meant managing care in conjunction with other services and attending care 
plan meetings with care coordinators in the care plan approach. My role in 
addition to be an agent for change, and to promote the client as agent for 
change, is to at times manage care and consider many implications in addition
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to therapy which have included child protection issues, consent, government 
benefit support, carers, and carer’s assessments, for example. I have run 
three groups for the PGMHT, two anxiety management workshops and one 
eight week GBT skills group for secondary care service-users with depression 
and anxiety. In my GBT placement year I have used Padesky, Leahy and 
Salkovskis treatment protocols. I have also updated my knowledge with NICE 
guidelines which are important in maintaining standards for evidence based 
practice. I trained Socrates and with the RiO online electronic client file 
system.
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Final clinical paper
The meaning of weaning: Finding my own nurturance
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Introduction
What do I call this paper? A paper that links together theory, research, 
practice and personal development into a coherent and illuminating narrative 
of my time on the PsychD course. What is in a name? But something that 
captures the essence of my journey to the title of counselling psychologist. An 
expedition to me with a particular focus of these last four years.
One option is to call this paper The Odyssey by Homo\ perhaps a little too 
self disclosing on second thoughts. Another choice could be, Toto, I have the 
feeling we're not in Kansas anymore’, a good forerunner with a mythical 
journey in which the protagonists utilize personal gifts they always had within 
them. A story littered with Jungian archetypes and where the foolishness of 
power is promoted. Yellow has always been my least favourite colour. A last 
ditch attempt could be To Hades and back’, to truly capture the baptisms of 
fire this experience has flourished upon me, so much for the Rogerian concept 
of the nurturing and actualising environment (Rogers, 2004). I hope that by 
using such jocular language, I don't lose the essence of meaning or solemnity 
of my growth. This journey has been truly transformative and I have survived it 
by having a sense of humour, which hopefully does not always diminish or 
repress, but is a necessary element for coping with life’s turbulences. So 
fourth time lucky. I’ve decided to call this paper The meaning of weaning: 
Finding my own nurturance’. The title introduces a theoretical and 
philosophical position which has forged both my practice and my personal life, 
psychodynamic theory. It is something that has forever been switched on in 
my brain, something I will never be able to unlearn. I shall return to this and 
other theories throughout this paper.
This paper is partitioned into interconnecting sections by academic year to 
allow for greater oversight in the writing and reading process, although the 
division is entirely arbitrary (as experiences have the tendency to flow 
throughout the 4 years). Each year is accompanied by an existential theme 
taken from Yalom’s Existential Psychotherapy (1980) and van Deurzen 
(2001), which I feel fits the overall annual experience.
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Year 1: Meaninglessness (van Deurzen, 2001; Yalom, 1980)
Before I started with this course, I started with my personal therapy. I’ve been 
with my therapist for four years. I walked into her room expecting to be cured 
and healed from a particularly debilitating phobia, a phobia of myself. This 
phobia opened up issues around my childhood, self love, self hatred, intimacy, 
autonomy, confidence and dependence to name some facets. Suddenly my 
intrapsychic landscape was not so familiar any more.
In the Tate Modern I recently walked into a giant pitch-black container. 
Starting this course was like stepping into a tunnel full of darkness. Entering 
the darkness your senses become heightened, the heart beats faster. Let me 
share with you a snippet from the guide.
‘How shall I move forward?’ you might ask yourself, as you stand at the threshold, confronted 
by the darkness ahead. Many of us learn from an early age to fear the unfamiliar or unknown. 
If the unknown is also without light, it can become unjustifiably terrifying. How you approach 
the unknown is unique, as your first encounter with anything can only ever be as an 
individual...’It’s fine’, you reassure yourself, ‘what can actually be inside?’
From the Tate Modern guide to Miroslaw Balka’s ‘How it is’
Starting this course was confusing and frightening. For much of this year I felt 
numb and inert, and I feel that was a theme reflected in my clinical work also. 
It was such a shock to be on a doctorate course having just completed my 
undergraduate training and having left my partner behind in Scotland to arrive 
at a destination where I knew no-one and nothing. I had done such little 
preparation for it, I just didn’t know what to expect, and when it occurred, how 
to cope with it. How would I make my own meaning of this? Moving from the 
dark into the dark was not something I was prepared for. I thought the 
therapeutic endeavour was supposed to be enlightening, not more 
bewildering with wonderings and reveries.
I recall engaging with an experiential group exercise in the first few weeks of 
the course. Giant tarot cards were laid out on the floor. Our aim was to choose
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one we felt drawn to and explain why. The picture I chose was The Tower, 
although I did not know that at the time. Since writing this paper, I found out 
that some key readings for The Tower include the words; exposure, 
cataclysm, eruption, realizing the truth, disruption, disillusion, ego blow, 
revelation and explosive transformation. As I picked that card, I had no idea 
just how the transformation would be.
To my mind, I wasn’t entirely engaging with the research process unified in 
body and mind, I felt I was on auto-pilot while integrating the shock of being 
on the course. I wasn’t sure what to do with my research. Choosing an area to 
dedicate to - what I thought was three years - was tough, in the end I settled 
for restorative justice and forgiveness. Partly because I saw it on an Oprah 
episode. And I thought, how could a mother of a murdered child forgive the 
killer? My godfather was killed in a brutal homophobic killing on the 18^ * of 
June 1984. How would I feel meeting this murderer face to face? Could I 
forgive this person? So I was curious about forgiveness especially in cases of 
severe crimes. At this stage I didn’t own my research, it was something I did. 
My research supervisor was helpful in guiding me on the forensic aspects, 
whereas I had to maintain the counselling psychology links of the literature 
review. However, the literature review was beginning to drain any excitement 
out of the topic, it was becoming academic and dry. During this year, I had to 
hang onto the fact that crime is an inter-personal experience between people 
and communities and an intra-personal experience also.
The first year was a humanistic theory influenced year, with some focus on 
integrative practices. I received a whistle-stop tour of various modalities 
including gestalt, existential, transactional analysis for example. However, the 
most influential theory in my first year was person-centered. The Rogerian 
core concepts of empathy, unconditional positive regard and congruence 
(Mearns & Thorne, 2006), I realized form the basis of every working 
relationship in therapy. I often felt that these core concepts overshadowed 
Rogers’ necessary and sufficient six conditions which also includes 
psychological contact between the two parties (Rogers, 1957). A key text in 
my early days was The Gift of Therapy by Yalom, it made a big impact on me
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and it felt like an anchor in this whirlwind of confusion, risk, and change. In 
hindsight I realise there was a clear lag between intellectual understanding of 
a theory and embodying it in practice. For example reading The Gift of 
Therapy had much more resonance for me in my second year. This lag 
between intellectualized understanding and bodily practice was reflected in 
my placement also.
For my first year placement I worked in a primary care NHS setting for two GP 
surgeries. This was my first experience of working for the NHS. Getting used 
to the bureaucracy and need for space and rooms, was something new. I had 
to negotiate with other professionals, especially during those times when they 
would burst into a session and demand the room. However, I feel I fitted well 
into the team. I contributed to the meetings and was offered paid research on 
behalf of the trust. The approach of supervision was integrative in nature, 
although there was a strong person-centered and psychodynamic component, 
especially around holding and containment. A key strength I have always 
brought to supervision is non-defensiveness and openness, this is probably 
linked to my compliant personality elements but also curiosity and playfulness.
I got on very well with my supervisor and I found her extremely supportive. 
With my supervisor it was the start of developing a reflective clinical practice 
rather than a reflexive one. What I found difficult was bringing personal 
experiences into supervision, hence, the difference between personal therapy 
and supervision was a theme during my first year placement. I also remember 
feeling at times empty of theory or knowledge, my supervisor would mention 
theories or theorists (like Winnicott or Bion) and I hadn't come across them. It 
was hard not knowing.
I was approaching this course with the assumption that it was learning about 
‘the other' and working with ‘the other’. Then, I had not realized that this 
course was also about learning about the self and working with the self. When 
I first started seeing actual live clients, I worried I could break them or make 
them worse. By buying into that belief I seriously underestimated the 
resilience of the client and overestimated the power of the therapist. In 
hindsight, during my first year it seemed I couldn’t hear my clients. It was as if
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I had to fix them or do something, and by concentrating on those thoughts, I 
missed what they said. I would allow myself to be talked at, rather than with. I 
failed my first client study and only barely passed on resubmission. This 
desire to fix clients or end on a positive note was the fear of being with difficult 
emotions. I often felt like a receptacle for the emotional splurge of my female 
clients that year. I felt I had no potency in the room. With most clients this 
would sometimes lead to a struggle around power, feeling like a small boy and 
yet needing to cure and solve, not knowing what to do or say. This absence of 
potency is given in a brief transcript below which I presented for my first year 
viva. Mrs. Fairhead (a pseudonym) was a 61 year old white English female 
who was a retired school teacher presenting with panic attacks which mostly 
occurred at night. She was both compliant and yet also strong willed and 
opinionated;
C; And I hope she doesn’t know, I wouldn’t like her to think that I think those things, 
maybe that’s what’s wrong with me, maybe that would be helpful to her, if she did know, you 
know, uh, but who can say?
T: Yeah.
C: But I don’t think I could say it because, because she’s my husband’s older sister so
she’s always been, um...
T: I understand.
C: I’d say she’s in control, but that’s not quite fair (Therapist: right.) but she’s very much
his older sister (Therapist: mmm.) you know he’s the youngest of three, she’s very positive.
I was mistaking empathy for submission and colluding, and I felt dominated by 
her. I perceived her as an indomitable women. And while I worked with Mrs. 
Fairhead, I couldn’t hear her concerns or my own for that matter, it was too 
overwhelming. When writing up her client study, I was forcing theory onto the 
client rather than allowing her voice or mine to be heard. And so I wasn’t 
providing the nurturing or facilitating environment which encourages the self- 
actualising tendency (Rogers, 1963).
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The word meaninglessness reflects my questions of this year; who am I? Who 
are you? What am I doing? My old ways of being weren’t working anymore 
and were being challenged. In my Personal and Professional Development 
group, my humour was being confronted, it was seen as a great asset but also 
covered pain and fear and diminished authentic experiences. I was the boy 
trying to be funny, at any cost. I distinctly remember my mother saying to me 
half way through the year, “You aren’t funny anymore, you don’t make me 
laugh, what has happened to you?”. Rogers describes a condition of worth as 
a way of winning approval through the wishes imposed by the other (Tolan, 
2007), my locus of evaluation or control was mostly in the other. I came into 
this course as the good boy, the listener and carer, the true Libra balancer, all 
in the service of the other. But therapy is a relationship, and that was 
something I hadn’t yet grasped.
So where does the weaning come in? So far a theme is me being the small 
boy who tries to listen and to fix, but feels helpless and powerless. I suppose 
at this stage I’m on full breast-milk, though feel ambivalent, struggling with 
wanting independence while feeling totally dependent. I have taken on the 
power to fix, and yet feel unable to do so. I needed constant reassurance from 
my supervisor, the course, my therapist; the sources of breast-milk.
In personal therapy I remember my therapist crying one session. She had just 
lost her own therapist who was Jewish and she was reliving grief and 
survivor’s guilt too. There was a lot of transference and counter-transference, 
especially being Jewish myself. She cried. I was shocked. Who was this 
woman crying in my session? A week later I was able to say that I felt 
honoured to see her as human but furious that she only cried for her own 
material and never mine. This woman encroached on my space, I was able to 
assert my boundaries and she listened and repaired. How I responded to 
older women whom I perceived as dominant was becoming alive for me. As 
the year progressed I realised that it wasn’t what my therapist was doing or 
saying that was helping me grow, but being with me and experiencing all of 
me, she was embodying the Rogerian conditions and providing a safe and 
secure base from which I could explore myself and others in my life.
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And then I failed the viva. I was given a simple choice; repeat the year or 
leave the course. Suddenly, I had failed something and I wasn’t the good boy 
anymore, I had worked so hard and for what?
Year 1 repeat: Isolation (van Deurzen, 2001; Yalom, 1980)
Although my primary theoretical explorations were around person-centred 
theory in this repeat year, existential theory was coming alive for me, 
predominantly through the words of Yalom (particularly in Love’s Executioner). 
It’s paradox-like fears of death, meaningless, isolation and freedom together 
with the dimensions of mitwelt (social), eigenwelt (psychological), umwelt 
(physical) and uberwelt (spiritual), showed me a world free from a wrathful 
god and allowed me to re-structure my beliefs around humankind. I have 
since had difficulty working with religious clients who have at times blamed 
God for their psychological issues. One female client couldn’t understand why 
God was punishing her with anxiety. I saw her creating her own reality, but 
how I could I respect her beliefs of god and still challenge her? This made me 
consider my own assumptions and prejudices especially in the realm of 
religion, something I’m still working on.
I entered this year with my confidence broken and full of doubt in my own 
ability. Despite these overwhelming sensations, I had a simple choice, to stay 
on the course and engage with it fully or leave. I promptly arranged meetings 
with my internal examiner to discuss the viva and a three-way meeting 
between my new placement supervisor, the internal examiner and I. I wanted 
to understand, challenge myself and grow. I was angry and sad, but I also 
didn’t want to blame or be stuck in a rut. It was better to confront and deal with 
something. The viva feedback introduced me to some very useful insights; to 
have continued confidence with myself, not to panic, to go slowly, to think and 
listen, to have patience, not to have to cure, and most vitally, to be aware of 
omnipotence; which in my case is a feeling of superiority as a defence against 
feeling vulnerable and self blame. The viva helped me to see myself in 
relationship with someone else. It was as if my ability to mentalize was 
developing. Fonagy (1993) describes this as understanding others’ feelings.
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understanding others’ intentions, the understanding of rules and conventions, 
and understanding that others have minds. Weinberg (2006) portrays this 
when quoting Fonagy as having “another human being having your mind in 
mind” (p. 252). Mentalization is vital in knowing about self and other.
My focus this year was to get back in the saddle. My placement was a 
university counselling centre which provided a calm and reparative space in 
which to regain my confidence. My supervisor was a Kleinian influenced 
counsellor, however, our primary focus was to build on the core-conditions 
and then eventually introduce some psychodynamic theories. I experienced 
my supervisor as very containing, supportive and challenging. Once I’d 
established some confidence in the more person-centred conditions, I was 
introduced to Kleinian thoughts around hate, envy, splitting, good breast and 
bad breast.
I was learning how to listen to clients and not feel disconcerted by their anger 
or hate or love. “What we mean is really attending to the client, and attuning to 
their being, at an emotional, cognitive and embodied level” (Mearns & Cooper, 
2007). I tried working more at a relational depth of being which was in part the 
result of my ground-razing experience during the viva, I was able to be more 
fully present with someone as I had experienced my most feared terror of not 
being good enough. My supervisor continually stated that one needed a 
traumatic experience like failing the viva in the training to help bring the self 
into relief. I could see patterns in my ways of relating.
Failing the viva forced me to consider the most vital questions of this course; 
why do I want to do this training? And what kind of therapist do I want to be? 
Higdon (2004) writes about subconscious reasons for wanting to do this work, 
mostly linked to the wounded healer concept, she describes; the ‘I am 
omnipotent’ counsellor, the 'I can do it all myself counsellor, the ‘I’m riding to 
the rescue’ counsellor and the I could tell you some things’ counsellor for 
example. I feel these could be applied to counselling psychologists in training 
too, and I had to look at my motivation for doing this course, delving deeper 
into subconscious and unconscious processes.
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By beginning to consider these less than pleasant issues within myself, I was 
able to be more attuned to the client. I still take Yalom’s words to heart 7 urge 
you to let your patients matter to you, to let them enter your mind, influence 
you, change you” (Yalom, 2006, p. 26-27). Miss K. was a white 31 year old 
Slovak woman, who presented with low mood and post traumatic stress 
disorder-like symptoms which included flashbacks and panic attacks caused 
by violence inflicted by her partner. I developed a relational way of working 
with her:
T: And you were still on, mmm, it's a very difficult thing, it feels very difficult and I'm
really feeling this sense of having to be prepared, not being able to relax (client: yeah) maybe 
fear or letting my guard down. I’m wondering what would happen if you let the memories 
come? What happens when you close your eyes and the memories appear?
(client closes her eyes)
C: I remember waking up on holiday and literally had the image, this face right in front of
me and I just felt like I was trying to push it away with my hands (therapist: mmm) and I just 
woke up with face screwed up, tears in my eyes and just tried to breathe realiy, I was 
breathing quite heavily and that was it and then my friend she thought ok she’ll lie down and 
sleep and then but then I just could not fall asleep, I didn’t say it I couldn’t sleep, so.
T: So you were still, mmm, saying everything was ok (client: yeah) when it’s not. It
seems you are taking a lot on.
(10 second silence)
C: No, that’s probably the problem, I just don’t know how to really go on and deal with it,
I thought that just keeping busy would really help me, but (very softly) I just don’t know how.
The progress in my therapeutic practice was also reflected in my written 
reports, I experienced the high marks as a wonderful validation, that I had 
worked hard over the year with an openness and vulnerability that wasn’t self- 
deprecating or self-defeating.
I had survived a year where I felt incredibly isolated, partly due to my original 
cohort moving forwards without me, having to re-sit a year, and being in a
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limbo year of partly psychodynamic theory and partly integrative/person- 
centred skills. But there was something about surviving and in the end the key 
Winnicottian term of being good enough - not perfect - was a key feature. 
Although I had always anticipated Kleinian theory to be harsh and unpleasant 
and 'necessarily' provoking of the defences, my supervisor had shown me 
true care and trust in my abilities, she had held them for me, and I had 
witnessed Kleinian repair, perhaps an oxymoron, but I was shown that older 
women didn't have to be punitive to be strong. There was the good breast in 
action. Simultaneously, my therapist was also nurturing me during this time, 
and I believe she held for a time my self-kindness and self-compassion while I 
went over the minutia of the ‘failure’.
Year 2: Freedom (van Deurzen, 2001; Yalom, 1980)
Year two, the psychodynamic year, was a year I flourished. Partly in relation 
to the theory and partly due to my new found confidence after the viva re-sit. I 
now felt like I belonged on the course; it was like I came home. Year 2 was 
like walking in a park on a summer’s day admiring the theories and theorists, 
but it was also rushed and at times felt like showering under Niagara Falls. A 
year of paradoxes, too much and not enough.
Psychodynamic theory and existential theory I found highly compatible, linked 
by a phenomenological fulcrum in wondering about the patient. For me, these 
theories are playful and creative. There was a feeling of delving deeper into 
psyche, and not taking for granted what is presented, to question, to think, to 
wonder. It was a chance to speak symbolically and play with the meaning of 
the patient. The term reverie comes to mind here. Like person-centred theory, 
there was a theme of letting the patient come to you, and not imposing on the 
patient. This year was learning to be with, rather than doing to.
During some class exercises, I thought a lot about my role in the therapy 
room. Who am I to the patient? In playing the therapist in a role play, I had a 
patient demanding money for a parking space. As soon as my hand went into 
my pocket, the relationship and my role changed. It was more than a simple
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act of giving money, I stopped being a therapist and I become a rescuer, a 
bank, a friend and someone that didn’t have time to think or feel the 
ramifications. And so I was learning about the frame as a barometer for 
change in the session. I was providing a space to think and feel for both 
myself and the patient, with the frame as reference.
Theory is often a cult of personality, my favourite theorist was Winnicott. His 
maternal-child developmental ideas were concepts that really resonated with 
me. The good enough mother, the transitional object, mirroring, breast 
feeding, was far from the often paternalistic and patronising male 
psychodynamic theorists, and yet he was male with no children. Although his 
theory often neglects the father, it does link into my view of object relations 
and attachment theory. At first I wanted to internalise him, then I realised I had 
to be me, I couldn’t be Winnicott jnr. Would I be good enough?
This year seemed to revolve around triangles of theory. Not just the Oedipal 
or Elektra triangle (mother, father, child), but other triads also. I found the 
Malan (1999) triangles particularly useful in theory and practice, that is: the 
triangle of conflict (defence, anxiety & hidden feeling) and triangle of person 
(current relationship, therapist relationship and parental relationship), which 
corresponds to past, present and here & now. From Transactional Analysis I 
found the drama triangle useful which represents victim, persecutor and 
rescuer (or witness) (Clarkson, 1992). For me these help highlight live and 
immediate oscillations in roles, meanings, and patterns in the therapy session.
In personal therapy we explored the theme of intimacy and touching clients. 
After working for eight months with a male patient of twenty-one years who 
presented with chronic issues around low self esteem, turbulent relationships, 
high achievement ideals, trust issues and sexual abuse; he wanted to hug me 
at the end of our work. Those last minutes I found really awkward. I didn’t 
want him to feel rejected, but I also didn’t want him to be hugged without me 
meaning it. In the end I chose not to hug him due to sexual abuse issues, but 
also because there would be no chance to discuss and explore it later on as it 
would have changed the frame dramatically. I did squeeze his shoulder and
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shake his hand. Touching is something I now fear less, but I have also 
realised that there is intimacy, touch and holding in words, and in the gaze 
between therapist and patient. With the help of personal therapy I was able to 
understand my discomfort at the thought of touching my clients. I saw it 
reflected in my personal experiences, including growing up in a family 
environment that had over-intimacy from my mother and under-intimacy from 
my father.
During this year I explored my sexuality within therapy, and my own 
internalised bad-object-like homophobia. I was moving from guilt and shame 
to empowerment and openness. After realising this in therapy and also seeing 
sexuality as a socially constructed and value laden term (partially due to my 
qualitative research lectures), I have since joined Pink Therapy and have a 
new interest in working with homosexual patients. I also wrote a dynamically 
influenced paper on the homosexual search for the allusive phallus. I suppose 
as the year progressed, I was beginning to access previously dissociated 
parts of myself and internalise these new elements in a more integrated way.
My work this year was in a psychotherapy department, I had the same rooms 
every week. I saw patients the same time every week. The frame was sacred. 
My psychodynamic practice was both liberating and restricting. Holding and 
waiting was at times constraining and frightening. At first I felt I couldn’t be 
free, burdened by the sheer weight of analytic thought and processing on 
many levels. And yet later I felt free to play and ponder. I had three lots of 
placement supervision; individual, group and cognitive analytic therapy 
supervision. Each supervisor and each orientation wanted something 
different, this required much continual adjustment. Preparing a verbatim 
transcript of every session was hard work and yet revealed remarkable detail 
and processes I hadn’t noticed while it was occurring in the session. Although 
always supportive and revealing, I also experienced supervision as 
sometimes too much and too deep. It was quite exposing, and not always in a 
safe or containing way. It was a great learning experience, but it also came at 
a cost of making me fearful. This is probably how my patients may have felt 
during their sessions.
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I recall my Jungian influenced consultant psychiatrist supervisor saying to me 
in the first few weeks “where are your therapeutic balls? Stop being so blasted 
Rogerian!” I had not explored with a patient why she had cancelled the 
session the day before, having known about the session for some weeks. It 
later transpired that she was anxious, had drunk too much alcohol and was 
hung-over. It took me some time to gather the confidence and challenge her. 
When I did eventually challenge the patient, I was bringing up the issue of 
responsibility. Over the year I was becoming more assertive, more father 
(saying no, rule making, challenging), as opposed to just mother (caring, 
nurturing, soothing, comforting). I enjoyed empathising with the client, and 
being able to have my own thoughts and feelings, and exploring deeper with 
patients. I was finding my inner potency, my own phallus. However, I often 
wondered what the difference was between Rogerian and Winnicottian ways 
of working, one was empathising/ prizing and one was holding/ mirroring.
This year was about not taking behaviours, thoughts or emotions for granted, 
but looking behind them and the defences imposed to protect the ego. I was 
developing a robustness and resilience with clients, especially with some of 
my female clients who were diagnosed with borderline personality disorder. It 
was back to my dominant older women! I worked for a year with a client called 
Opal (46 years old) who presented with severe depression and mania, she 
was diagnosed with bipolar and borderline personality disorder. She didn't 
trust men at all and part of our work was for her to see that men weren't all 
bad. It was vital she could learn to express her true feelings, be vulnerable 
and yet could be safe and that I would not abuse her in the process. Below is 
part of a transcript of how a holiday was explored;
T: It’s as though you are juggling with on the one hand I’m good in that I listen to you and 
provide safety, and in some ways I could be a bit bad because I leave you for two weeks, it’s 
a kind of, there are different sides, different feelings....
P: [Interrupts]. The feelings, maybe I have the feelings, but I can’t name them. I don’t know. 
But, I think it wouid be bad, if you said Opal tomorrow is the last session, I would be 
distraught, because there wouldn’t be any preparation for ending. And I’ve also thought about 
that it would be a very big period in my life when I stop therapy.
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T: So the break reminded you, in a sense (Patient: yes) of the end of therapy.
P: It did, yes. Definitely. There is no doubt. And I had a slight fear around it, because I thought 
what am I going to do? I don’t know how I’m going to feel just August. I did it.
Opal made some amazing progress over the year, especially in her 
relationship with her partner whom she became engaged to. I feel that men 
became safer in Opal’s eyes.
Although I worked in a more a traditional psychodynamic way with Opal I also 
worked in a CAT manner with two patients. I very much enjoyed the cognitive 
analytic therapy supervision and practice. I experienced CAT as containing 
and change encouraging. It was the perfect blend of analytic and cognitive, I 
was thinking and doing. Writing reformulation and good-bye letters was an 
intimate and exposing experience. CAT has forever altered the way I see my 
relationship in the room with someone. When I sense a shift in the room, I 
often wonder if there is an acting out of one of the patient’s reciprocal roles 
(these are internalised object relations coming from a parent (top) or child 
(bottom) position) (Ryle, 1985). Thinking about reciprocal roles (like the 
triangles) helps me to think about what is mine and what belongs to the 
patient in terms of thoughts, feelings and behaviours. Considering the 
interchange of reciprocal roles in the room helps me consider transference, 
counter-transference and projective identification processes in a live way.
During this year I had certain concerns with psychodynamic practice. Often 
the term ‘psychologically minded’ was used in my supervision, but what is 
this? I often experienced psychodynamic practice as being quite precious 
around psychological mindedness and ‘ego-strength’ to the exclusion of many 
patients. It became very clear that psychodynamic ways of working were not 
useful to all patients, sometimes the wondering, unknown and silences were 
too frightening and re-traumatising, and so a certain level of insight and 
functioning was required, but surely the relationship needed to be tailored to 
the needs of the patient. Were we imposing a standard on patients when each
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had individual levels of insight and ego-strength? It seemed you had to be 'ill' 
enough but not too ‘ill’. Flexibility is important and sometimes lacking in the 
model and at times my application of it. The frame is vital, but we live in the 
real world. Not everything has a latent unconscious process that is needing 
analysis whereas some trivial things belay a deeper purpose that could be 
explored.
For me, this year meant learning about robustness and resilience, both in me 
and my patients. I became less anxious about unknowing and being with the 
confusion. I was honed into understanding and playing better with symbolic 
communication and reading unconscious communications. However, I also 
learned that I could resort to intellectual theory when confronted with negative 
transference, I would lose my emotional self. I also experienced and learned 
about my hate in the relationship, the relationship doesn’t have to be 
unconditional positive regard all the time. What makes this safer is identifying 
these feelings and bringing them to supervision, denying them will mean they 
leak out and eventually erode at the working alliance (Winnicott, 2007). I was 
learning that this good boy, had hate, anger, aggression, and that was good 
and healthy.
In the last two years, I had built a supportive and helpful relationship with my 
research supervisor. With her guidance I shifted from a quantative 
methodology (in which I felt safe) to a qualitative methodology (which scared 
me no end). I realised that I wanted to highlight the voices of victims of crime, 
who still remained unheard and their experiences would have been lost in a 
quantative piece. So like my clinical and theoretical engagement, the research 
came alive for me during this year. With gentle nudges from my research 
supervisor, I moved away from the study of theory to the real world of live 
participants. I used my skills in interviewing people, real people about their 
experiences in their own homes. For me, the restorative meeting between 
offender and victim had some analogous components with a therapeutic 
session, it was exciting and risky. I realised that we create our own realities 
and that by reporting them, they were filtered through me, hence the impact of 
the researcher on the data became real to me. I saw that true objectivity was
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naïve. As I was using grounded theory as a method, my aim was to stay as 
close to the data as possible, this was helped by being more comfortable with 
the ‘not knowing’ and holding out with a theory towards the end of analysis. I 
realised that I did listen out for certain hot themes, like anger, which I feel is 
much misaligned in society, and so my filter system would listen out for certain 
‘hot’ concepts. And so staying with contradictions and exceptions helped me 
stay with the data as well as consider patterns and consistencies.
Year 3: Death (van Deurzen, 2001; Yalom, 1980)
The transition from psychodynamic to a cognitive behavioural year has been 
harder than I anticipated. It was helpful to engage with a cognitively influenced 
model (CAT) last year, however, I have found that CBT does not sit well with 
me (or perhaps a little too well). I’ve realised that with the end of the training 
approaching. I’m back to the year one feeling of meaninglessness. Who am I? 
Is there in some way a death of theory and the birth of me as a practitioner? 
This is certainly the death of the course, so for me the link is between death 
and endings.
For my research I am considering the perspective of youth offending team 
employees and mediators in their experiences of preparing a victim for a face 
to face meeting with the offender. I feel it offers a more complete picture 
including the other key player, the preparer. This year my interview schedule 
was a dialogue interview with only an opening question. That sort of freedom 
with lack of structure would have felt very overwhelming in the past, now, I 
feel more ready to deal with uncertainties, and focus on my curiosities and 
reverie in the interview. The richness of data and experience has highlighted 
for me the relative sterility of quantative research. I have also presented my 
research to a YOT which is wonderful in that I am witnessing policy interest 
and policy change in action. I am also presenting the research at the Division 
of Counselling Psychology Annual Conference. These processes have helped 
me see the researcher-practitioner in action and have made the research both 
organic for me and something to be proud of. The research has become part 
of me, soon I will have to let it go.
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Winnicott (1991) writes about weaning that “It includes the gradual process of 
disillusionment... They [parents] endure the extremes of being idealised and 
hated, hoping that eventually their children will see them as the ordinary 
human beings they certainly are.” (p. 84). After four years my personal 
therapy is ending. Will I be able to stand on my own feet? Can I say good bye 
without cutting my therapist off or rejecting her before she rejects me? 
Learning about endings and moving ‘onto solids’ of life with my therapist 
continues to be a great experience enriching my personal and clinical 
understandings.
Working in a PCMHT has been quite a culture shock from the serenity of the 
psychotherapy department. The mass of professions, the absence of 
resources, the fight for rooms, it’s back to the NHS. Adjusting to the model, to 
a more active stance in the session, is a bumpy ride. My supervisor, the first 
to be a counselling psychologist, is supportive in helping me navigate through 
my adjustment, while challenging me and encouraging my confidence. She 
has encouraged me to run groups, do presentations, and get to know other 
services in the trust. This has aided me in getting to grips with the CBT model. 
As I’m at my placement I have been reflecting on how I come across to the 
team. The team can be very over-familiar and gossip-like. I have hit the desire 
to be liked and accepted, but I also wish to remain not too involved and to 
keep thinking about processes, rather than engaging in the ritualistic 
engrained survival mechanisms of bitching, gossip and black humour. Do I 
become the joker? The funny boy? How do I keep my potency and ability to 
think and be separate? These are issues I’m still pondering. A theme with my 
supervisor has been how I ask for help. This year I have felt more like an 
imposter, that I should know what I’m doing. It has been hard for me to show 
my confusion and vulnerability to my supervisor. Partly in response to last 
year’s over-kill in supervision. It has been a balancing act between autonomy 
and asking for help, potency and impotence. Maturing means knowing when 
to ask for help, when something is out of ones remit and sharing the burden 
and responsibility. This is something I need to consider for my future use of 
supervision also.
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CBT has been something I anticipated for many years as a theory. I was 
curious about something that has received much attention and governmental 
focus. Although it is more of an umbrella term, I have an ambivalent response 
to purer CBT which I am practicing this year. I enjoy the concept that people 
are separate thinking, feeling, and doing beings, and that our realities greatly 
differ depending on the evidence and information we choose to use. This was 
something I found highly compatible with my own beliefs. It also somewhat 
compatible with psychodynamic theory of the intrapsychic landscape.
I enjoy getting the client to think of evidence for certain beliefs and rules for 
living. CBT is not positive thinking or persuading clients that their beliefs are 
wrong, irrational or too negative (Salkovskis, 1996). For me, CBT is less about 
challenging and more about offering potential alternatives. This I find very 
powerful with clients, and for some it can really work, the reality testing 
element can motivate great change. Often with psychodynamic theories I felt 
at times there was too much navel gazing and insight not always sufficient, 
although always needed, for change. I really enjoy the behavioural aspects of 
CBT, and encouraging clients to test out things has been very successful. 
With a 22 year old male client presenting with agoraphobia with panic attacks, 
we were able to get him out of the house, he joined a self-defence class and 
went to the pub, where he subsequently met his first girlfriend.
This year I encourage clients to set up agendas with me, and to think of 
SMART goals. This brings a finiteness which can be both restricting and 
containing, depending how it is introduced and practiced. Using such defined 
goals helps measure change and breaks often diffuse psychological 
difficulties into manageable chunks. Thoughts are given real credence in CBT, 
however, I feel that these should not override the emotional and the 
behavioural. I have often found that CBT can produce an intellectual lag with 
the emotional and body not acting out change or truly embodying it (Lee, 
2006). However, the big shift for me is doing, not simply being with. Many of 
my clients are complex secondary care clients, and need managing and not 
just reflection.
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I'm aware with collaboration, as in any relationship comes the issue of power 
and power imbalance. The therapeutic relationship particularly comes with this 
concern (Gottlieb, Younggren, & Murch, 2009; Spinelli, 2006). I'm always 
aware of the power imbalance and how this potentially could play out in the 
room. The term collaboration takes a certain theoretical stance on power and 
may indeed underplay the importance of this inequality in the working alliance. 
According to Proctor (2003), “There is a danger that in challenging the 
‘realism’ of client’s thoughts that material realities o f power are ignored and 
deemed ‘unrealistic’” (p. 14). Furthermore, Proctor writes, “To refer to 
compliance rather than ‘collaboration’ would be more honest and accurate 
and explicit about the nature of power relations involved.” (p. 15). Some argue 
that collaboration mostly occurs when the client has taken on the therapist’s 
world view, and the word collaboration insinuates equality which may be an 
impossible task with the inherent power dynamics in therapy (Foucault, 1980; 
Lowe, 1999). Perhaps collaboration is more prominently asserted in CBT, in 
order to hide the potential power imbalance, as GBT can often buy into the 
medical model (and vice a versa) and hence we often have a fixer and fixee 
situation. With GBT I can slip into teacher and pupil mode, especially with 
psychoeducational components.
With the 22 year old male client presenting with agoraphobia with panic 
attacks I mentioned earlier, I remember dealing with my own anxiety by 
generating an avalanche of paper resources. Thus collaboration could be 
seriously undermined by insecure, under confident and un-boundaried 
therapists. Overwhelming clients with paper means the explaining and 
collaborative element has been swamped. With this client at first he 
responded to me with mono-syllabic grunts, refusing to engage with the 
therapy, my Socratic questioning techniques became more like a KGB 
interrogation. Cross-examination is certainly not helpful for the collaborative 
element of the working alliance. I’m now more aware when I do more than my 
share of the work. Collaboration can become a tool of attack and control, as 
well as a tool of therapy, exploration and sharing.
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My current position
Winnicott (1991) writes “But the breast-feeding experience carried through 
and terminated successfully is a good basis for life. It provides rich dreams, 
and makes people able to take risks. But all good things must come to an end, 
as the saying is. It is part of the good thing that it ends.” (p. 81).
As I come to the end of this veritable smorgasbord of theories, theorists, 
models, and techniques, for me comes the quandary around integration and 
eclecticism. I feel myself pulled to being integratively eclectic. I am me in the 
room, and my meaning is influenced by many factors including theory, the 
client (whom I now want to call patient), my own childhood beliefs and what I 
watch on Jeremy Kyle. How I make meaning of the content and the process is 
a pluralistic relational progression between self and other. It remains 
something very hard to define. With this course I feel that I have come out 
from the womb-like darkness into the darkness of life. The former darkness I 
associate with safety and latter not with badness but with uncertainty and not- 
knowing, and that is fine. Life is stumbling forward and not knowing. Likewise, 
therapy is often not knowing. For me, therapy and counselling psychology are 
about unspoken things, impingements, exceptions, impasses, breakdowns 
and what Phillips (2006) describes as ‘side effects’. Sitting on the edge of your 
seat and feeling alive with uncertainty.
All the theories add something to my development as a counselling 
psychologist. Person-centred is the baseline for a working alliance. 
Psychodynamic allows to delve deeper and explore the meaning of potential 
unconscious processes in symbolic and playful language. CBT is short term 
orientated and solution-focussed, it offers that dreaded word, ‘tools’. I wonder 
if it reassures us that we are doing something? Still, CBT is changing and 
remains useful. Existential theory for me is the bottom line, it is fundamental, 
core and at the root of everything I see in the room. Existential is the human 
condition. It reminds me of whether depression, for example, is simply human 
or something that needs treatment, mental health is a continuum on which we 
all find ourselves (Johnson, 1994). With existential and psychodynamic
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theory, the key strength is profound wondering, it can be more patient driven. 
CBT for me, is not the monstrosity that it is made out to be. Sure, it is treated 
as a panacea-like Paracetemol, but it is allowing for creativity to thrive and 
may push people to more private practice. From necessity to survive comes 
creativity in all modalities. What I hope is that the rebirth of psychodynamic 
theories will come with the advent of neuropsychological studies which 
embody theory in the body. Psychoanalytic theory said it first and now it is 
being mapped onto the body and the mind in texts by Gerhardt (2010), 
Fonagy (2004) and Bowlby (2005) for example. The often too mythological 
and symbolic language is finding new embedded research and grounding in 
all of us. Psychodynamic theory still has some phallic potency left. So where 
am I in all this? My aim is to allow theory and theorists to mix a bit in my mind 
and then eventually I would like train in CAT. It offers the combination of 
cognitive and analytic, and it has research supporting it’s use with a wide 
range of presenting disorders.
The theories help and hinder us in finding a joint language with the patient 
and can guide in the making of meaning. I do worry though, that just because 
someone said it first, this makes it more justifiable. In this cult of personalities, 
one has to find oneself. An individual ethos is needed. For my practice I have 
certain fundamental beliefs;
The patient knows best. The patient has choice over treatment methods.
The patient has the ability to heal themselves.
Trust is paramount. Let’s see what happens.
The patient guides me, and sometimes I guide the patient.
Collaboration is not equality. One knows more about the other.
The patient is in a relationship with me in the room.
We will we have to let each other go.
The outcome is utterly uncertain and unpredictable.
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We will have two different meanings of everything, 
and I may chose to share my meaning if helpful.
Even when not working systemically, keeping the patient’s system within
mind is vital.
I still have not rationalised the inherent tension between the counselling part 
of the training which includes being with, listening to, understanding, reverie 
and the psychology part, which for me signifies research, being an agent of 
change, solution focussed, science, the NHS. I suppose it must be both, 
rather than splitting. However, the interface between these components is not 
an easy one. I use the word change and not cure. I believe we have more 
control than we think, and less control than we want. Most of my placement 
experience has been within the NHS. I intend to apply for an NHS post for 
consistency, income, contacts and experience reasons before engaging with 
the possibility of private practice. I have developed mixed feelings around the 
medical model and the role of counselling psychology within it.
Currently there is too much defensive practice within the NHS, this includes 
heavily detailed risk assessments, outcome measures, and piles of 
bureaucracy. With regards to the NHS, I’m reminded of a quote by Kant “Out 
of the crooked timber o f humanity, no straight thing was ever made. ” It is 
important to consider how one can keep one’s own identity and thinking/ 
feeling space within this often chaotic system. Personally speaking, an 
outright rejection of the medical model is dangerous, but maintaining a critical 
stance is vital and what counselling psychologists do well. As more 
governmental control encroaches on our remit, such as the HPC and lAPT, 
and the creativity is stifled through the system’s inherent fear of the unknown 
and risk, it remains vital not to simply reject the system, but understand it and 
if possible engage with it in a way that also produces some awareness and 
difference. I see counselling psychologists as bringing pockets of 
consciousness to the NHS system, facilitating the system to have some meta­
insight into itself.
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Tied in with this comes evidence-based practice, which is both important and 
also part of this new defensive practice. One needs to provide a service that 
has been shown to help patients, however, this should not be to the detriment 
of other under-studied techniques. For me, it is important to the know the rules 
of the NHS be that it’s approach to GBT or risk, in order to play some of the 
game and critique the rest. One needs to be flexible to the system and still 
keep core to one’s own beliefs as a practitioner. Easier said than done. I do 
feel that counselling psychologists need to be better prepared in psychometric 
testing and neuropsychology. Psychometric testing can be facilitated by 
counselling psychologists who know the test and can explore the impact of it 
on the relationship and the individual. Neuropsychology will be more important 
as therapeutic models become embedded concepts within understanding 
about the body, and heal the dualistic split between brain and mind.
As I develop I realise that ethics to me is not simply accepting guidelines and 
polices, but is also the vital self awareness in both personal and clinical 
realms, accounting for deadly blind spots as it were. Supervision and personal 
therapy play an essential role to help facilitate insight from a third stance and 
the ability to keep thinking and feeling. As Nietzsche said “One's own self is 
well hidden from one's own self; of all mines of treasure, one's own is the last 
to be dug up”.
Regardless of all these considerations, I come back to the relationship, 
whether with oneself or others as the consistent guide. My personal therapist 
apart from her words and interpretations has shown me a relationship which 
contains the reparation, the working alliance, the transferential, and the 
person to person elements, which are necessary and sufficient in a 
relationship. These components together with the transpersonal make up the 
ever changing therapeutic relationship (Clarkson, 2006). What she has 
exhibited to me over the four years is her regular presence. My words have 
never shocked her, she may not necessarily accept what I say, but she 
understands and is always curious and willing to explore. Winnicott (1991) 
writes “So the basis of weaning is the good feeding experience ... this gives 
plenty of good memories, or material for good dreams ... The mother’s
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sensitive adaptation (as I have said so often) to the infant’s needs started off 
the idea of the world as a good place. The world went to meet the infant, and 
so the infant could go out to meet the world.” (p. 80)
Finding my own nurturance means how do I find my own potency in the room. 
How I can be a separate thinking and feeling entity, without having to be 
continually reassured and fed, but still intimate and present. This course, my 
colleagues, my friends, my personal therapy, my placement experience and 
supervisors have all helped me emerge from a role to that of a person in the 
room, who is scared, hopeful and curious. From my old childhood patterns to 
a more mature and wise mind. I've seen such small shifts, but with seismic 
changes especially around assertiveness. Before this course I felt like a 
tourist in my own life, now I feel I’m more able to find my own nurturance and 
express my needs more, whether they will be met is another matter, then the 
compromise begins. Weaning for me, suggests becoming independent, using 
one’s own inner resources and entering into self doubt and confusion and 
responsibility. To take a risk, to go out and meet the world.
Finding my own nurturance means how do I look after myself in this 
profession? How do I internalise my own goodness, as well as that from the 
outside and others? Whether that is physical aspects such as exercise, 
relaxation, healthy(ish) food and psychological aspects such as self respect, 
self kindness and reducing the punitive/ critical sense of self. Therapy is a 
relationship with self and other, and being able to care for the self is vital when 
holding the other in mind and body.
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Introduction to the academic dossier
The academic dossier contains three pieces of research and my slides from 
my presentation of my second year research at the Division of Counselling 
Psychology National Conference 2010.
The first piece of research was written in my first year. It is titled ‘When sorry 
seems to be the hardest word: A literature review of the processes, 
therapeutic implications and impact on the victim of forgiveness for victims of 
crime participating in a restorative justice program’. It is a literature review of 
the restorative justice processes and forgiveness literature set within the 
context of counselling psychology.
The second piece of research was written in my penultimate year. It is titled 
‘Towards a grounded theory of how victims of crime consider their sense of 
readiness and preparation for a restorative justice meeting with the offender.’ 
The research piece is towards a grounded theory of victim experiences of 
readiness and preparation received for meeting an offender in a face to face 
restorative justice meeting.
The final piece of research was written in my final year. It is titled ‘A thematic 
analysis of Youth Offending Team employees’ experiences of preparing 
victims to meet the offender’. This research piece considers the experiences 
and views of the other key player in restorative processes, the preparer. I felt 
that having both the experiences of victims of crime and representatives of the 
system would provide a more rounded view of the system of restorative 
justice.
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Year 1 research
When sorry seems to be the hardest word: A literature review of the 
processes, therapeutic implications and impact on the victim of 
forgiveness for victims of crime participating in a restorative justice
program.
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Abstract
This article presents a critical review of the interpersonal forgiveness literature 
with focus on the victim. Definitions, models, determinants and arguments for 
and against its psychotherapeutic use are considered. Forgiveness is 
consequently linked to restorative justice as it is commonly elicited during a 
face to face meeting between victim and offender. In this paper it is 
commented that forgiveness could be a voluntary and genuine by-product of 
that meeting, with the exchange of information being the primary goal of 
restorative justice. It is argued that receiving information regarding the 
offender and offence may be psychologically healing.
Introduction
It’s a sad, sad situation 
And it's getting more and more absurd 
Why can't we talk it over 
Oh it seems to me 
That sorry seems to be the hardest word 
Music by Elton John, lyrics by Bernie Taupin
Forgiveness is more prominent than ever before. It has entered popular 
culture through a proliferation of self help books (Affinito, 1999; Flanigan, 
1992; Luskin, 2002; Smedes, 1984) and permeated the lyrics of popular 
music. Last year, forgiveness was spotlighted by the media when reverend 
Julie Nicholson stepped down from her role as a parish priest unable to 
reconcile the Christian concept of forgiveness with forgiving the July the 7^  ^
bombers who murdered her daughter (Nicholson, 2006). In the academic 
domain, the case is similar: forgiveness has achieved greater acceptance as a 
psychological construct (Kanz, 2000) reflected by a burgeoning literature 
(Zechmeister & Romero, 2002). In part, this could be due to its success in 
psychotherapeutic circles (Doyle, 1999) and semi-secularisation (Sells & 
Hargrave, 1998).
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The aim of this paper is to review forgiveness in the context of restorative 
justice (RJ) which has similarly risen to prominence in the lay and academic 
media over the last decade (Johnstone, 2002). The need for a socially 
contextual model of justice, especially where the offender and victim are 
reintegrated into the community (Haney, 2002), is argued for by proponents of 
restorative justice, which gives victims and perpetrators the opportunity to 
meet (Pollard, 2000). This encounter can increase the chances of forgiveness 
occurring. For example, Poulson (2003) found that victims were 2.6 times 
more likely to forgive in a RJ setting than in a court room.
This paper aims to consider the appropriateness of forgiveness for victims 
who participate in a RJ programme and to explore the therapeutic viability of 
forgiveness in helping victims transform into survivors.
Due to various constraints, this paper is primarily a critical review of the 
interpersonal psychological forgiveness literature with the victim as primary 
focus. Critically evaluating interrelated aspects of forgiveness is beyond the 
scope of this paper, such as self forgiveness (although a definition will be 
presented later), the political perspective (Philpott, 2006), the societal 
perspective (Wohl & Branscombe, 2005), the philosophical perspective 
(North, 1998; Yandell, 1998) and the theological perspective (Rye et al., 
2000).
Many studies reported in this literature review are evaluated using a positivist- 
empiricist paradigm. However, it is argued that such a paradigm is not the 
only criteria for determining research quality, but one of the ways of 
determining research quality. It was chosen because most of the studies 
discussed in the literature review were quantative in nature. Other 
epistemological stances such as social constructionism and critical realism 
are equally important and compelling when considering both quantative and 
qualitative research.
The paper's research questions are:
1. What are the therapeutic implications of a victim meeting an offender?
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2. What are the processes and therapeutic implications of forgiveness 
during that meeting and is it really required for the healing process?
3. What are the factors that impede and facilitate the process of 
forgiveness during victim offender interactions?
Definitions
True forgiveness
Most definitions agree about what forgiveness is not rather than what it is 
(Lamb, 2002). Moreover, differences have been found in the 
conceptualisations of forgiveness between academics and non-academics 
(Mullet, Girard, & Bakshi, 2004). This paper will use a definition forwarded by 
Enright and Gassin (1992), p. 102. They propose 11 points, summarised 
below.
1. True forgiveness involves a change in affect, cognitions and behaviour 
from negative to positive towards an injurer (Zechmeister & Romero, 
2002).
2. The transformation comes not from denying the victim’s right to such 
negativity, but by recognising that the individual has abandoned the 
right to feel in such a way by forgiving and thus endeavours to view the 
offender with compassion, benevolence, and love (Doyle, 1999).
3. Forgiveness follows a deep, personal and long-lasting hurt which can 
be psychological, emotional, physical or moral (Al-Mabuk & Enright, 
1995).
4. Forgiveness is a relational process between people.
5. To exhibit forgiveness one needs to feel a sense of injustice.
6. It is a process which can take a long time (Smedes, 1984).
7. The offender need not apologise as forgiveness is a gift and thus does 
not depend on repentance or apology (Worthington, 2000).
8. The offender need not have intended the wrong.
9. Forgiveness can occur without reconciliation (Mullet, Girard, & Bakshi, 
2004).
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10. Forgiveness is a choice which must never be forced (Wiesenthal, 
1997).
11. Forgiveness will vary depending on external variables such as severity 
of the offence and internal variables such a personality and willingness 
to forgive.
There is academic debate over this definition. Denton and Martin (1998) argue 
that a victim need not feel love towards the offender. Similarly, Konstam, 
Chernoff and Deveney (2001) state that an individual can forgive by, “adopting 
a cautiously neutral stance, characterised by a sense of peace and 
detachment, free from anger and resentment” (p. 35). DiBlasio (1998; 2000) 
promotes a closer link between forgiveness and reconciliation. Smedes (1984) 
argues that forgiveness can leave some anger remaining rather than simply 
result in a release of negative affect. Flanigan (1992) sees forgiveness as 
balancing scales.
Forgiveness is not forgetting or denial (Enright & Gassin, 1992), reconciliation 
or tolerating (Wade & Worthington, 2005), condoning (Enright & Eastin, 1992), 
pardoning, excusing, smothering conflict or letting the offender off the hook 
(Smedes, 1984). It is also not indifference or diminishing angry feelings over 
time (Enright & Fitzgibbons, 2000).
Forgiveness is an emotion-focused coping strategy (Witvliet et al., 2007) 
which is active in nature (Enright & Eastin, 1992). Forgiveness could be seen 
as a triad, including forgiving, receiving forgiveness and self forgiveness 
(Enright, 1996), involving intrapersonal and interpersonal elements 
(McCullough & Worthington, 1995). Forgiveness has been described as, 
“intra-individual prosocial change.” (McCullough, Pargament, & Thoresen, 
2000, p. 9).
Pseudoforgiveness
Also known as false or hollow forgiveness. It involves an interpersonal act of 
forgiveness with no intrapsychic forgiveness state (Baumeister, Exline, &
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Sommer, 1998). Thus the victim goes through the motions of forgiveness yet 
circumvents the true forgiveness process (Human Development Study Group, 
1991). It is often associated with manipulating the offender (Enright, 
Freedman & Rique, 1998).
Unforgiveness
Unforgiveness describes a dysfunctional state facilitated by rumination over 
the transgression and its consequences (Worthington, 2000), resulting in 
cognitive, emotional and behavioural energy which is misdirected into 
resentment (DiBlasio, 2000).
Self forgiveness
With self forgiveness, the process of interpersonal forgiveness is applied to 
the self. It may be differentiated from narcissism and self esteem building 
(Enright, 1996). According to Maltby, Macaskill and Day (2001), “Failure to 
forgive oneself is intro-punitive.” (p. 884).
The victim label
RJ and forgiveness involve a victim and an offender, and although both 
conceptual roles are systemically interlinked, this essay focuses on the victim. 
According to the Oxford English Dictionary (2007) a victim is someone, 
“...who suffers some injury, hardship or loss, is badly treated or taken 
advantage of.” Furthermore, “One who is reduced or destined to suffer under 
some oppressive or destructive agency. ”
The term victim is a contentious one (Allan, 2000). Some resent its use, 
preferring the term survivor, which produces a greater sense of agency and 
volition (Fourie, 2000). Others assert the view that labelling someone as a 
survivor denies their victimisation and powerlessness (McFarlane & van der 
Kolk, 2007). Keeping these semantic debates in mind, this paper will use 
victim for those still suffering from the transgression and who have not yet
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experienced cognitive, emotional and behavioural changes which lead to one 
using the term survivor. The label victim could include a greater body of 
people, for example community members (Garvey, 2003) or victims by proxy 
(i.e.: family members) (Mullet, Girard, & Bakshi, 2004). Nonetheless, this 
essay considers it in the individual connotation.
Restorative Justice
RJ is also known as restorative process (Robinson, 2003). The focus for RJ is 
on healing the harm done through promoting accountability and personal 
responsibility by bringing together the victim, offender and community 
(Walker, 2002). This is a move away from traditional punitive legal systems 
(Strang & Sherman, 2003), a crime in RJ is committed against a person rather 
than an abstract state or law (Poulson, 2003). Furthermore, practices centre 
more on sentencing rather than the adjudication of guilt (Johnstone, 2002). 
Restorative processes include family-group conferences, sentencing circles 
and victim-offender mediation (Haney, 2002) and thus entail a face to face 
meeting between victim, offender and community members. Sentencing 
circles and family-group conferencing are currently the most widely practised 
(Garvey, 2003).
Review of forgiveness
The following section is a review of the interpersonal forgiveness literature. 
The review will explore various models and determinants of forgiveness, 
followed by arguments for and against forgiveness as a psychotherapeutic 
tool. The review will end by covering measurements of forgiveness.
Forgiveness models
Some major models of forgiveness are presented and evaluated in the 
following section. Due to various constraints such as word limit and space, 
two neuropsychological models of forgiveness by Clark (2005) and Newberg, 
d’Aquili, Newberg and deMarici (2000) and a stage model by Flanigan (1992)
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have not been included yet offer an interesting perspective on forgiveness. 
The models are organised into the following sections; a stage model of 
forgiveness, a developmental model of forgiveness, a psychotherapeutic 
theory model of forgiveness, a model based on the typology of forgiveness 
and a dissonance-attribution model. Each section concludes with an 
evaluation of the model and related literature. The models presented below 
were chosen because they either offer an interesting view of forgiveness or 
were prominent in the forgiveness literature.
Models based on the stages of forgiveness
Stage models are by far the most prevalent in the academic literature (Lamb, 
2002). Proponents of stage models suggest that clients work methodically 
through each of the stages in turn.
Pyramid model to REACH forgiveness
The pyramid model is a five step program proposed by Worthington (1998b) 
and Wade and Worthington (2005) which emphasizes empathy as the primary 
facilitator to reach forgiveness. It is an updated version of the Empathy- 
Humility-Commitment Model (Worthington, 1998a). REACH is an acronym for 
each stage of the model.
The stages are as follows;
Step 1: Recall the hurt (this includes remembering and thinking about the 
‘offence’ and the hurt caused).
Step 2: Empathy building and encouragement (thinking of the ‘offender’ as a 
human being).
Step 3: Altruistic gift (forgiveness is a gift given to the offender with some 
sacrifice but also maturity on the part of the ‘victim’, seen as activating humility 
with the ‘victim’).
Step 4: Commit to forgiveness publicly in a written or verbal statement (putting 
the desire to forgive in black and white).
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Step 5: Holding on to forgiveness and maintaining it (keeping forgiveness in 
mind and not resorting to resentful attacks at the ‘offender’).
The stages build onto each other like a pyramid, forming a stable structure 
which can withstand personal reverberations such as doubts regarding the 
process. This model has been successfully applied to college students in 
promoting forgiveness (Worthington et al., 2000). An evaluation of the model 
of supported research is provided in 3.1.1.4.
A phase model of forgiveness therapy
This model, forwarded by Enright, was the first empirical investigation of a 
forgiveness intervention (Wade & Worthington, 2005). Twenty units are 
arranged into four phases; uncovering, decision, work and deepening (Enright 
& Fitzgibbons, 2000). In the uncovering phase, the goal is for clients to gain 
insight into their transgression by exploring the injury and its repercussions. 
The goal of the decision phase is for clients to explore and understand the 
concept of forgiveness and the process, reflecting on whether they wish to 
commit to it. The work phase involves cognitive activity in the form of seeing 
the offender, themselves and their relationship in a new light; this is known as 
reframing. Here the injured may start to develop positive affect for the 
offender. Finally, the deepening phase allows continued personal exploration 
for the client. The goals are for the client to find meaning in their suffering and 
the process, to feel more connected with others, to continue reducing their 
negative affect and to perhaps feel new meaning in their lives with regard to 
the transgression.
The model is presented in table 1. Empirical support for this model has been 
found with varying populations (Al-Mabuk & Enright, 1995; Coyle & Enright, 
1997; Freedman & Enright, 1996; HebI & Enright, 1993; Reed & Enright, 
2006).
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Table 1: Enright’s phase model
Uncovering phase
1. Examination of psychological defences and the issues involved
2. Confrontation of anger and release of anger
3. Consider the role of shame
4. Awareness of depleted emotional energy
5. Awareness of cognitive rehearsal of the offence
6. Insight that the victim may be comparing self with offender
7. Realisation of possible permanent and adverse changes to self
8. Insight into a possible altered ‘just world’ view
Decision phase
9. A change of heart that old resolution strategies are not working
10. Willingness to consider forgiveness as an option
11. Commitment to forgive the offender
Work phase
12. Reframing, through role-taking, who the wrongdoer is by viewing the 
offender in context
13. Developing empathy and compassion for the offender
14. Bearing and accepting the pain of the transgression
15. Giving a moral gift to the offender
Deepening phase
16. Finding meaning for self and others in the suffering and in the 
forgiveness process
17. Realisation that self has needed others’ forgiveness in the past
18. Insight that one is not alone
19. Realisation that self may have a new purpose in life because of the 
injury
20. Awareness of decreased negative affect and perhaps increased 
positive affect toward offender with awareness of internal emotional 
release
Table 2: The Enright phase model taken from Enright & Fitzgibbons (2000) p. 68
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A self help stage model
Smedes (1984) promotes forgiveness through 4 stages. Stage 1 involves 
starting with the offence which results in the injured suffering with deep pain. 
Stage 2 describes hate developing as either passive or aggressive in nature. 
In stage 3, new insights result in new feelings about the self and the offender 
resulting in healing. Stage 4 suggests the possibility of a transformed 
reconciliation.
Evaluation of the models and supporting literature
A benefit of the Worthington and Enright stage models is the supporting 
empirical evidence. However certain limits are important to consider. In 
Worthington et al. (2000), sample sizes are 55, 80 and 83. However control 
numbers were 9, 10 and 23 respectively. This imbalance may skew results in 
favour of forgiveness. Also, all three studies used college student participants, 
which raises questions regarding the applicability and validity of such results. 
Al-Mabuk and Enright (1995), Coyle and Enright (1997), Freedman and 
Enright (1996), HebI and Enright, (1993) and Reed and Enright (2006) have 
more varied samples, ranging from elderly females to male partners. This 
improves the validity of the model. However Coyle and Enright (1997) and 
HebI and Enright (1993) have very low sample sizes of 5 and 13 respectively. 
This may reduce the reliability and validity of the results. Most articles 
supporting both models mix offence types, and thus the issue of offence 
severity and forgiveness remains unexplored. Distinguishing between 
transgressions may allow one to compare and contrast varying offences with 
forgiving. Furthermore, most investigations involve group forgiveness therapy 
sessions as opposed to individual sessions. Hence it remains unclear how 
such models should be applied to individual therapy. A criticism of the 
Smedes (1984) model is that it is untested and a fairly personal account. It 
offers little advice when to move on to the next phase.
The stage models presented here have as benefit a manualised process of 
forgiveness laid out which can help both clients and therapists in organising
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session time and presenting forgiveness as a time consuming multi-step 
process. Clients can progress at different speeds and return to previous units 
whenever needed. However, these models propose a one size fits all 
irrespective of vital variables such as offence severity or personality traits.
A model based on forgiveness development over the lifespan
A cognitive developmental model is promoted by Enright and Gassin (1992), 
which mirrors the development of forgiveness on Kohlberg’s development of 
justice. This model incorporates six forgiveness styles, from the more base to 
the more morally complex; these can map onto different lifespan age groups. 
Style 1 is revengeful forgiveness, style 2 restitutional or compensational 
forgiveness, style 3 expectational forgiveness, style 4 lawful expectational 
forgiveness, style 5 forgiveness as social harmony and style 6 is forgiveness 
as love. Enright, Santos and Al-Mabuk (1989) found that children tended to 
have style 2; in comparison, youth and adolescents were attributed with styles 
3 and some with style 4. Adults tended to have styles 4 and 5 with some style
6. This was supported by Subkoviak et al. (1995) who found that college 
students were less forgiving than their same gender parents. This model has 
been successfully applied to Korean and Taiwanese participants (Huang & 
Enright, 2000; Park & Enright, 1997) but is contested by Mullet, Girard and 
Bakshi (2004) who found that parents and children tended to conceptualise 
forgiveness similarly due to the educational role of the family.
Although Subkoviak et al. (1995) reported adolescents exhibiting lower rates 
of forgiveness compared to their same gender parents, a correlation between 
the two was suggestive at least, with parents and adolescents forgiving major 
hurts to similar degrees. The data are a little conflictual. Similarly, although 
Park and Enright (1997) found that a conceptualisation of forgiveness varied 
with age, a correlation between an understanding of forgiveness and degree 
of forgiveness used was not significant, which would be expected. Out of 1800 
participants, 60 were selected. This raises the issue whether they were 
representative for the study or for the general public. Huang and Enright 
(2000) replicated biological differences between stages 4 and 6. They did not
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apply the results to participant age categories. Enright, Santos and Al-Mabuk 
(1989) produced interesting results. However, the model cannot explain how 
children can receive information by familial input as found by Mullet, Girard 
and Bakshi (2004), especially in relation to children receiving data taken from 
different stages.
The model is important in terms of seeing forgiveness as developmental 
stages rather than a single entity. However, it seems to contradict the pro­
forgiveness literature. True forgiveness is promoted as a love-like gift (stage 
6), which may be very difficult for those to achieve in stage 4. Thus 
developmental stages may not be solely dependent on age. This remains 
unexplored. Although the model does consider a developing attribution style 
and personality, the model is victim-centric and does not consider offence 
severity or the role of the offender.
Models based on established psychotherapeutic theories
Gartner (1988) presents a psychodynamic model which uses object relations 
in describing the process and benefits of forgiveness. After a transgression, 
an offended person's primitive defensive actions sever the ego from the 
traumatic event through dissociation and splitting. The offender thus becomes 
a bad object representation for the injured party which encourages feelings of 
anger and hate. Such negative affects connect the bad object representation 
with the injured party's bad self representation. True forgiveness (in Gartner’s 
terms mature forgiveness) means incorporating both the negative and positive 
self and object representations and their connected emotions. The process 
does not simply mean a removal of negative affect, but altering it through the 
development of empathy towards the offender and of oneself. Hence by 
developing a more global view self and other, one can be more genuine and 
able to forgive trying situations.
Gartner’s (1988) model remains empirically untested. The model, does 
however bridge the gap between forgiveness and psychotherapy/ counselling. 
Its paradigm specific nature might promote difficulties for clinicians from other
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orientations. Such a model is intrapsychic and does not consider the 
interpersonal nature of forgiveness, nor the conditions when forgiveness is 
unwarranted.
A model based on the typologies of forgiveness
Baumeister, Exline and Sommer (1998) present 4 types of forgiveness. 
Hollow forgiveness follows when an interpersonal act of forgiveness combines 
with an absence of a forgiveness-like intrapsychic state. Silent forgiveness 
develops from a combination of an intrapsychic state but with an absent 
interpersonal act. Total forgiveness (true forgiveness) forms from an 
amalgamation of a forgiveness-like intrapsychic state and interpersonal act, 
however, no forgiveness will occur with no interpersonal act or intrapsychic 
state.
This particular model is still untested and yet its typologies have received 
anecdotal incidental support from other articles (e.g. Enright's work). 
However, conditions which may produce specific forgiveness types such as 
personality styles and situational variables remain unexplored. The different 
types of forgiveness may be useful for therapists and clients to conceptualise 
varying styles of forgiveness.
A dissonance-attribution model of forgiveness
Interpersonal forgiveness has also been investigated through the lens of a 
dissonance-attribution model (Takaku, 2001). Cognitive dissonance 
(conflicting thoughts) is reduced by perspective taking (of oneself and the 
other in relation to the injury), hence resulting in increased empathy for the 
offender and a increase in ‘critical-ness’ of the role of the self. It is argued that 
forgiveness is a process mediated by acknowledging one’s own nature in 
terms of having committed prior injuries on others and the situational causes 
of the transgression in question.
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A criticism of Takaku's (2001) paper, is that no common measurements of 
forgiveness were used. Thus causal links drawn between attributions, 
emotions and forgiveness remain unclear. The model presented here offers 
an exciting way to consider forgiveness, complementing stage models in 
terms of reframing and meaning making stages. However, this model is 
perhaps limited to forgiveness for offences of minor severity. Reflecting on 
one’s own imperfect nature and the causes of the crime may not encourage 
forgiveness for severe crimes and raises psychotherapeutic concerns related 
to re-traumatisation.
General comments concerning the models
The number of models adds a richness to the field. However, many lack clarity 
and the quantity can be confusing. A general criticism is that models should 
be more explicit in their stance on prescription and description, thus making 
clearer antecedents, causes, content and consequences of forgiveness 
(McCullough & Worthington, 1994). In the current model literature, an 
important omission is the absence of comparisons between forgiveness 
psychotherapeutic treatment models and other treatments. Most proponents 
of forgiveness models assume forgiveness as the best outcome without 
testing their models against other psychotherapeutic treatments.
Determinants of forgiveness
Having considered global and generalist models of forgiveness, the review will 
now consider personality, gender, offence-related, relational and social- 
cognitive determinants of forgiveness. In other words, the complexity and 
mediating parts of forgiveness will be described below.
Personality determinants
A discrepancy exists in the literature over the role of religiousness. Many 
articles propose the presence of religiousness as a significant influence on 
forgiveness (Enright, Santos, & Al-Mabuk, 1989). However Wade, Bailey and
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Shaffer (2005) found that religious commitment was not significantly 
associated with a desire to bring forgiveness up in therapy. This 
counterintuitive anomaly may have been caused by the relatively small 
participant number. The close association between forgiveness and religion is 
important to consider as clients may feel guilt if they do not wish to forgive or 
may feel pressure to forgive due to their beliefs.
Narcissistic entitlement, according to Exline et al. (2004), is a barrier because 
of the inability to let go of a transgression and the need to save face. A 
weakness of this study is that all participants were undergraduates, they may 
have exhibited higher narcissistic entitlement which may be a feature of 
adolescence. A personality trait which may foster forgiveness is guilt- 
proneness (Konstam, Chernoff, & Deveney, 2001), which has been 
associated with constructive behaviours such as avoiding confrontations and 
anger. The guilt measured in this article only includes ‘adaptive guilt' as 
opposed to ‘maladaptive guilt’ which incorporates survivor’s guilt among other 
variations. The absence of maladaptive guilt is a serious omission as this may 
influence a client’s forgiveness.
Our disposition to forgive and attitude towards related concepts like revenge, 
are influenced by our personality traits (McCullough et al., 1998). Theorists 
and clinicians would do well to consider these elements when considering 
forgiveness as a treatment option.
Gender determinants
Kanz (2000), like many studies, found no gender differences when 
investigating forgiveness. Konstam, Chernoff and Deveney (2001), however 
indicate that forgiveness was mediated by guilt-proneness, anger reduction 
and detachment in women and age and pride in men. Furthermore, women 
valued forgiveness as central to successful relationships and personal 
healing, whereas men did not. Differences in pathology resulting from a failure 
to forgive have been found for men and women (Maltby, Macaskill, & Day,
2001). Such gender differences may have come to the foreground as previous
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studies (i.e. Kanz, 2000) have investigated gender in terms of differences in 
forgiveness conceptualisations, whereas subsequent studies have 
investigated gender differences through forgiveness use, responses and 
outcomes. Gender remains a neglected variable in the literature and more 
investigation is required.
Offence-related determinants
Two important offence related determinants of forgiveness include offence 
severity and the role of apology.
Zechmeister and Romero (2002) suggest that a lower offence severity will 
elicit higher forgiveness rates. An interesting caveat described in this paper 
suggests that victims may experience a transgression as severe, yet may 
report a mild level of harm due to the process of forgiveness. Offence severity 
is a complex variable depending in part on perspective drawn from the victim 
role.
Current literature supports the view that an apology or likelihood of an apology 
increases the chances of forgiveness (McCullough et al., 1998; Takaku,
2001). An apology has been found to foster empathy which in turn has been 
found to generate forgiveness (McCullough, Worthington, & Rachal, 1997). 
However, this is contradicted by views purported by Enright et al. who suggest 
that forgiveness and empathy should develop irrespective of an apology, 
which has been supported by Zechmeister and Romero (2002). On the one 
hand, remorse from an offender is a commonsense aspect of the forgiveness 
process, yet it can place power in the hands of the offender, and this in turn 
may place a client in limbo while they wait for an apology. A therapist could 
prepare a victim not to expect an apology or base their healing on one, yet 
encourage appreciation when an apology is provided.
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Relational determinants
According to McCullough et al. (1998) and McCullough, Worthington and 
Rachal (1997), partners in close relationships are more likely to initiate 
relationship constructive behaviours such as accommodation and willingness 
to sacrifice over relationship destructive behaviours such as avoidance or 
revenge. Thus offenders in high quality close relationships are more likely to 
apologise and victims might be more likely to overlook hurts. However, all 
participants used were undergraduate students who described forgiveness 
mostly with regards to their intimate boyfriends or girlfriends. Different close 
relationships and ages may elicit varying forgiveness responses. This remains 
neglected by both articles.
Furthermore, Karremans et al. (2003) suggest that the psychological benefits 
of forgiveness are more pronounced in relationships which have a strong 
commitment element. Similarly, this study used undergraduate students which 
may not accurately reflect the general population, with students generally 
having a certain level of socio-economic and educational status. The 
researchers comment that:
...it becomes somewhat questionable whether it is sensible to 
recommend interpersonal forgiving without taking into 
consideration the nature of the relationship between the person 
and the offender. Indeed, for several offences, it may well be 
that forgiving does not contribute to psychological well-being 
when the relationship with the offender is one of low 
commitment...it may be useful to consider alternatives for 
forgiving, such as seeking to distance oneself from the other, (p. 
1025)
Forgiveness has been promoted as beneficial for close relationships and this 
may not be the case for relationships which are distant or non-existent. 
Psychotherapeutic models advocate forgiveness regardless of the relationship
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between victim and offender, this may actually cause more damage to the 
victim and should be further investigated.
Social-cognitive detenninants
Empathy has received much attention in the literature as an important 
determinant of forgiveness. McCullough et al. (1998) support its central role in 
the process, yet find confusing data whether empathy comes before or after 
forgiveness. Empathy can encourage constructive behaviours which benefit 
close relationships (Karremans et al., 2003), yet such articles reveal little 
about how empathy can develop when there is a minimal or nonexistent 
relationship.
To encourage empathy, most models suggest making attributional shifts by 
reframing and perspective taking exercises. Hence, the process of reframing 
is a determinant of forgiveness closely linked to the enhancement of empathy. 
Such exercises promote attributional changes towards the offender 
(McCullough, Worthington, & Rachal, 1997). However, such a process is 
laborious to say the least (Worthington, 2000). Reframing according to North
(1998) means separating the wrongdoer from the wrong. According to 
DiBlasio (1998):
Possibilities for empathy increase when there is information and 
explanation. It also helps the victim to have accurate 
information, rather than depending on imagination or assumption 
which can be worse than the actual reality. Insight and 
understanding of past offences are important elements for 
healing... (p. 85)
Despite its central role, reframing itself remains an unknown entity in the 
literature, given a cursory glance by most models and studies. For example 
McCullough, Worthington and Rachal, 1997 do not investigate which 
exercises are better in promoting empathy or how empathy can benefit the
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offender, as most attention on reframing is studied from the victim 
perspective.
Rumination has been negatively associated with forgiveness by McCullough, 
Bono and Root (2000) who argue that thinking over the transgression helps 
maintain anger levels. However the study found that rumination preceded 
forgiveness and vice versa; one would assume that forgiveness would halt 
rumination patterns.
Loss of victim status and fear of appearing weak have been suggested as 
social-cognitive determinants of forgiveness by Exline and Baumeister (2000). 
A loss of victim status could mean a diminishment of perceived benefits such 
as power over and attention from the offender. Furthermore, a fear of 
appearing weak before an offender could inhibit the process of forgiveness. 
These determinants remain unverified, yet interesting possibilities.
Likewise, the fear of re-offence has been offered by DiBlasio (1998; 2000) as 
a determinant of forgiveness, yet it remains untested, although anecdotal 
support has been provided for it. This appears to be an important variable for 
victims participating in RJ programmes and investigating it further would be 
worthwhile.
It would seem there are many considerations for the victim to regard in the 
forgiveness process. The few mentioned here are often disregarded from 
models of forgiveness. Having considered the many facets of forgiveness, 
including its determinants, it would seem beneficial to now consider the pros 
and cons of the use of forgiveness in therapy.
Arguments in support of forgiveness in theraov
General factors
Forgiveness has been successfully applied to individuals, groups, couples and 
families. Participants have included incest survivors, substance abusers.
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cancer patients, victims of spousal abuse, children and clients with personality 
disorders to name but a few.
Furthermore, forgiveness has been argued to be compatible with gestalt 
therapy, especially in dealing with ‘unfinished business' (Malcolm & 
Greenberg, 2000) and psychodynamic therapies (Doyle, 1999).
It has been suggested that those who are against forgiveness, misinterpret 
the conceptualisation and either simplify it or substitute it for something it isn’t, 
like giving up anger and negative emotions (Gartner, 1988).
Psychological factors
Forgiveness is presented in the literature as health improving and restorative 
(Hope, 1987). It has been found to diminish anxiety, depression and improve 
hope (Lin et al., 2004) and can be used for interpersonal as well as 
intrapersonal healing (DiBlasio, 2000). Furthermore, forgiveness therapy can 
reduce anger levels (Fitzgibbons, 1998), which in turn may lessen the bond 
between victim and offender (Davenport, 1991). Forgiveness therapy can 
improve self esteem and reduce post traumatic stress symptoms (Reed & 
Enright, 2006) and neuroticism (Maltby, Macaskill, & Day, 2001). Criticisms of 
some of these studies are presented in section 3.5.
Biophysiological factors
Some articles report physiological benefits to forgiving, including lower heart 
rate and blood pressure, whereas unforgiveness has been reported as 
resulting in higher heart rate, blood pressure, brow muscle tension and 
sympathetic nervous system arousal (Witvliet, Ludwig, & Vander Laan, 2001). 
Forgiveness and ‘un-forgiveness’ could impact on physical health. 
Unforgiveness could thus increase the risk of coronary heart disease due to 
hormonal increase with the sympathetic nervous system, endocrine and 
immune system changes; forgiveness, it is argued could reduce such
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biophysiological symptoms (Luskin, 2002; Thoresen, Harris, & Luskin, 2000; 
Witvliet, 2001 ; Witvliet et al., 2007).
Arguments against forgiveness in theraov
Forgiveness remains a controversial topic in psychotherapy (Subkoviak et al., 
1995). For some, forgiveness is inappropriate and unnecessary in the healing 
process (Forward, 1989).
The myriad definitions may cause confusion among practitioners (Human 
Development Study Group, 1991) and clients (Huang & Enright, 2000), where 
using too simplistic or incorrect definition could mean more damage and less 
healing by allowing clients to tolerate, condone, excuse or forget hurtful or 
damaging behaviour (Konstam et al., 2002).
With the rise of positive psychology described by Gable and Haidt (2005) as, 
"... the conditions and processes that contribute to the fiourishing or optimal 
functioning o f people...” (p. 104) of which forgiveness was specifically 
mentioned by Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000), there seems to be a 
step away from simply feeling emotions to controlling them and replacing the 
negative ones with positive ones (Neu, 2002; Richards, 2002). There is 
pressure for people to move on and draw a line of forgiveness under the 
offence (Wiesenthal, 1997). Failing to forgive is not necessarily indicative of a 
seething resentment (Neu, 2002) or a self punishing element which the pro­
forgiveness literature suggests, whereby a victim becomes their own offender, 
punished firstly for the injury and secondly for not being able to let go. Is this 
the case for Julie Nicholson who cannot forgive?
Studies which promote the psychological benefits of forgiveness often find 
improvement in the control group as well as their experimental group. For 
example, Coyle and Enright (1997) produced a reduction in grief and anger in 
the control group. This could indicate that simply receiving psychotherapeutic 
treatment is beneficial in reducing negative symptoms regardless of whether a 
forgiveness orientation is used or not.
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Caution should be considered with regard to using forgiveness as a blanket 
treatment, which can be more damaging and more traumatic if individual 
circumstances are not considered (Davenport, 1991). Alternatives to 
forgiveness in psychotherapy are successful also, like focus partnering, where 
victim and offender discuss and debate the offence and each other’s role in it 
rather than centre on forgiveness (Puka, 2002). Morgan and Cummings
(1999) found female abuse victims who shared their experiences resulted in 
long-term decreases in depression, social maladjustment, self blame and 
PTSD symptoms without the use of forgiveness.
It is evident that anger is pathologised when reading the pro-forgiveness 
literature. However, in a persuasive thesis concerning the role of anger, Tavris 
(1989) argues that anger has negative cultural connotations which target it for 
psychotherapeutic treatment, either through ventilation programmes or 
through forgiveness therapies. Anger is often associated with being hot 
(Aquino, Douglas, & Martinko, 2004). Perhaps emotions are neither good nor 
bad, simply dependent on the psychosocial context for meaning. Tavris (1989) 
presents the argument that physiological trials which present anger as bad for 
the health are often contradictory. Indeed, when reconsidering the 
biophysiological arguments presented above especially in Witvliet, Ludwig 
and Vander Laan (2001), the issue of causality remains a major issue. Anger 
and subsequent poor health are taken as start and end points, with vital 
middle elements such as lifestyle and personality missed out. Feeling anger 
could be important for self worth and self value (Neu, 2002).
Forgiveness ties victim and perpetrator together. Far from freeing the bonds 
between both parties, it can re-forge links by placing pressure on the victim to 
be the forgiver, recreating the abuse in terms of the victim being the only one 
able to save the offender (Lamb, 1996). Victims need to have a lot of ego 
strength to perform forgiveness, and it could further weaken them (Wade, 
Bailey, & Shaffer, 2005). Disconcerting evidence found by Gordon, Burton and 
Porter (2004) suggests that forgiveness has been linked to the increased 
intention of domestic abuse victims in returning to their partners, however an 
intention to return is certainly not the same as actually returning. Murphy
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(2002) warns against premature forgiveness which can make the victim 
vulnerable. Thus having forgiveness contingent on the perpetrators 
repentance and apology might be important and useful to avoid 
revictimisation. However, Herman (1992) argues:
Her healing depends on the discovery of restorative love in her 
own life; it does not require that this love be extended to the 
perpetrator.. .She may even feel sorrow and compassion for him, 
but this disengaged feeling is not the same as forgiveness, (p. 
190)
There are considerations for and against the use of forgiveness in therapy. An 
important concern is the role of power in the process. Can a victim regain 
empowerment through giving forgiveness as a gift or will there always be 
some dependency on how the offender acts? Although many models stress 
the intrapersonal benefits of forgiveness, it remains an interpersonal process 
and both victim and offender are very much dependent on each other.
Measurement of forgiveness
Most offence specific measurements of forgiveness are self report measures. 
The Transgression-Related Interpersonal Motivations (TRIM) Inventory 
(McCullough et al., 1998) has 18 items on three subscales; avoidance, 
revenge and benevolent motivation. The Enright Forgiveness Inventory (EFI) 
(Enright & Fitzgibbons, 2000) is a 60 item measure with 6 sub-scales; 
positive/ negative affect, behaviour and cognition.
The Interpersonal Relationship Resolution Scale (IRRS) (Hargrave & Sells, 
1997) measures forgiveness at the interpersonal level. It is has 44 items and 
two subscales; pain (further partitioned into shame, rage, control and chaos) 
and forgiveness (further partitioned into insight, understanding, giving the 
opportunity for compensation and the overt act of giving).
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A dispositional measure of forgiveness includes the Willingness to Forgive 
Scale (HebI & Enright, 1993) which contains 16 items (scenarios) to which 
participants respond using one of ten possible replies. An extension of this is 
the Forgiveness Attitudes Questionnaire (FAQ) proposed in Kanz (2000) 
where participants rate 26 scenarios using 6 responses on how they would 
forgive, the second part contains 23 closed questions regarding forgiveness.
Overall there is still a need to improve measures by amalgamating 
intrapsychic elements with interpersonal elements to create a more complex 
measure (McCullough, Hoyt, & Rachal, 2000).
Forgiveness and restorative justice
After a brief review of the RJ literature, it appears that many articles mention 
an increase in forgiveness, yet glance over the phenomenon. Some support 
the contention that forgiveness assists victims in healing most from their 
victimisation and is thus an integral part of the process (Dickey, 1998; Garvey, 
2003). Strang and Sherman (2003) state that, "a sincere apology seems 
natural and almost vital way to the successful resolution of the offence and 
restoration of participants" (p. 23) However, most see forgiveness as 
belonging to the personal realm and is thus not a goal of the RJ system but a 
part of it (Masters, 2004; Worthington, 2000). Some argue that there is more 
at stake than forgiveness alone (e.g. punishment) (Robinson, 2003).
Disparity reigns also with regard to the suitability of forgiveness with severe 
crimes such as murder, rape and sexual abuse. The pro-forgiveness literature 
supports the view that forgiveness is suitable for victims of deep injuries 
(including incest survivors and spouses of physical abuse) providing the victim 
chooses to initiate true forgiveness rather than pseudoforgiveness, and due 
to its gift like quality, forgiveness can be given regardless of whether the 
offender shows repentance or not (Freedman & Enright, 1996; Reed & 
Enright, 2006). Others argue that forgiveness should be avoided for severe 
crimes, for example, sexual abuse, because such crimes are unforgivable and 
the nature of the relationship between victim and offender means forgiving
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can constitute further abuse (Lamb, 1996; 2002). Haaken (2002) suggests 
that with extreme violations where forgiveness is unwarranted, a victim 
partaking in the forgiveness process may be pathological. A more balanced 
view is purported by Umbreit, Bradshaw and Coates (1999), where in severe 
crimes (even in the case of murder), forgiveness can occur naturally, but 
should not be the focus of the meeting between victim and offender. Hence it 
is ultimately the choice of the victim to forgive.
Victim meets offender
This section will consider the therapeutic implications of a victim meeting an 
offender. The section shall also explore the processes and therapeutic 
implications of forgiveness during that meeting and consider whether it is 
really required for the healing process. It shall reconsider factors that impede 
and/ or facilitate the process of forgiveness during that meeting. Firstly, the 
benefits and risks are considered of a victim meeting an offender.
Benefits
The meeting may be beneficial in terms of victim and offender stepping away 
from their role, meeting as human beings (Garvey, 2003), which, according to 
Robinson (2003), allows the victim to put a human face to the offender and 
this may help to reduce victimisation and promote healing. How this may 
happen is never discussed.
Furthermore, by becoming involved in the process, moving from passive to 
active, the victim could regain some personal autonomy and hence reduce the 
feeling of victimisation.
Victims may receive information regarding the crime and offender, and this 
can help reduce the 'why-me syndrome’ allowing victims to come to terms 
with circumstances concerning the offence and the inner workings of the 
offender (Strang & Sherman, 2003; Wemmers, 2002). Both articles do not
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specify which pieces of data are of particular value in easing the ‘why-me 
syndrome’.
By meeting face to face, victims may be able to share their experiences and 
present their case (Poulson, 2003) and having these views validated could be 
healing. However, having them discredited might produce a detrimental effect. 
This meeting could be possible for serious crimes and it is argued that 
restorative justice could be most healing for victims of violent crimes, although 
they are the most vulnerable and most reluctant to participate (Wemmers, 
2002). Wemmers does not comment on why this may be the case. It could be 
suggested that victims of violent crimes need answers most in order to help 
them reframe their worlds after a traumatic experience and if the information is 
too shocking or the offender unremorseful, this could have serious 
ramifications for the victim’s fragile state of mind.
In meeting the offender, victims can feel less angry, fearful, upset and 
experience a greater sense of closure (Strang & Sherman, 2003; Umbreit, 
1994). Furthermore, victims have been found to develop better perceptions of 
the other party’s behaviour compared to participants in court (Poulson, 2003).
It could be suggested that meeting the offender can be psychologically 
beneficial to victims, and perhaps by scrutinising the offender and the crime in 
such a way, the victim can re-evaluate their role in relation to both. Thus 
according to Lamb (1996):
When we begin to hold perpetrators responsible for their 
actions...victims can then take a realistic look at themselves, 
and we can feel free to acknowledge some of the assertion, free 
will, and yes, blame for that also belongs to victims, (p. 8)
Concerns
There are risks and concerns attached to such a meeting. For many victims, 
offender accountability is important (Umbreit, 1994). The meeting may cause
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more damage to the victim if the offender is unrepentant or unremorseful 
(Robinson, 2003) or if the apology is coerced or forced (Hoyle, Young, & Hill,
2002). An offender who shows no remorse can make victims feel worse after 
the meeting, with enhanced fear, depression and greater distress and 
unresolved anger (Morris, Maxwell, & Robertson, 1993).
Secondary victimisation is a serious risk as victims may already feel 
vulnerable and exposed, fearing retaliation and intimidation (Wemmers,
2002). Victims need to feel protected in the process. To minimise such risks 
the introduction of pre and post care is important, as victims can remember 
episodes after the meeting (Morris, Maxwell, & Robertson, 1993). 
Troublesome cases should be vetted and it has been suggested that victims 
should only be contacted once the offender wishes to meet the victim, to 
make reparation or to apologise (Miers et al., 2001). Revictimisation could be 
minimised by the planning of the meeting and training of the mediator. Close 
involvement of a therapist could minimise revictimisation through assessing 
both victim and offender prior and post meeting. Additionally, it has been 
argued that victims don't need to meet the offender to feel healing effects 
(Wemmers, 2002). The exchange of letters often occurs in RJ programmes 
(Crawford & Newburn, 2003) and has been reported as facilitating forgiveness 
and promoting healing (McCullough, Root, & Cohen, 2006). Other 
suggestions include; an exchange of videos, the involvement of 
representatives or the use of a mediator meeting with each party in turn.
Forgiveness and the meeting
Understanding your enemies helps bring them down to size.
(Smedes, 1984, p. 103)
A meeting between offender and victim can carry significant risks. However, if 
the needs of the victim and risks are considered and dealt with, a meeting can 
be psychologically healing for the victim.
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Victimisation, may partially be the result of coping mechanisms, namely, 
dehumanisation and dissociation (Davenport, 1991; Doyle, 1999). A meeting 
can break the monstrous mental representations of the offender and create 
more manageable and accurate representations by giving the victim the 
chance to humanise and associate with the offender via the exchange of 
information. Thus the flow of information about the offender and the offence 
may help victims restructure their shattered world and self views by allowing 
them to explore their role in relation to the offender and the crime in a safe 
and containing environment.
The victim's therapist could work closely with the mediator of the meeting, not 
only to reduce the risk of re-traumatisation, but to help process the influx of 
new attributional information from the meeting. Thus the goal of the meeting 
and therapy sessions should not involve imposing forgiveness, but to ensure 
that if it does occur, that it is true forgiveness initiated by volition. Forgiveness 
is impeded and facilitated by determinants mentioned above. The main goal 
for a meeting and for therapists, may be to assist victims in reframing and 
restructuring the constructs of themselves, the offender and the crime and the 
linkages between them and not the process of forgiveness.
According to Al-Mabuk and Enright (1995):
They need to courageously explore and understand their 
injurer’s humanity. This is a precursor to the empathy and 
compassion that may be key to psychological healing. This 
empathy and compassion may allow the person to absorb the 
pain, which consequently may transform the person from a 
victim mindset to a survivor mindset, (p. 438)
In contrast to the quote above, the victim's support structure should not push 
for empathy, compassion or forgiveness, these will develop alone if the victim 
wants them to. The key to moving from victim to survivor, is to 'courageously' 
explore the reasons behind why the offence occurred, how the offender is 
involved and how the victim is connected to both, thus reintroducing victims to
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the system of which they are part and allowing the victim’s emotions to have a 
context within the system. How this occurs and which elements of information 
are most healing remains to be investigated.
Most models of forgiveness described in the is paper share a common 
element, and that is the process of reframing, shown in table 2, which may be 
more important than the possible by-product of forgiveness, all three elements 
(self, offender and offence) could be combined to enhance the healing effect 
on the victim.
Table 2: Reframinq activities 
The self 
(Smedes, 1984)
. The self must connect with the pain and put it into words which match the 
pain
(Enright & Fitzgibbons, 2000)
. Examination of psychological defences and the issues involved
• Confrontation of anger and release
• Admittance of shame where appropriate
• Awareness of depleted emotional energy
• Awareness of cognitive rehearsal of the offence
. Realisation that oneself may be permanently and adversely changed by 
the injury
• A change of heart/ conversion/ new insights that old resolution strategies 
are not working
• Bearing and accepting the pain
• Finding meaning for self and other in the suffering
• Insight that one is not alone
• Realisation that self may have a new purpose in life because of the injury
• Insight into a possibly altered “just world” view
(Flanigan, 1992)
• Admitting the permanency of change
1 2 0
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(Gartner, 1988)
• Seeing the self as having caused injuries in the past
(Davenport, 1991)
• The realities of the injury are acknowledge to the self and to others
• Self blame is replaced with self compassion
• Anger has been experienced with a minimum of defences
. A sense of empowerment and self affirmation in relation to the offender
(Takaku, 2001)
• Considering one's own imperfect nature in terms of having committed 
injuries in the past
The offender
(Enright & Fitzgibbons, 2000)
Reframing, through role-taking, who the wrongdoer is by viewing him or 
her in context
(Smedes, 1984)
Seeing the offender as a fallible human being
(Flanigan, 1992)
Blaming the injurer through filtering the data, weighing the damage on a 
responsibility scale and through fact finding
Balancing the scales through; considering the injury as over, punishing the 
injurer, using the scales or mirroring the injury on the offender
(Gartner, 1988)
Seeing the offender as a fallible human being
(Davenport, 1991)
Seeing the offender as a complex human being rather than simplified and 
stereotyped
The offence
(Smedes, 1984)
Victim should detach from the offender to consider the injury
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(Flanigan, 1992)
Name the injury by considering its causes, duration, controllability and 
consequences.
Explore the injury in terms of damage done to the victim’s sense of 
vulnerability, control and justice 
Talking about the offence to others
Claiming the injury through separating from the offender and incorporating 
the offence into the self
(Takaku, 2001)
Consider the situational, uncontrollable and unstable causes of the 
transgression
(Wade & Worthington, 2005)
Recall the hurt and explore it
Table 3: A breakdown of reframing activities and related articles
Smedes (1984) calls this process developing “magic eyes” with the gift of 
insight. Furthermore, reframing is a vital process in healing for victims 
(Armour, 2002) where victims need to readjust their systems of appraisal and 
make sense of what happened in order to integrate the traumatic event. It 
could be argued that forgiveness may result as an additional benefit from the 
more important process of reframing, as Smedes (1984) comments, "There is 
no real forgiving unless there is first relentless exposure and honest 
judgement.” (p. 78) It could be argued that reframing, both during the meeting 
and in personal therapy, breaks down the barrier of dissociation, allowing the 
victim to become part of the system, hence allowing the victim to reassess 
their role and status within that system through the integration of information 
about the offender and the offence. Victim’s emotions are given a context, as 
previous inaccurate mental representations are broken down via a face to 
face meeting allowing victims to direct their emotions at a tangible offender. 
The forgiveness literature purports letting go of anger and resentment, 
however, such emotions are valid and the goal is not to let them go as such, 
but to establish a sense of context for them to exist in.
1 2 2
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Support for this argument comes from Umbreit, Bradshaw and Coates (1999). 
The greatest benefit of victim offender mediation for victims was the 
opportunity to re-evaluate any previous mental constructions of themselves 
and the offender. Furthermore, the use of humanistic style mediation allowed 
the exchange of information which helped victims with their search for 
meaning. The focus, thus was not with forgiveness, but the process of 
reframing.
The exchange of information, might be healing because it may help victims 
figure out if they belong to the victim category or a survivor category. With 
help of the meeting and a therapist, attributional information regarding the 
offender and offence may help victims reassess their place in the victim 
category, resulting in a cognitive, behavioural, and emotional change to the 
category of survivor. As Wade and Worthington (2005) comments, 
"...stepping into another’s shoes, no matter how awful is important in moving 
from victim to survivor. This means taking in another’s perspective and the 
prevalence of attributional errors.” (p. 167) How this is done remains to be 
investigated.
Conclusion
...forgiveness is an act of volition, and only the sufferer is qualified to make 
the decision. (Wiesenthal, 1997, p. 98)
This literature review of the interpersonal forgiveness literature has revealed 
that sorry does indeed seem to be not only a hard word, but a complex one at 
that.
There is much disagreement in the literature concerning the definition of 
interpersonal forgiveness. Similarly, there appear to be numerous models of 
forgiveness each offering various benefits and weaknesses. Some 
determinants were explored which impeded and facilitated forgiveness. As a 
psychotherapeutic tool there is much disagreement concerning the use of 
forgiveness, thus perhaps the old idiom could be changed from “to err is
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human, to forgive divine” to “to err is human, to forgive malign or sublime” 
depending on one's view. A brief overview of dyadic, offence specific and 
dispositional forgiveness measures was also provided.
Forgiveness was brought into the arena of restorative justice, and although it 
was found to be part of the process it could be considered more of a by­
product than a goal. The review considered the risks and benefits of the victim 
meeting the offender, and argued that a meeting with an exchange of views 
and information could be more healing than forgiveness. The victim may 
assimilate new data and reassess whether belonging to the victim category is 
right for them. Forgiveness should not be forced, and if it occurs, should be 
true forgiveness. The role of therapists may not be to push forgiveness, but to 
encourage victims in exploring the data and to help with making sense of a 
newly reframed world.
Limits of this paper include it’s restricted review of the forgiveness literature 
and exploring the role of the victim in isolation rather than in context with an 
offender. Areas of further study include additional investigations into the 
processes of attributional meaning making and reframing, exploring how this 
can help victims move from victim to survivor. Furthermore, a study could 
compare the benefits of reframing with those of forgiveness. Another area 
concerns the compatibility of forgiveness with other psychotherapeutic 
paradigms, as this remains a neglected area in the literature. Finally, 
interpersonal forgiveness has received most attention in the literature, self 
forgiveness has received relatively little, especially from the perspective of the 
victim. It would be useful to explore this element of forgiveness in terms of 
psychological healing. Thus, it could be proposed that for victims, self 
forgiveness might be needed for psychological healing and thus always 
needed, whereas interpersonal forgiveness is neither necessary nor always 
beneficial, these comparisons remain hypothetical as yet.
The literature review is split into two interconnecting sections. The first section 
considers the determinants of forgiveness and includes some prominent and 
distinctive models which explain the process of forgiveness. The second
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section of the literature review situates forgiveness in the arena of restorative 
justice, in particular, a face to face meeting between victim and offender. The 
second section considers the potential psychological outcomes of forgiveness 
for a victim after a meeting.
Both sections locate and investigate forgiveness at differing points. The first 
section represents dependent variables, as it were, which are observed 
results of the independent variable having been manipulated and changed. 
The second section represents independent variables which are the values 
which are manipulated or changed. Independent variables answer the 
question "What do I change?". Dependent variables answer the question 
"What do I observe?"
This distinction is important as it could lead to determining different future 
approaches to forgiveness research. On the one hand, research should 
continue to focus and elaborate on models which portray forgiveness as a 
‘dynamic’ process. This would herald a necessary move away from more 
traditional linear stage/ phase models. Humans don’t work in arbitrarily 
partitioned stages, and so future research needs to allow for more complex 
models of the forgiveness process which include cognitive, affective and 
behavioural changes. Furthermore, as the focus of this literature review is 
concerning victims of crime and the process of forgiveness, more research 
should be carried with that population in mind. Possible forgiveness 
determinants which remain ‘un-researched’ include the impact of the severity 
of crime, the nature of the relationship between offender and victim, the 
gender and age of the victim, and the location of crime. On the other hand, 
research must also continue to consider the utility of the study of forgiveness 
in the literature. This includes the role forgiveness may play in either reducing 
or perpetuating victim re-traumatisation, situating forgiveness within the 
process of victim healing and potential links to satisfaction rates of attendance 
with restorative justice processes.
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Personal reflection
The soul would have no rainbow,
Had the eyes no tears.
John Vance Cheney (1989)
On the 18^  ^of June 1984 at 140 Lyham Road in Brixton, London my godfather 
Drew Griffiths was found murdered. He had been discovered naked and 
stabbed through the heart in a brutal homophobic killing. This exuberant, kind 
and talented young man was just 34. Cofounder of the Gay Sweatshop 
theatre company, playwright, actor and theatre director, his talents were 
limitless. With so much to offer, especially in the name of gay rights, this 
guiding light was extinguished by one man. Could forgiveness ever be 
considered? And if so, what are its limits, benefits and determinants?
These quandaries were a backdrop to this research enterprise. What is 
forgiveness and why is it healing? While reading the literature, I thought to 
myself, could I ever forgive Drew’s killer. My answer, at the start of 
researching this piece, was a resounding no. A year later, things have 
changed a little. I will not forgive now, but I do want answers. For me, what 
would help me move forward is information, not just information from the 
police, but from the mouth of the offender. Unrealistic, yes. Healing, possibly. I 
want to know about the offender and more importantly about why Drew was 
murdered. Even meeting an unrepentant killer may give me enough 
information about this killer’s destructive and unrelenting nature to make me 
hate him more and in some peculiar fashion, allow me to move forward. 
Whether it’s moving forward in a way that the pro-forgiveness literature 
espouses is another matter.
I don’t want to let go of my anger, not because it ties me to the offender, but 
because it ties me to Drew and his death. Holding on to the anger is not 
necessarily corrosive for my health, it is simply part of me, I can still live and 
breathe. Forgiveness has spread meme-like through lay and academic 
literature, generating a wake of release, happiness and love around it.
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Forgiveness is seen as a virtue, yet I ask here, why then is anger seen as a 
sin? If anger is such a base and virulent phenomenon, why do I feel it?
Since commencing work on this piece, I have come to believe that forgiveness 
is an option, a choice. But there are biases at work in the literature that I find 
troubling. Firstly, forgiveness is not solely a gift, because it should depend on 
the offender. Both victim and offender are linked; separating the two is 
impossible. Secondly, a dualistic theme appears to run through the literature, 
with our body’s nihilistic generation of anger, hopelessness and fear 
juxtaposed with our forgiving minds, clean, magnanimous and fore-giving of a 
gift. Thirdly, with forgiveness, it’s all in the definition, and how we define it, is 
how we may use it. I now see forgiveness as separating the offender from the 
act. I can detest both, or may hate the act and love the offender or, in direct 
dissent to the pro literature, maintain hatred of the event and hold a complex, 
confusing and infused mix of emotions against the offender. Some may even 
love and hate the offender at the same time. Forgiveness is not simply 
substituting positive for the negative, we are human after all, why not have 
both, a pendulum which constantly swings between both polarities. The pro­
literature sees humans and their emotions too simplistically and easily 
separated.
This has indeed been a process. I feel I have been guided to forgiveness, 
starting with an interest in restorative justice then developing a devoted 
concern for forgiveness which allowed restorative justice to fade into the 
background. I have often felt overwhelmed by the sheer quantity of reading 
and processing required to integrate material into a cohesive piece. Together 
with demands from this course, I found juggling a constant struggle, often 
dropping the proverbial ball. This piece has had a mind of its own; combined 
with my perfectionist nature, letting go of this piece into the ether of grading is 
daunting. I had so many plans, so many pieces of information, so few 
criticisms of articles (let’s say a growing edge, one to add to so many), that I 
am in limbo between feeling disappointed and happy in what I have produced.
I wanted it perfect for me, for Drew and for my supervisors, yet I have worked
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so very hard on this piece, and that dogmatic investment and managing of the 
love-hate relationship is something of which I am very pleased.
What I take away from this experience is what forgiveness means for my 
future work with clients and my feelings towards Drew’s death. I am now more 
attuned to forgiveness and would certainly not dismiss its presence if it arises 
in the therapy room. I would wish to explore it, especially in relation to volition 
(is there a religious compulsion or familial pressure for example urging the 
client to forgive) and the different types of forgiveness which are possible. If 
forgiveness is desired, it should be true and not pseudoforgiveness. I would 
hopefully acknowledge it as a difficult process, with conflicting times rife with 
emotional turmoil, not necessarily a move toward shifting from negative 
cognition, affect and behaviour to the more positive.
The words from the song ‘Why?’ by the Bronksi Beat which was dedicated to 
Drew, rings with new meaning for me. "Contempt in your eyes when I turned 
to kiss his lips. Broken I lie all my feelings denied - blood on your fist. Can you 
tell me why? Can you tell me why?”. It could be the explanation that may help 
me in understanding what happened. I’m not saying that to understand all is to 
forgive all, for thinking about Drew I could not forgive now, nor is it my place 
to, but finding out about the offender and the crime could help me in reframing 
a vital element in this event, the why.
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Appendix A
Journal submission guidelines
Counseling and Values is a professional journal of theory, research, and 
informed opinion concerned with the relationships among counseling, ethics, 
philosophy, psychology, religion, social values, and spirituality. Its mission is 
to promote free intellectual inquiry across these domains. Its vision is to attract 
a diverse readership reflective of a growing diversity in the membership of 
ASERVIC and to effect change leading to the continuing growth and 
development of a more genuinely civil society. Manuscripts must be submitted 
in accordance with the guidelines that follow. Manuscripts that do not meet 
these specifications will be returned to the authors before any review for 
publication formally takes place.
Articles
• Manuscripts should be well organized and concise so that the development 
of ideas is clear. Avoid dull, clichéd writing and use of jargon.
• Authors are required to submit a disk of the current revised copy in MS 
Word.
• Provide an abstract of the article of approximately 100 words.
• Do not use footnotes. Most footnote material can be incorporated into the 
body of the manuscript.
• Manuscripts are typically between 8 and 20 pages, typewritten, and double­
spaced. This does not include title page, abstract, and references.
• Double-space all material, including direct quotations and references.
• Authors' names, positions, and places of employment should appear only on 
the title page. Authors' names should not appear on the manuscript.
• Manuscript style is that of the fifth edition of the Publication Manual of the 
American Psychological Association (available from APA, 750 First St. N.E., 
Washington, DC 20002-4242). All items cited in articles should be listed as 
references. Reference notes are not used. Provide page numbers for direct 
quotations.
• Authors should not submit more than three tables or two figures with each 
manuscript. Include only essential data and combine tables where possible. 
Tables are to be typed on separate pages. Figures (graphs, illustrations, line 
drawings) should be supplied as camera-ready art (prepared by a commercial 
artist). Figure captions should be attached to the art and will be set in the 
appropriate type.
• Authors should reduce bias in language against persons on the basis of 
gender, sexual orientation, racial or ethnic group, disability, or age by referring 
to the guidelines in the fifth edition of the APA Publication Manual.
• Manuscripts must be submitted in the original to the Editor. Either e-mail as 
an attachment or mail two clear copies with a disk. If you wish to have your 
manuscript returned, you must include a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
• Never submit material for concurrent consideration by another periodical. 
Manuscripts that meet the guidelines and are appropriate for the focus of the 
journal are ordinarily submitted to a blind review by the Editorial Board 
members. Two or 3 months may elapse between acknowledgment of receipt
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of a manuscript and notification of its disposition. After publication of an 
article, each author receives a copy of the journal.
Forum
• Forum articles will be published in concert with preannounced special 
topic(s) subject headings. Please consult ACA’s newspaper Counseling 
Today for special topic(s) to be addressed in future issues.
• Reactions to editorials, articles, and other Forum subjects will be considered 
for publication in this section as space is available. The editor reserves the 
right to edit and abridge responses published as reactions to original articles.
• All other guidelines for articles apply to Forum.
Issues and Insights
• Philosophical and practical applications of first person narratives that are 
written in accordance with APA Publication Manual standards for publication 
will be featured.
• Manuscripts must be clearly referenced and represent an author’s attempt to 
offer fresh information.
• “New” counseling interventions and accompanying “techniques that work” 
will be considered for publication in this section.
• All other guidelines for articles apply to Issues and Insights.
Send all manuscripts and correspondence to the Editor:
Christopher A. Sink, Professor and Chair, Department of School Counseling, 
School of Education, Seattle Pacific University, 3307 3rd Avenue West, 
Seattle, WA 98119. Telephone: 206-281-2453, FAX: 206-281-2756, e-mail: 
csink@spu.edu
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Appendix B
3 most fruitful searches
Forgiveness
The term: ‘forgive*’ in Psycarticles in a quick search found 693 documents, 
many of which proved to be useful. For the forgiveness part of the review, this 
was by far the most successful search, I went through the list reading the 
abstracts in order to find articles which were pertinent to the review. Most 
articles found in this search were pro-forgiveness.
Other successful searches included trawling through the reference sections of 
articles and books on forgiveness, particularly, ‘Before forgiving’ edited by 
Lamb and Murphy (2002), provided me with sources which promote a more 
cautionary view of forgiveness.
Restorative Justice
The term: ‘restorative justice’ in the University of Surrey main catalogue found 
16 documents, of which the thesis by Delgado, K. (2005) proved to be 
particularly useful, especially the references section of the literature review 
part assisted me in finding more articles on restorative justice.
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Year 2 research
Towards a grounded theory of how victims of crime consider their sense 
of readiness and preparation for a restorative justice meeting with the
offender.
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Abstract
Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 6 participants. Participants 
were victims of crime who had received preparation in Surrey for meeting with 
the offender in a restorative face to face meeting. The study investigated their 
views on the preparation they received and on their own sense of readiness. 
Interviews were recorded and transcribed. Transcripts were analysed using a 
grounded theory approach which included the constant comparative method, 
negative case analysis, theoretical sensitivity and theoretical sampling. 
Coding was used to label emerging categories. Four categories were found; 
(i) the experience of the preparation meeting, (ii) meeting the preparer, (iii) 
experiences of readiness, and (iv) readiness and preparation. These four 
categories were part of a central core category which was making the most of 
the svstem. A model was presented linking the categories and core category.
Key words: counselling psychology, grounded theory, preparation, readiness, 
restorative justice.
Introduction
Restorative Justice and Youth Offending Teams
In the year 2007/ 2008, 277,986 crimes were committed by 146,526 children 
and young people in England and Wales (Youth Justice Board, 2009).
Restorative Justice (RJ henceforth) has become prominent in the English and 
Welsh justice system. 2000 heralded the formation of Youth Offending Teams 
(YOTs), which are multi-agency teams (including health and social services, 
police and education workers) present in almost every local authority in 
England and Wales (Holdaway et al., 2001). The YOT is responsible for 
implementing RJ practices in youth offending for persons up to 18 years of 
age. There are many RJ programs carried out by the YOTs each differing in 
approach (Wilcox & Hoyle, 2004). This research is conducted in collaboration 
with a YOT in Surrey.
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Marshall (1999) describes RJ as “...a process whereby parties with a stake in 
a specific offence coiiectiveiy resoive how to deal with the aftermath of the 
offence and its impiications for the future” (p. 5). RJ is a move away from the 
more traditional retributive and adversarial system of law (Elton & Roybal, 
2003). It is a system of reparation which engages victim, offender and 
community (Poulson, 2003). These players can fulfil Dignan’s (2000) three 
‘Rs’ of responsibility, restoration and reintegration. Restorative processes 
include; family-group conferences, sentencing circles, community reparation 
boards and victim-offender mediation (Haney, 2002). McCold and Wachtel 
(2000) provide a more complete list. The victim may meet the offender face- 
to-face in direct mediation or use indirect mediation where contact is 
performed via a third party (Wright, 1995). This paper focuses only on victim- 
offender mediation and referral order panels (for definitions see appendix 1).
The rise of RJ in youth justice has in part depended on the promotion of its 
positive tenets. RJ is perceived as a ‘new lens’ through which to see offenders 
and victims (Zehr, 1990). Satisfaction rates for victims are often stated as 
higher when compared to court based proceedings in respect of; participation 
rates, receiving information, and perceived fairness (Strang, Barnes, 
Braithwaite, & Sherman, 1999). Psychological benefits for those who 
participate include reduced fear, anxiety, anger, and a greater sense of safety 
and security compared to court based systems (Strang & Sherman, 2003). 
According to a study by Roberts (1995), benefits for victims included reduced 
suicidal ideation, a heightened sense of peace and the ability to see the 
offender as a person. Umbreit, Bradshaw and Coates (1999) discovered that 
after meeting offenders, victims felt more empowered, developed a sense of 
closure and were able to express their feelings to the offender. They also 
appreciated having additional answers to their questions regarding the crime 
and the offender.
However, there are also less positive aspects of the RJ movement. Some 
critics argue that anger and revenge are justified responses to offences and 
that these are often subtly redirected into more positive emotions by RJ 
processes (Acorn, 2004). There is evidence that victims can feel a pressure to
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participate in RJ programs (Umbreit, 1994) or feel under an obligation to the 
offender to forgive (Morris, Maxwell, & Robertson, 1993). Although the RJ 
movement emphasises the centrality of the victim (Dignan, 2005), some critics 
still maintain that the needs of victims are neglected, especially in terms of re- 
traumatisation with enhanced fears and a reduced sense of security after the 
meeting (Wemmers, 2002). Wemmers and Canute (2002) argue that, in many 
RJ programs, victims are actually less satisfied than offenders and explain this 
in part due to victim expectations not being met and victims not being ready 
for the process.
The unheard victim and focus on preparation
The victim is currently ignored in the RJ research in relation to pre-meeting 
processes. Most of the victim research currently focuses on satisfaction 
studies collected after the RJ meeting (see the Youth Justice Board’s latest 
Annual Workload Data document). This research argues that an important 
and relatively unknown area of RJ research is victim preparation and sense of 
readiness. It suggests that preparation could be closely linked to a victim’s 
sense of readiness. Perpetrators are often tested by a psychologist to assess 
their readiness to participate in a RJ program. It seems that the cost of 
psychological assessment is merited by the drop in recidivism. Why should 
psychological testing not be used with victims? It could be argued that 
readiness assessment and more importance placed on preparation could 
reduce the possibility of re-victimisation and in turn improve satisfaction rates.
In a recent audit of Surrey Youth Justice Services (SYJS henceforth) working 
with victims was rated ‘adequate’ (Parks et al., 2008). This paper would like to 
build on the work done by SYJS in relation to the victim, with a focus on 
preparation and readiness.
In counselling psychology, preparation is seen as a key stage in psychological 
change (Prochaska, 1998). Furthermore, preparation has been linked to 
improved attendance and improved experience of counselling and 
psychotherapy (Deane, Spicer, & Leathern, 1992; France & Dugo, 1985;
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Ogrodniczuk, Joyce, & Piper, 2005). This research examines whether these 
findings can be applied to the RJ process also.
The role o f counselling psychology
Although RJ is traditionally the realm of forensic psychology, it could be 
argued that counselling psychology should also have an interest in this area 
and is well equipped to work with it. Firstly, the potential trauma or 
psychological growth of victims meeting the offender face to face could be of 
great interest. Secondly, due to the assessment and formulation skills of 
counselling psychologists, especially in terms of seeing the victim through 
holistic eyes, this could aide in the preparation process. Especially if working 
through the remit of a 3""^  party outside the justice system, their primary aim 
would be the physical and psychological safety of the victim. This could 
reduce any unwarranted pressure coming from the justice service for the 
victim to participate and adhere to RJ policy. Patients are given a thorough 
assessment and preparation in counselling psychology, why not in a RJ 
meeting, a situation potentially life-changing in both a traumatic and 
therapeutic sense? Thirdly, it could be argued that a counselling psychology 
session and a restorative meeting have certain analogous elements; (i) both 
involve a relationship, (ii) this relationship has a power dynamic, (iii) both 
involve communication, (iv) it can be an exposing experience, (v) both involve 
trust and expectations and, (vi) feelings, thoughts and behaviours are 
discussed.
Reasons for choosing Grounded Theory
“Grounded theory allows the relevant social organization and 
socialpsychological organization of the people studied to be discovered, to 
emerge -  in their perspectivel Grounded theory does justice to the data.” 
(Glaser, 1992, p. 5). Thus grounded theory is useful when the experiences of 
participants are central to the study. Furthermore, grounded theory is suitable 
when the research area is under-researched, when limited explanatory 
theories exist and when a new theory is being developed (Payne, 2007).
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The grounded theory process encourages categories to emerge from the data 
through the process of questioning and engaging with the data and testing 
links and connections between the categories. It is a truly iterative process 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The researcher takes an active part in the process 
and influences the data and vice a versa (Charmaz, 2006).
This study is an investigation into the experiences of readiness and 
preparation for victims of crime.
This study should be of interest to counselling psychologists who work with 
victims of crime and offenders, within various institutions including Victim 
Support and for counselling psychologists generally, who have an interest in 
individual experiences of readiness and preparation in relation to a system.
Method
Participants
Participants were recruited through SYJS (see appendix 2). In total 6 
participants were interviewed, 5 males and 1 female. Ages ranged from 29 to 
56, with the average age being 40 years. Participants received victim offender 
mediation and/ or were part of a referral order. 2 participants were prepared 
by a mediator and 4 by a SYJS employee. All 6 participants identified 
themselves as white British. The type of crimes were;
• An assault of a family member by a group of youths, where the father 
of the victim was interviewed on behalf of his son.
' 5 property related crimes; 1 attempted robbery, 1 criminal damage, 2
burglaries and 1 attempted burglary, where the victim was represented 
by her father.
3 of the participants interviewed were personal victims of crime, 2 participants 
were representing family, and 1 participant was a corporate victim 
representing his place of work. Theoretical sampling was used, which meant
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reaching more diverse sample populations to enrich the data and allow for 
new research avenues to open up. The sample population was diverse as 
possible to enrich the data. Theoretical sampling is described further below.
Ethical considerations
This research received ethical approval (see appendix 3). Participants were 
first selected by SYJS as suitable and then given screening questions by the 
researcher (see appendix 4) to ensure that no psychological distress was 
present prior to the interview and should it arise during the interview, that 
enough information relating to support networks was given so that appropriate 
levels of care could be initiated. Due to the vulnerability and possible risk of 
re-traumatisation, participants were selected who exhibited no signs of 
psychological distress from either the preparation meeting, face to face 
meeting with the offender or the crime. Hence resilience and robustness was 
a vital inclusion criterion of the research. Further inclusion criteria included 
that participants must live within Surrey and have already received 
preparation. It was a preferred inclusion criterion that participants had already 
met with the offender, however with one participant this was not the case. 
Prior to the interview, participants were reminded of the nature of the study 
(see appendix 5), given a consent form to sign (see appendix 6) and 
completed a demographic form (see appendix 7). After the interview, 
participants were debriefed and given a debriefing form (see appendix 8). A 
couple of days later participants were given a courtesy call by the interviewer 
to ensure no ill effects were caused by the interview.
Grounded Theory data collection and analysis technique
The quality of qualitative research
The quality of a grounded theory for Glaser (1992) is; fit, work, relevance and 
modifiability, which this theory has attempted to adhere to. For Yard ley (2000) 
a good quality qualitative research should include the following:
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1. sensitivity to context, both between participants and researcher, the 
setting of the study and previous studies;
2. commitment and rigour, which was interpreted in this research as 
engagement with the process, and maintaining this through until the 
end of the process and done so thoroughly with respect to the research 
process;
3. transparency and coherence, interpreted as being open about the 
research process, how ideas and links were made, and showing a 
good fit between the research process and the epistemological stance 
through the research process. Although this research endeavour has 
been influenced by the researcher and different researchers may 
interpret the data differently, being transparent about the process 
allows for an open dialogue on how the data was processed;
4. impact and importance, which for this study were considered as 
bringing new arguments and ideas to the discourse, perhaps changing 
some of the system and improving care for victims of crime.
Analysis technique
Data was collected and analysed using this Grounded Theory technique. 
Participants were interviewed using semi-structured interviews which lasted 
around an hour on average. Questions (see appendices 9 and 10) were kept 
as open as possible, limiting the impact of pre-conceived concepts or ideas 
(Glaser, 1992). The Semi-structured interview technique was additionally 
chosen to create some focus to the research endeavour and allow for an 
comprehensive investigation into preparation and readiness received by 
victims for a restorative meeting. 5 interviews took place at participant's 
homes and 1 interview was conducted at the library of the University of 
Surrey. Interviews were recorded using a Dictaphone, and then transcribed 
verbatim. Recordings were stored securely and destroyed once transcribed. 
All identifying details such as names and dates were removed and 
pseudonyms used in the transcripts to maintain confidentiality.
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Interview transcripts were coded one by one, using a line-by-line technique, 
which elicited substantive codes for words, sentences and whole paragraphs. 
This process helps ground emerging categories in the data (Willig, 2001). As 
emphasised by Glaser and Strauss (1967), memos were written during the 
analytic process. These memos contained categories, links and ideas, both 
about the minutiae of the data and how the bigger picture may fit together. 
Memos and line-by-line analysis helped the researcher piece together 
saturated categories which continually re-emerged in other interviews.
These substantive codes were arranged into emerging categories in an excel 
spreadsheet. As each interview was processed, the categories were modified 
by the use of the constant comparative analysis, negative case analysis, 
theoretical sensitivity and theoretical sampling. For constant comparative 
analysis, categories between and within each interview were compared. 
Variations and similarities were considered. With negative case analysis, 
participants were considered who did not fit in with the emerging theory and 
who brought up instances of confusion and difference. Theoretical sensitivity 
was a process of questioning the data, looking for differences and similarities, 
and collecting more data, rather than overriding inconsistencies and 
exceptions. It required patience and moderating preconceived ideas. More 
data were collected through theoretical sampling, which was used to 
encourage new avenues to open up, to test current categories, codes and 
links and to test for saturation (when no more new categories emerge and the 
same categories appear). The first four participants were used in the initial 
development of coding. Later two more participants were interviewed to test 
emergent hypotheses, categories and links. Due to time restraints and a small 
sample size, not all categories could be saturated, however, the final two 
interviews did confirm the thesis put forward in this research and confirmed 
the emergent categories as recurrent. During the process a hypothetical 
theory and model was developed which contained categories and links to form 
a core category. However, theoretical saturation was not reached, hence this 
research is only one step towards a grounded theory.
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The process from substantive coding to theoretical coding meant categories 
and their abstraction went from lower order or descriptive labels to higher 
order theoretical and analytic ones (Charmaz, 1990).
Data analysis
Based on the principles of Grounded Theory and the methods described 
above, the following analysis of the interviews was developed, highlighting 
four categories, each with sub-categories.
Diagram
VICTIM 
Internal 
Preparation & Readiness
0. Experiences of readiness
1. Relationship with offender
2. Empowerment
3. Being heard and asking why
4. Nature of the crime
SYSTEM
External Preparation and Readiness
A. Experiences of the meeting
1. Contacted out of the blue
2. Impact of crime and offender
3. Pre-meeting contact
4. Role of the victim
5. The face to face meeting
6. Assessing the victim
B. The YOT employee/mediator
1. Perceptions and experiences
2. Pseudo-therapeutic role
3. Neutrality
4. Preparer as the system
D. Bridging the gap
1. Managing expectations
2. Thinking time
3. Fit between system
4. It wasn’t restorative justice
0. 0. = (Core Category) ‘Making the most of the system’
Figure 1: Diagram of categories, links and the emergent core category.
The diagram indicates how, according to the analysis, the victim (depicted as 
a square) fits into the system of restorative justice. Preparation and readiness 
are shown as both internal (within the victim) and external (as provided by the
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system), both described in the analysis in corresponding sections. The 
crosshatched area between the victim and system symbolises dissonance for 
example; feeling like a number, feeling rushed, and not being able to show 
anger. The arrows symbolise the process of cognitive dissonance being 
overcome through induced compliance, which is described in the discussion.
Core category: Making the most of the system
The core category of this research is ‘making the most of the system’. All 
participants had taken part in the restorative meeting, and despite the 
system’s flaws and inadequacies participants felt ready and willing to take part 
regardless. It is argued that the preparation that victim’s received helped them 
to feel ready to make the most of the system, for example by having their 
expectations managed, being walked through the process and talking about 
their role in the process. By comparing the victim’s needs and desires against 
the system and what was offered a compromise was reached. 7 was quite 
upset, the system is flawed, but I ’m not going to argue with this is what i 
thought, i ’m going to make the best use of the system I can. Had there been 
someone to help me with the problems of the system, that would have helped 
me a lot.” (David). Each of the following sub-categories feed into the 
overarching core category making the most of a flawed and imperfect system.
Sub-category A: The experience of the preparation meeting
Many participants had positive experiences of the preparation meeting, “it ’s a 
good working program. We are sort of preparing them and they are preparing 
us ... it was very usefu l... The preparation was briiiiant” (Phil). “I felt engaged 
with” (Luca) and 7 felt quite prepared ...the design of that system is very 
good.” (David). Brian spoke of 7 do believe that the assessment was there to 
protect both sides. It was there to make sure that nothing untoward would 
happen”. And 7 would say, that there is a certain amount of preparing the 
victim, is important. Preparing the individual to be ready to go into that 
meeting. I did feel that there wasn’t a great deal done there. But what was
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done was adequate and enough quality.” Sub-categories of this category 
include;
1. “Black hole”: Being contacted out of the blue.
2. “How did it affect me?”: The impact of crime and offender.
3. “Part of the process”: The importance of pre-meeting contact.
4. “What I could ask and say”: The role of the victim in the process.
5. “Walking me through the process”: The face to face meeting with the 
offender.
6. “They have to know me before I walk in that room”: Assessing the 
goodness of fit.
A1. “Black hole”:
Being contacted out of the blue
“it seemed a quiet zone, a quiet point between the offence, the end of the 
case and the setting off. From the system’s point o f view, I didn’t know what 
was going on. ... we seemed to be in a black hole ... But from then on, you 
know, it seemed to be an open time scale.” (Brian). 7 was quite shocked when 
i got the phone call. Just out of the blue.” (Phil). Other experiences differed. 
“Since the court case, the timing between the court case and the preparation 
meeting was good. ... Yeah that wasn’t a problem that. So the Youth Justice 
System did their best.” (David).
A2. “How did it affect me?”:
The impact of crime and offender
During the preparatory meeting, the offender’s state of mind was discussed. 
This could be part of the expectation management process. “She warned me 
that it wouldn’t be as conciliatory as i ’d hoped ... i just heard from her that the 
kids had moved on and it wasn’t useful for them to be angry.” (David). “She 
said he might be quite quiet because it’s quite an intimidating thing for them 
as well due to the fact they got a crowd.” (Phil). Importantly, the participant 
and preparer also spoke about how the participant felt about meeting the
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offender. “He also went through how I felt about meeting him” (Brian). The 
preparatory meeting was a space to discuss the impact of the crime. “How did 
it affect me? Am I happy to do this?” (Brian). “She spoke about them, and how 
they have moved on. I said that meant nothing to me, in fact, it was even 
worse because my son hasn’t, my wife hasn’t. Look at me, it’s obvious I 
haven’t.” (David). Not everyone felt the need to discuss the impact of the 
crime. 7 didn’t talk about these things to [mediator] because it wasn’t my 
focus, so not necessarily too bothered about talking about. Perhaps we 
touched on it, but I steered away. ” (Luca)
A3. “Partbf the process”:
The importance of pre-meeting contact
Most preparation meetings lasted approximately an hour and most were in the 
participant’s home. For participants, the pre-meeting contact, by letter and 
phone, was a vital part of the preparation process. “The initial process, when i 
had that first conversation on the telephone, was, erm, part o f that, that setting 
off that internal process” (Brian). The letters and phone-calls were preparing 
participants for the system and how they felt in themselves. “The phone calls 
were good, when she said that the boys may not be as conciliatory as i was 
expecting, she warned me on that on the phone. The phone calls had 
prepared me a little bit for managing my expectations, but just the whole thing 
about what was going on.” (David)
A4. “What i could ask and say”:
The role o f the victim in the process
The participants were able to discuss their needs and fears in the preparatory 
meeting. "... I said to her i was too upset fo ra  dialogue, if  these kids are not 
truly sorry, really sorry.” (David). “Talking around any concerns that i might 
have of coming across as wanting to have a go at him or something, that 
meant creating a nice environment where it can be productive.” (Luca). It was 
also an opportunity to explain the motives as to why the participant would take 
part. “What did i want out of it. What was my main reason for doing it.” (Phil).
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The meeting was additionally a time to figure out the role of participant. 7 
asked her how would it effect the boy if  i talk to him, am i allowed to talk to 
him. She said of course you are. i asked what sort of questions i could ask. " 
(Phil). "... what i could do, what I could ask and say.” (David).
A5. “Walking me through the process”:
The face to face meeting with the offender
The aims for the process were explored in the meeting. “The guy came round 
in an attempt to help both me and past any issues and to help the other 
individual. To realise what they had done was against another human being. I 
knew it wasn’t a personal attack on me, I understood the whole concept was 
to help both sides. To get away from issues.” (Brian). “[i]t wasn’t a blame sort 
of meeting. It wasn’t a have a go meeting, it was just a purely sit down and 
chat.” (Phil). The meeting offered the discussion of potential outcomes. "So I 
was just trying to understand what the opportunities were.” (Luca). A vital 
process of the meeting is walking participants through the procedure, in terms 
of what to expect. 7 met up with [employee] before hand, she explained to me 
the procedure, what would happen, how we do it, what i could say to them ... 
Walked me through the process.” (Phil), “[sjhe walked me and talked me 
through, practically visually through this meeting ... She talked me through the 
agenda, the whole thing ... When I got there, i feel she had talked me through 
so much, my feeling was i visualised it, it is what i saw, what i knew.” (David).
A6. “They have to know me before i walk in that room”:
Assessing the goodness of fit.
Some participants felt they were being assessed. “It is a process, at the end of 
the day ... i could be a hot tempered person, they have to know me before i 
walk in that room, obviously dealing with a minor as we//. They probably have 
to do that with everyone, if  you get a hot tempered person ... you’ve got to 
judge people, you’ve got judge their mind. How they are going to react, that is 
why they asked me, talked to me, reassured me it would be ok.” (Phil). “Both 
him and me had come to the decision that i wasn’t going to spin him a line, so
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I think, urn, the initiai assessment prepared him of me, from then on i don’t 
think there was a iot of discussion about the whole process ... I ’m not sure if 
that is because i gave him the right signals, and the right messages and 
touched his buttons right and made him feel comfortable so he didn’t spend 
more time checking me out. Would he have done that with another individuai? 
I don’t know.” (Brian). Anger appeared a prominent theme. Some felt able to 
bring their anger to the preparation meeting. “Anger, yes, and i was supported 
in my anger, i have to give her that, she was very, very good.” (David). Other 
participants had different experiences. W as / angry yes, I was at him, of 
attacking of someone I feei protective of. This is my daughter. The answer is I 
think the main aim was to make sure, he asked questions, how angry i was 
and my motives.” (Brian). Furthermore, there was uncertainty whether anger 
or other strong emotions were permitted, “i ’m sure they wouldn’t want that 
volatility, but i thought that you could have done it.” (Brian). And with that 
uncertainty came self doubt. “And to be comfortable within myself that i wasn’t 
going to do anything, listen to myself. See how I felt as i was saying them. 
Was i being genuine. That is difficult. I was confident and comfortable that 
what I was saying was true and genuine, that is what i wanted to get across.” 
(Brian). For some, thinking of the impact of their anger was a consideration. 
“You do have to hide your anger, if  you are angry they might back down or get 
scared, so you don’t want to get angry with people. You just sit there and talk 
to them ... i f  you show anger in front of a 15 or 16 year old kid, they may think 
that is ok. You have to show professionalism. Yes we are the victim, but we 
also have to be professional about it. ” (Phil).
Sub-category B “The face of the system”: 
Meeting the YOT employee/ mediator
A recurrent category that emerged from the data was the role played by the 
YOT employee/ mediator (preparer henceforth). “[Sjhe was the face o f the 
system, and she was spot on” (David). This category includes several sub- 
categories;
1. Perceptions and experience of the preparer
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2. “She seemed to care”: The preparer’s pseudo-therapeutic role
3. Impact of preparer’s neutrality
4. “Feeling like a number”: The preparer as the system
B1. Perceptions and experience of the preparer
“This woman coming to my house, if  it had been someone else, I may have 
not nearly got the same out of i t  ... She had a lot o f personal skills that are 
hard to train. She cared. She had techniques. I felt lucky.” (David). Other 
experiences were similar. Luca described the preparer as ‘considerate’ and 
‘personable’. Participants appreciated the little details of care “And the little 
things. We might have met them in the corridor so she got me into a room and 
got me some tea, and let me wait there.” (David). The preparer often struck a 
good balance between professional and friendly. “She was friendly ... / still 
feel I can call her now ... She was professional” (David). Other experiences 
were less positive. “I did feel like I was given time, but I also felt like the clock 
was ticking. Probably because of his case load.” (Brian). And other 
participants experienced a sense of resistance from the preparer and the 
system, especially in relation to strong feelings such as anger. “Maybe this 
suited her as well. I ’m not sure if  I was allowed to have a dialogue. I don’t 
think their case worker wanted me to have a dialogue either. And she made 
that clear. I guess she pushed me to write it.” (David). David wrote a 
statement which he read out to the offenders, the statement was suggested to 
him by the preparer. During the preparatory meeting, participants were able to 
ask questions and receive information about the preparer’s role. "... we just 
discussed the process she was able to do. ... about the work she did, giving 
me a context.” (Luca).
B2. “She seemed to care”:
The preparer’s pseudo-therapeutic role
“I know that [worker] has been trained to deal with things like that. When we 
are angry, they know how to talk us down, talk to us about it.” (Phil). The 
therapeutic role also included asking questions; “She asked about my son.
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she seemed to care.” (David); being receptive “She was the first person who 
was receptive and open.” (David); and the ability to listen, “Not sure if  it was a 
deiiberateiy trained thing but, been good at continuing the thread and picking 
up where we left off, so if had been talking about something personal in the 
last e-mail she’d mention it.” (Luca). The relationship between victim and 
preparer seemed important in feeling cared for, “It seems a genuine 
relationship. She wouldn’t need to look at her notes.” (Luca), “talking to her 
was therapeutic.” (David). However, the mediator was also experienced as 
assessing the victim. “...[h]e was more interested in learning what I was going 
to do and what the goals were in me doing the whoie thing. What I was doing 
for taking part, what my reason was. Why I was doing it. He was more 
interested in protecting the individual from me.” (Brian).
B3. Experience of preparer’s neutrality
Some found the YOT employee's neutrality and 3"^  ^ person-like stance very 
important 7 felt she was a neutral person and even there to support me. I felt 
supported by her, yea/?.” And “Had she been their caseworker, she may have 
been supporting them a little more.” (David). Whereas other experiences 
acknowledged the dual relationship between offender and victim facilitated by 
the mediator. “Acting on her establishment, to get to know the offender, why 
they did it, and then get to know the victim as well. Get them to come 
together.” (Phil). The impact of balancing both offender and victim was 
affected by the needs of the victim as Luca explained; “I’m kind o f ok with that 
because of what my needs are. What I want to get out o f it.” Participant’s also 
mentioned the use of talking to a neutral 3’’^  party like a psychologist; “I couid 
have really learned from that ... if  they had offered a counsellor or 
psychologist I would have taken it.” (David).
B4. “Feeling like a number”:
The preparer as the system
“I would have liked some personal contact earlier, doser to the event. What 
was missing was that feeling that you weren’t left on your own. Although I had
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no animosity towards the guy, I can imagine that it could be felt that you would 
just be a number.” Brian further states “Because they probably figured out 
they have time to fit me in. That makes you feel a bit of a number. Just part of 
the process. Which you are. In reality.” Other experiences include “I’m not just 
a case to her. If I picked up the phone and spoke to her, she’d know who i 
was.” (Luca)
Sub-category 0: Experiences of readiness
How participants experienced their own sense of readiness exhibited several 
themes. These are arranged in the following sub-categories;
1. Readiness as a relationship with the offender
2. From ‘passenger in the process’ to empowered
3. Being heard and asking why
4. Readiness as impacted by the nature of the crime
C1. Readiness as a relationship with the offender
The role of learning and giving chances was a theme affecting readiness. 
“Peopie do change given the chance, it would be a shame, wrong, to take the 
opportunity away from someone as young as him. If I could help him realise 
that he is a human being and he is affecting another, it may make a 
difference. I didn’t share that with the case-worker though.” (Brian). The theme 
of empathy also played a part. “I recognised from the actual offence that he 
was in need of help. He was a troubled young man” (Luca). Importantly, the 
potential response of the offender was discussed during the preparation 
meeting and could impact the participant's sense of readiness . “They are not 
sorry. Them not being sorry doesn’t affect me though. I ’m moving on. I made 
my choices. I don’t need them.” (David). Whereas Luca had a different 
perspective; “If he had shown no interest or there had been no contact at the 
time, then it would have reduced the likelihood, again I ’d like to think I’d still 
follow through with it, but I’m not sure.” Physical proximity was a consideration 
as well emotional proximity in a relationship . “The individual is still in the
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community, there is a chance of meeting. I wanted to make sure there was no 
fear from either side, fear can make people do silly things. So was I worried 
about him attacking me? A bit.” (Brian).
C2. From ‘passenger in the process’ to empowered
Regaining a sense of power was a prominent theme. “Weii I was powerless in 
this whoie system...I feel totally helpless... totally impotent.” And “I was a 
passenger in the process...So definitely, a lack of power drove me on. It was 
my goad or spur..” (David). “What I wanted to do was make sure that I was 
going to go into that meeting from a sense, from a place of safety and security 
within myself. And that would be projected onto him. Maybe for a bit of power 
. . .To feel comfortable there was a certain pecking order there.” (Brian).
C3. Being heard and asking why
It could be suggested that being heard is closely linked with regaining a 
feeling of empowerment. “I want to be heard”, “To say this is the damage 
caused, you got to be aware of this.” And “And the meeting was a way o f me 
standing up, taking the floor for two and a half minutes, and shocking people.” 
(David). Luca explained the reason for this “I suspect that is quite important 
otherwise he thinks I did that and there is no impact therefore it is almost 
victimless. I can brush it off sort of thing.” The process of being heard also 
involved the space to ask questions, the most prominent question being, why? 
“I knew what I wanted to say to him, and I was allowed to say it. Why did you 
do it? What makes you think you have the right to do that? You know. What 
have you gained from it?” (Phil).
C4. Readiness as impacted by the nature of the crime
Participants considered the nature of the crime when thinking about their 
readiness. “I don’t have any angst because it wasn’t a personal attack on me. 
If it was personal, then I might have a different point o f view, but i didn’t. It 
wasn’t a personal attack, just an attack.” (Brian). “You know, the reason I
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wasn’t so angry with him is because it was criminal damage. If he was the sort 
of person we do deal with who punches, kicks and scratches at you, arrested 
for being drunk or fighting, I think it may have been different if  I sat in that 
room as one of the victims in him doing that to me.” (Phil).
Sub-category D Readiness and preparation: 
Bridging the gap between participant and system
This category is represented by the arrow in the diagram, it is the interfacing 
between participant and the system. The sub-categories are;
1. Managing expectations
2. Thinking time
3. “And I wanted to do it”: A fit between participant and system
4. “It wasn’t restorative justice”
D1. Managing expectations
Preparation meant having expectations managed and reality testing of 
potential outcomes. “[t]he preparation and readiness do affect each other. I 
practice meetings through, racing driver do the same. Before a meeting I go 
through different scenarios. I ’m prepared for any eventuality that may come 
up. ... Preparing the individual to be ready to go into that meeting.” (Brian). If 
expectations are not managed, then there could be a clash between the 
participant, the offender and the youth justice system and workers. “If I hadn’t 
had the preparation I wouldn’t have been ready. I would have thought I was 
ready. I would have just bulled ahead and it would have gone wrong. I may 
have slipped up being so angry, i may have said stuff, I may have walked out. 
It wouldn’t have helped me, no matter if I would have shouted. And she 
managed my expectations, she made me ready.” (David). Expectations are 
managed of the participant about the offender and what the system can offer. 
David further explains “So if  my expectations hadn’t been managed, um, I 
would have kept them going, I would have gone back to youth justice and said 
this was a load of rubbish, you know. In one sense it was supposed to be
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reconciliation and the boys had to do it, so I ’m not sure it’s an even thing, 
restorative justice, is more a desire on both sides. These boys had no desire 
to meet me. Right. And less so, my son. Um, so in that sense I don’t know 
how restorative justice can be, but it is the government, bureaucracy, and if 
she hadn’t managed that it would have been terrible. I would have been more 
and more and more upset. ”
D2. Thinking time
Preparation can influence readiness by providing thinking time and preparing 
time. 7 think they set the wheels in motion in my head, that is probably true. I 
really thought about doing it ... I wanted to listen to myself and understand 
why I was doing this” (Brian). And the thinking time then allowed for self 
preparation. 7 was prepared and ready due to the fact you prepare yourself, 
you wouldn’t just want to walk in there.” (Phil).
D3. “And I wanted to do it”:
A fit between participant and system
The result of the preparation meeting for David was “And I wanted to do i t ... 
And therefore, I use that, to help heal myself. And I wouldn’t have been 
healed at all if  I hadn’t got the preparation.” Managing expectations and 
allowing thinking time helped to alleviate anxiety and stress. “That kind of 
belaying fears that I might have so, yeah that is good.” (Luca). 7 didn’t feei 
threatened by the individual or the situation. I was ok about it.” (Brian). The 
process allowed considering expectations and whether they were too 
optimistic for change or too fearful of the offender. “You know what you are 
going to say deep down. You know I sat there and wrote things down. 
Thought I better write things down as it looks more professional on my p a r t ... 
So you can sit there and have a proper conversation with him. And you walk 
out that place, knowing you spoke correctly to him. And haven’t been an idiot 
by taiking down to his /eve/.” (Phil).
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D4. “It wasn’t restorative Justice”:
“Because I felt it wasn’t restorative Justice in any real sense, I ’m googling like 
mad when she calied me, about this meeting and restorative Justice as weii, 
so it seems to me like two groups getting together, um, the offender because 
they really wanted to. But these two kids didn’t want to. I did, I was so angry, I 
thought there was no point in going down this route, about what do you mean 
by restorative Justice, you know, i felt she was constrained by the bureaucracy 
so I purposefully didn’t go down that route.” (David). 7 think it was too good for 
them if i ’m honest. Because, to sit there and be sort of cuddled, which it is, is 
being pampered. A lot of them are right tittle scrotes. They are there and they 
get a lot more care then other people get. And they still go out and commit 
those crimes.” (Phil).
Discussion
The experiences of the participants although generally positive of the 
preparation received from the preparer, showed they were at times 
disconcerted about the system of restorative justice generally. This prompted 
some quite contradictory views, for example, on the one hand, feeling cared 
for, listened to, supported and yet, on the other, feeling rushed and like a 
number. Here the research picked up on dissonance between the internal 
processes of participants and the internal processes of the RJ system.
Cognitive dissonance is the discomfort and tension of holding contradictory 
beliefs, thoughts, attitudes or states of awareness of behaviour. Dissonance is 
a condition which can produce feelings of guilt, anxiety, anger, 
embarrassment and stress. Festinger (1957) and Festinger & Carlsmith 
(1959) suggested that humans have a motivational drive to achieve 
consonance or harmony in these cognitions. Consonance would be achieved 
by either changing attitudes, beliefs and behaviours or justifying and 
rationalising them (Brewer & Crano, 1994).
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An example of dissonance is found when participants struggled with feelings 
of anger caused by the crime, whilst the system promoted moving on, 
sensitivity to the offender and anger as impeding that process. Participants 
needed to reconcile participating in a system that could potentially leave them 
unfulfilled or even re-traumatised. The dissonance appeared when 
participants were unsure how they fitted into the system, they hence felt 
assessed.
A Marxist paradigm might be interesting here. Charmaz (1990) indicates that 
in Marxist theory; “individual psychology is both shaped and constrained by 
social structure. Thus, a Marxist perspective fosters asking critical questions 
about how society impinges upon the individual and how individual reproduce 
dominant ideas within society, "(p. 1161).
Anger is often seen as unhealthy and worrisome in society, even when this 
need not be the case (Tavris, 1989). RJ programs as in Surrey can encourage 
that at times. Hence dissonance exists between this and the individual’s angry 
response to the crime and offender. Having to manage this response entails a 
tricky balance between the needs, desires, feelings and thoughts of victim, 
offender and the system. What participants end up with could be sanitised 
anger, modified for the system and offender.
This paper argues that the dissonance is overcome by participants engaging 
in a form of ‘induced compliance’ being encouraged in a way contrary to an 
attitude (Hogg & Vaughan, 2002). This need not be entirely against their will. 
Certainly victims of crime are offered a choice whether to participate or not. 
For those who choose to participate, dissonance is partly limited where they 
convince themselves of the benefits to themselves, the system generally or 
the offender. Self affirmation (Steele, Spencer, & Lynch, 1993) is also a way 
of reducing cognitive dissonance when participants convince themselves of 
the benefit through positive self evaluations, for example feeling above the 
anger and being generous and better than the offender.
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Victims of crime engaged with a system whereby anything could happen, but 
the uncertainty was mediated in an iterative way by an interplay between their 
own sense of readiness and the preparation offered.
The preparer played a vital role in preparing victims. They were the face of the 
system and their personality, pseudo-therapeutic role and neutrality influenced 
the experience of participants. More attention could be given to how 
preparer’s are trained and the role psychologists could play in that training as 
well as helping to prepare victims in severe or complex cases. The positive 
elements of the meeting include discussing; expectations, outcomes, the 
impact of the crime, the relationship with the offender, the process of the 
potential face to face meeting, the needs of the victim and the telephone and 
letter contact. Less positive aspects of the meetings include at times too 
greater focus on the offender, the system’s inability to cope with complex and 
difficult emotions (such as anger), the time when the system kicks in after the 
court case, and the neutrality of the mediator. A good meeting occurs when 
the aims of the victim are explored and matched with the aims of the system.
In the preparation meeting, the exploration of readiness is a necessary 
process. The golden question is the nature of timing. Certainly there seems to 
be a window of opportunity between victims being too traumatised to meet the 
offender and having moved on and being unwilling to participate. This study 
discovered four areas which are important in a victim’s sense of readiness, 
which could help gauge when that optimum window of opportunity is. These 
sub-categories were; (i) the relationship with the offender, (ii) the role of 
empowerment, (iii) the desire to be heard and ask questions and (iv) the 
nature of the crime and the impact of the crime.
The preparation helped victims of crime manage their expectations and 
prepare for the possibility that their needs may not be met, either through the 
system or through the offender. Hence the emergent core category is; making 
the most of the system. According to Glaser (1992) "... a core category 
accounts for most of the variation in a pattern of behaviour, it has several 
important functions for generating grounded theory: integration, density.
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saturation, completeness, and delimiting focus.” (p. 75). It is argued that this 
core category most parsimoniously explains the differences in experience for 
those who participated. There are many other ways their dissonance could be 
overcome, by criticising the YOT or the offender, by refusing to take part in the 
first place or walking out of the face to face meeting. The 6 participants did 
none of these, and hence there was induced compliance, with participants 
making the most of the system. They played by its rules while taking part, by 
knowing what to expect in terms of potential outcome and their role within it, 
regardless of their doubts of the system.
This paper argues that it is an intricate balance between encouraging the 
autonomy of the victim in terms of their readiness and the system assessing 
when they are truly ready. Induced compliance could lead to re-traumatisation 
when the victim is not truly ready and yet still participates. Hence the YOT 
needs to be constantly aware of the power dynamic between victim and the 
system, and the role of a psychologist could be useful in mediating between 
the two. Thus successful preparation meetings include expectation 
management and the victim making the most of the system, regardless of how 
the offender might be. In other words, the victim goes in with eyes open and 
ready for what they may meet. If they wish to go in for the benefit of the 
offender, that could be an added benefit of the system, however, it shouldn’t 
be at the cost of the victim’s own sense of not being ready or mask that lack of 
readiness. In a sense it could be as Herman (1992) argues;
Her healing depends on the discovery of restorative love in her 
own life; it does not require that this love be extended to the 
perpetrator...She may even feel sorrow and compassion for him, 
but this disengaged feeiing is not the same as forgiveness, (p. 
190)
Limitations and future research
There are important limitations to this study. It would be very interesting to 
study readiness from the perspective of those who did not take part and did
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not feel ready. There is also a possible bias caused by participants who felt 
robust enough to take part in the study. The information about readiness is 
therefore one-sided.
As stated throughout the paper, this study was towards a grounded theory. 
Theoretical saturation was not reached partly because of the small sample 
size and the fact that only two participants were used for theoretical sampling, 
which meant confirming the thesis put forward in the paper was only 
completed by two participants. Ideally, theoretical sampling would have 
included larger participant numbers and returning to participants with theories- 
in-the-making, and bringing new areas to explore with them in further detail. 
Although categories proposed in the model were recurrent, new categories 
were also generated. Exploring these new categories could have enriched the 
model further. For this to be a robust model, each component category could 
have been explored with more participants’ experiences using constant 
comparative analysis, negative case analysis, theoretical sensitivity, and 
theoretical sampling. In other words, this model needed a greater diversity of 
participant experiences to allow for a model that would be able to unite even 
the most disparate of experiences. As a place to start, this model is more of a 
proposed model of preparation received for a restorative meeting with the 
offender.
Certain areas remain unsaturated and still open for inspection. The role of 
gender is an unanswered question. This study had a strong bias of male 
participation and there may be differences in how they perceive the impact of 
the crime and hence their nature of readiness and participation compared to 
female victims. It could be argued that men may more easily promote an 
image of strength and not being impacted, but this remains an area for 
exploration, as does the role of culture. All participants were white British, 
which may impact readiness and preparation. Coincidentally, satisfaction 
levels could be taken for letter, telephone and preparation contact to give 
greater insight into the preparation process. Below is a list of emergent 
categories which were not included in the research and yet would be useful to 
research further, these include; the impact of preparation of writing a
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statement to read out to the offender rather than having a dialogue, the effect 
of counselling and psychotherapy on preparation and readiness, creating 
different preparation meetings for different crimes and the different responses 
to mediators and employees of a YOT in terms of perceived neutrality by 
victims.
Conclusion
Preparation and readiness of a victim remains a vital, yet under-researched 
area. Although this study is limited and is only the first step towards a 
grounded theory, it hopefully has highlighted the need for a heightened focus 
in this area. Improved preparation and readiness could reduce re- 
traumatisation and improve satisfaction rates. Furthermore, counselling 
psychologists could play a greater role in this process, both in preparing and 
supporting victims and training preparers.
Personal Reflection
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. ”
Confucius
This research has taken many steps to become what it is today, and boy does 
it feel like a thousand miles. I first wanted this piece to be quantitative in 
nature. This preference came mostly from insecurity in working with a method 
I was unfamiliar with. I spent much time planning, testing and structuring a 
questionnaire format. I played around with determinants, Likert scales, and 
counter-balancing. Such was my conviction, that I presented my quantitative 
method in my research proposal. After Christmas, I had an epiphany, as 
seems fitting with the time of year. I was losing the voice of the participant. 
Hence, my questionnaire seemed more focussed upon amassing large 
quantities of anonymous details simply due to my own fear of working with a 
qualitative method and producing something that was considered more 
reliable and valid. I further justified using this method as being more ‘safe’ with 
victims and less traumatic than an interview. Somehow interviewing a victim
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felt frightening and potentially traumatic both for me and as I justified, the 
victim. However, I realised that my aim was to bring attention to the often 
silenced voice of the victim of crime, and producing a nameless and 
unidentified questionnaire meant that this was not the case, the victim was still 
silenced, squashed as it were, into a scale from 1 to 5, their experiences 
distilled into a box. That for me meant losing the real, live and raw experience, 
the lived experience that could make my research come alive. Hence this 
period, aided by my supervisor, heralded my move from theory into practice. I 
entered the world of my participants. This process meant building on my 
confidence in not only honing new qualitative skills, but also using therapeutic 
skills in the interview process.
To find suitable participants I organised a meeting with the head of restorative 
justice for a Surrey Youth Offending Team (YOT). I've had numerous 
meetings since with him and with other members of his team. Gradually, I 
became engaged with those involved in supporting the victim, those who 
prepare the victim for meeting the offender. They found victims who they felt 
were robust and resilient enough to participate in my study. I also engaged 
with the system from the inside out. I interviewed the YOT employees about 
their own experiences; I was given valuable resources such as preparation 
packs, training manuals, victim policy documents and protocols, and external 
audits. I was impressed how open and willing to engage with me Surrey YOT 
was. I got to see the employees’ own views and ideas, as well as those from 
‘upon high’ in the implemented bureaucracy. In a sense I was able to navigate 
through and around the interface between those on the front line, the 
processes that go on in a day to day YOT and the more idealised 
governmentally imposed protocols which are so hard to achieve and remain 
idealistic and theoretical.
As my journey has progressed I have overcome some powerful and at times 
overpowering impasses. Firstly, building the confidence to interview people 
was a vital process. I was a little worried for the victims, and what I may find 
behind the label. I didn’t want to break them or cause them more pain, and so 
I had to build on my confidence that I had placed enough measures to keep
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them as I found them, safe and as far as possible, sound. Secondly, waiting 
for suitable participants was at times frustrating. The responsibility in finding 
participants and balancing between their own pace and mine was difficult. I 
often felt ignored and unheard, until my supervisor stepped in. It seems that at 
times the YOT was selecting participants who would represent favourable 
impressions. Asking for help from my supervisor was a notable improvement 
for me. Thirdly, when I collected the data, there was so much of it. I felt really 
overwhelmed by it. I suppose I had made too many substantive codes, I was a 
little too methodical. For me the struggle was which bits to select, which are 
the most prominent? Also, I had to calm myself down and become playful with 
the data. This allowed creativity to become part of the process. The 
playfulness came about by accurately representing the data and interfacing it 
with my own theories and beliefs. I wasn't simply reporting it but I was building 
a grounded theory from the data, from my own ideas and the ideas and 
theories of others also. This meant not prejudging the data and imposing 
preconceived ideas onto it, which was at times very difficult. I had the urge to 
immediately interpret, and yet this research endeavour taught me something, 
to simply be with the data. To engage with it for what it is, not always what I 
think it should be.
My own views about restorative justice have altered because of this research.
I think it can work, and it does, and yet I’m still of the mind that the victim is 
expected to slot into the system. Hence anger or other uncomfortable feelings 
are not really accommodated as it is not therapy, and often the victim is left to 
make the decision alone whether they are ready to attend or not. However, 
the preparation plays a vital part in that process. From my research. I’ve found 
that mostly the preparation provided is wonderful; I’m just not entirely 
convinced by the greater philosophical process called RJ. Currently RJ in 
Surrey and perhaps the rest of the UK is a strange phenomenon sewn onto a 
traditionally punitive system. It is not restorative as yet because both victim 
and offender are part of the process not entirely through their own volition. RJ 
in Britain is just starting its own journey and it has a long way to go in 
accommodating further the needs of the victim.
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Appendix 1 
Glossary
Victim-offender mediation
This definition is taken from the Victim-Offender Mediation Association 
(VOMA) website, www.voma.org: “The process offers victims an opportunity 
to meet offenders in a safe, structured setting and engage in a mediated 
discussion of the crime. With the assistance of a trained mediator, the victim is 
able to tell the offender about the crime's physical, emotional and financial 
impact; receive answers to lingering questions about the crime and the 
offender; and be directly involved in developing a restitution plan for the 
offender.”
Referral order
This definition is taken from The Youth Justice Board (2008), p. 79: “If a young 
person who pleads guilty to an offence appears in court for the first time, then 
the court must make a Referral Order. The exception to this is if the offence is 
so serious that it merits a custodial sentence or so minor that a fine or 
discharge may be given. The order requires the young person who offends to 
attend a youth offender panel consisting of a YOT representative and two lay 
members. The panel agrees a contract with the young person lasting between 
three and 12 months. The contract will include reparation and a number of 
interventions felt suitable for that young person (for example, substance 
misuse, anger management, etc.). If completed successfully, the Referral 
Order is considered a ‘spent’ conviction and need not be declared.”
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Appendix 2 
Recruitment Letter
UNIVERSITY OF
SURREY
Faculty of 
Arts & Human Sciences
Department of Psychology 
University of Surrey 
Guildford, Surrey GU2 7XH UK
Lynsey Gozna 
BSc (Hons) MSc PhD 
Lecturer in Forensic Psychology
T: +44 (0)1483 686865 
M :+44 (0)7788 916261 
F: +44 (0)1483 689553
L.Gozna@surrey.ac.uk
www.surrey.ac.uk
PARTICIPATION IN RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: AN INVESTIGATION OF 
PREPARATORY MEETINGS AND SENSE OF READINESS
I am writing to you to see whether you would be willing to participate in an 
investigative study concerning a referral order panel meeting or victim-offender 
mediation meeting following the experience of being a victim of crime. This research 
is being conducted by the Department of Psychology at the University of Surrey in 
collaboration with Surrey Youth Justice Service.
The aim of the research is to understand more about the process of meeting an 
offender from a victim’s perspective. The particular focus of the research is on the 
preparation meeting that takes place prior to the meeting with the offender and your 
sense of readiness. I am interested in gaining your views about the preparatory 
meeting in order to inform the way in which victims of crime are dealt with within this 
process. This will take the form of an interview which will last between an hour to an 
hour and a half. The interview can take place at various locations depending on your 
preference, including your home, a public library or the University of Surrey. This 
interview will be recorded. Your involvement in the research will be both confidential 
and anonymous and all data will be stored safely and destroyed after being used in 
accordance with the Data Protection Act of 1998. This research has been approved 
by the University of Surrey Ethics Committee and the high standards of care set by 
the Surrey Youth Justice Service.
Your views are therefore very important and I would welcome the opportunity to 
discuss this further with you. I would like to contact you by phone within two weeks of
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receiving this letter. However, if you do not want to participate please contact me 
using the contact details below.
E-mail: T.Knowlson@surrev.ac.uk 
Or
Phone: 01483 689176 (please leave a message for me, mentioning the research of 
Tim Knowlson, year 2)
If you have any complaints, concerns or questions about any aspects of this 
research these can be addressed to Tim Knowlson, Lynsey Gozna or Chris 
Stevens. Please see the relevant contact details below.
Thank you for your time.
Kind regards.
Tim Knowlson
Principle Investigator
Counselling Psychologist in Training
Principle investigator
Tim Knowlson
Department of Psychology, 
School of Human Sciences. 
University of Surrey, 
Guildford. Surrey 
GU2 7XH
T.Knowlson@surrey.ac.uk
University point of contact
Dr. Lynsey Gozna 
Department of Psychology, 
School of Human Sciences. 
University of Surrey, 
Guildford. Surrey 
GU2 7XH
l.gozna@surrey.ac.uk______
Surrey Youth Justice 
Service point of contact
Mr. Chris Stevens 
Surrey Youth Justice Service 
Quadrant Court, 35 
Guildford Road, Woking 
GU22 7QQ
Tel: 01483 517038
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Appendix 3 
Ethical Approval
Pr Adrian Coyle
Chair: Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics 
Committee 
University of Surrey
Tim Knowlson
Trainee Counselling Psychologist 
Department of Psychology 
University of Surrey
19*'’ March 2008
Dear Tim
Reference: 309-PSY-09
Title of Project: Towards a grounded theory of how victims of crime consider 
their sense of readiness and preparation for a restorative Justice meeting with 
the offender
Thank you for your submission of the above proposal.
I am pleased to advise that this proposal has received a favourable ethical opinion 
from the Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee provided that the 
following conditions are adhered to:
1. There needs to be a greater consideration of the type of offence which the 
victims suffered. Your proposal can be approved only if as assumed they will 
be mostly property crimes and should be linked to risk assessments in 
individual cases.
If there are any significant changes to this proposal you may need to consider 
requesting scrutiny by the Faculty Ethics Committee.
Yours sincerely
Dr Adrian Coyle
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Screening Questions
Safety and Health Questions
1. Do you suffer from any mental health problems such as, panic attacks, high 
anxiety or current depression (or anything else that is relevant)? If yes, how 
does it manifest?
2. When feeling distressed, how do you support yourself?
3. Do you consider yourself having a support network you could approach if 
you found the interview distressing?
4. In the unlikely event that this interview would cause you distress, would you 
be happy for the researcher to contact someone to ensure you are supported 
such as, a friend or relative? If yes, please include contact details.
Name:.............................................................
Home number:.............................................
Mobile number:............................................
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Information Sheet
PARTICIPATION IN RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: ^
AN INVESTIGATION OF j'C UNIVERSITY OF
PREPARATORY MEETINGS Ç I J D D C V
AND SENSE OF READINESS M--'' » v l  X L  I
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. The aim of the research is 
to understand more about the process of meeting an offender from a victim’s 
perspective. The particular focus of the research is on the preparation meeting 
that takes place prior to the meeting with the offender. And your sense of 
readiness in participating in the meeting. I am interested in gaining your views 
about the preparatory meeting in order to inform the way in which victims of 
crime are dealt with within this process.
This will be a semi-structured interview, which means that I will be following 
your lead as to what you think is important for us to talk about in terms of your 
insights and understandings of preparatory meetings and your own sense of 
readiness in a restorative meeting with the offender. This interview can last 
from about an hour to an hour and a half.
Your involvement in the research will be both confidential and anonymous and 
all data will be stored safely and destroyed after being used in accordance 
with the Data Protection Act of 1998.
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Consent Form
UNIVERSITY OF
Faculty of 
Arts & Human Sciences
Department of Psychologyr^v i n  n  u n iu i rsyuiiu iuy
/> f  I  J I X I X I  I University of Surrey
Guildford, Surrey GU2 7XH UK
Consent Form - PARTICIPATION IN RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: AN 
INVESTIGATION OF PREPARATORY MEETINGS AND SENSE OF 
READINESS
I the undersigned voluntarily agree to take part in the study. I have read and 
understood the Information Sheet provided. I have been given a full 
explanation by the investigators of the nature, purpose, location and likely 
duration of the study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have been given 
the opportunity to ask questions on all aspects of the study and have 
understood the advice and information given as a result.
I understand that all personal data relating to volunteers is held and 
processed in the strictest confidence, and in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act (1998). I agree that I will not seek to restrict the use of the 
results of the study on the understanding that my anonymity is preserved.
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without 
needing to justify my decision and without prejudice.
I agree to comply with any instruction given to me during the study and to co­
operate fully with the investigators. I shall inform them immediately if I suffer 
any deterioration of any kind in my well-being.
I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to 
participating in this study. I have been given adequate time to consider my 
participation and agree to comply with the instructions and restrictions of the 
study.
Name of volunteer (BLOCK CAPITALS) Name of researcher (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed Signed
Date...................................................................... Date....
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Demographic Form
What is your gender? Please tick a box.
Male O
Female O
What age are you? Please fill in box.
Please could you tell me how you would describe yourself in terms of self 
identified ethnicity? Please fill in box.
What offence were you a victim of? Please fill in the box below.
What type of restorative program were you offered? Please tick a box.
Victim/ Offender Mediation EH
Referral Order EH
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Debrief Sheet
PARTICIPATION IN RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: 
AN INVESTIGATION OF 
PREPARATORY MEETINGS 
AND SENSE OF READINESS
UNIVERSITY OF
SURREY
Thank you for participating in this research. Your input is much appreciated. I 
would like to phone you tomorrow just as a follow up to see how you are 
doing, would that be alright with you? Please let me know if you would not like 
a follow up phone call.
If you have any complaints, concerns or questions about any aspects of this 
research these can be addressed to Tim Knowlson, Lynsey Gozna or Chris 
Stevens. Please see the relevant contact details below.
Principle investigator
Tim Knowlson
Department of Psychology, 
School of Human Sciences. 
University of Surrey, 
Guildford. Surrey 
GU2 7XH
T.Knowlson@surrey.ac.uk
University point of contact
Dr. Lynsey Gozna 
Department of Psychology, 
School of Human Sciences. 
University of Surrey, 
Guildford. Surrey 
GU2 7XH
Tel: +44 (0)1483 686865 
l.gozna@surrey.ac.uk______
Surrey Youth Justice 
Service point of contact
Mr. Chris Stevens 
Surrey Youth Justice Service 
Quadrant Court, 35 
Guildford Road, Woking 
GU22 7QQ
Tel: 01483 517038
If you have been effected by participating in this study, please find some 
useful supportive contacts below.
Victim Support
Victim Support National Centre
Hallam House
56 - 60 Hallam Street
London
W1W6JL
Telephone: 020 7268 0200 
Fax: 020 7268 0210 
http://www.victimsupport.orq.uk/
British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy
BACP House
15 St John’s Business Park 
Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
LE17 4HB
Telephone General Enquiries: 01455 883300 
Email: bacp@bacp.co.uu 
http ://www. bacp.co.uk
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Verbatim Transcript
I: Um, ok, so I was wondering if you could give me some background 
information about the preparatory meeting you received from the Youth 
Offending Team.
P: Ok. I received a telephone call. From [name of worker], obviously 
introducing herself and asked if she could have a meeting with me and one of 
her fellow colleagues. I didn’t have a problem with that. I also invited the 
facilities manager here, the operation manager. We went into the 
management suite, conference room, same as here, sat down, had a chat, 
introduced ourselves and they basically asked us if we were interested in 
working with them, as in, you know, when a youth commits a crime here, 
would we like to participate, um, you know, sitting on the board, you know, it’s 
hard to explain. When they are having a, ‘cause they go to court, then they 
are referred to the child agency place. Quadrant House and they have to sit at 
a panel and they talk about what issues they’ve done. Um. How it’s effected 
people and how it’s effected themselves. And they’ve asked if I would like to 
sit in on one juvenile I know very well. I haven’t got a problem with that. And I 
sort of look forward to it as well.
I: Ok, so they phoned you first.
P: Phoned me first. You know, and then they wrote to me. And said would you 
still be willing to do this. Um. I didn’t know where the place was, but [worker 
name] directed me. I met up with [worker name] before hand, she explained to 
me the procedure, what would happen, how we do it, what I could say to 
them, you know, basically he can talk to me and I can talk to him, but it wasn’t 
a blame sort of meeting. It wasn’t a have a go meeting. It was just a purely sit 
down and chat.
I: Mmm. Could you talk to the offender?
P: Oh yeah. I asked him why he done it. You know, obviously you are going to 
ask questions like that. Cause you want to know why they done it. And his 
response was that he was bored, he had a bit of an attitude but that’s 
probably ‘cause he doesn’t like people like myself who caught him and he 
knows he’s in the wrong but the end of the meeting was fine.
I: May I ask what kind of offence had been committed.
P: It was criminal damage at the entrance of the shopping centre. It’s not very 
inviting when you have damage over there. Eh, to the exterior of the building 
like that. Um. And the cost is about two hundred pounds to clear up. It was 
graffiti and black marker pen. But it was still, you know, damage and he was 
arrested for it.
I: So can I just get this clear, you got a phone call.
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P: I got a phone call.
I: And then a letter.
P: Then a letter.
I: And then a face to face meeting.
P: Then a physical meeting with [worker name]. Here. And then a physical 
meeting at Quadrant house.
I: Tell me about the phone call. What did you talk about?
P: She was very polite on the phone. She said I work for the Youth Justice 
System. And she asked me under strict confidentiality if I had any involvement 
with certain members of the public where she is there case-referral worker or 
officer. And I said yes. And she said would it be possible to have a meeting 
and discuss a few things. And I said that was fine. She's also brought 
someone here to see me. And we sat in this actual room and he was an 
obnoxious boy. He was arrested and that was for theft from a unit. It didn’t 
affect us greatly it just affected someone else. But he was actually genuinely 
remorseful of what he had done. I’ve been here 10 years and I do know the 
difference. And he was genuine. This was 2 months back, he’d served his sort 
of punishment of not being allowed in, and I let him back in and he was very 
grateful and he’s been brilliant ever since. So it does help when you do a one 
to one. Obviously he’s with his case-worker, especially with a juvenile, they 
could say anything. You know, no it’s fine.
I: What was it like having the phone call?
P: It prepared me. The visit before hand also. I like to know what I walking 
into. And going there, being introduced to a lot of people, well, they are all 
nice people, made you feel comfortable.
I: Tell me about who was there.
P: Her boss was there. Other female members of staff. I don’t remember their 
names, sorry about that. No, there was a lot of people. It was one massive 
office.
I: Was it just one phone call you received?
P: No, it was numerous. I’ve had numerous phone calls over the years. And 
also emails, we’ve been emailing each other. We’ve kept in touch by email. 
Um. She’s asked me about anyone who has been naughty. Or she might 
suspect to be naughty and that. It’s a good working program. We are sort of 
preparing them and they are preparing us.
I: What are you preparing them for?
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P; If they have a young offender who has been done for shoplifting or eh 
aggravated burglary, if you’ve been caught twice it’s aggravated burglary, um, 
violence, sometimes I drop down a name, who I know she would know in that 
sort of system. Just saying we’ve arrested blah, blah, blah, and she’d write 
back oh no not again, what’s he done this time, you know, sometimes she 
phones me up and asks if I’ve heard of so and so. And I say no. I’ve not heard 
of him at all. So it’s swings and roundabouts really. You help them, they help 
us.
I: Sounds a bit like information sharing. Supporting each other I guess.
P: Yes.
I: Could you tell me about the letter.
P: That was a while ago. Who did I speak to? They said they were being 
audited. And, eh, and I was asked if I would like to speak to one of their 
auditors, as, not a victim, but, I suppose it is a victim, isn’t it.
I: Like a corporate victim.
P: Corporate victim, yeah. And they wanted to see how I was dealt with. Um, I 
went up to Quadrant House and spoke to the lady about half an hour, had a 
good chat with her and she asked me how I was treated, this and that, fine, so 
they were happy, I met the, er, I think it is chair man, of the actual place, he 
was a nice chap as well, and er just go from there. It’s nice working with the 
youth offending team, the offenders do know we work in cooperation with 
them so they might think twice about committing a crime in this actual centre.
I: Can you tell me about the meeting face to face with the worker from Youth 
Offending. What was that like?
P: It was fine. I was called there. I went there, went to the reception area, 
asked to speak to [worker name], I hadn’t met her before, sat me down, very 
polite, waited about three or four minutes, she came alone, and she 
introduced herself, thanked me for coming, went through the entrance, took 
me up to her office, she sat down and broke things up. Like this is what is 
going to happen, um, yeah ‘cause I met her first before she came over here, 
sorry about that. No, I actually met her first before she came here, I met her in 
Quadrant house. And she was quite open with how they dealt with things, as 
in need to know basis, you know, obviously I don’t know the crimes of all, only 
the crime the boy committed where I was, or if she mentioned a name to me, 
and I had the name on a list. I’d tell her yes, he’s been done for shop lifting 
blah, blah, blah, I wouldn’t ask her what that person had done. One she 
wouldn’t have told me because it was data protection and two I don’t have to 
tell her what they have done here because she would already know anyway 
with the name. She we just spoke about it.
I: So she walked you through the process.
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P: Walked me through the process. Um. They came through that door, you 
come through that door, but you’ll be sitting down already, before they come 
in, the chairman there, his social worker, then there will be about three or four 
other adults there to supervise, note takers, his parents could be there, but 
they weren’t there, and obviously myself. The chairperson, she said, would 
open the conversation, speak about everything, uh, why he’d done it, then 
he’d go around the room, and see if there were questions that needed asking. 
Ask if he was sincerely apologetic for what he’d done, and obviously, eh, he 
wasn’t really, he just said it, and when the meeting finished, the boy went first, 
this is what she told me, he would leave the room first, and then we went 
after.
I: So she kind of laid it out for you?
P: Yes. She laid it out for me how it would be.
I: What other things did you discuss?
P: She told me to explain who I am, because he might not remember me, 
don’t stand up, just stay sitting. Uh. Explain to them how it has effected you. 
You know, asking why he has done it, what made him think of doing stuff like 
that. And just say the adverse effect it has on you. And the actual 
pointlessness of it really. You know there is no need for it is there. And also 
the effect it would have on him. Uh, like if he goes for a job, if he’s got a 
criminal record, it would be very hard for him to get a decent job. So I actually 
sat down and spoke to him like that. Asked him why, had eye contact with him 
through out. And, I dunno, he seemed sort of remorseful, but when he sat 
there, he didn’t want to look at you, or talk to you, but he had to.
I: How did you feel the preparation was for meeting him?
P: I felt it was very good. I went in there at ease. I didn’t go in there thinking oh 
my god, what am I walking into. Because of the way [worker name] detailed it 
out to me and told me how it would be. She laid the foundations out of how it 
would be. But no disrespect, I would expect that as well. If someone would 
come here. I’d pre-warn them on how we deal with things. If I felt like that, like 
not knowing, I would have felt a bit annoyed. But no, I felt at ease and calm. It 
is a process, at the end of the day, they have to tell me what is going on, if I’m 
just going in there and sitting in a chair, I could be a hot tempered person, 
they have to know me before I walk in that room, obviously dealing with a 
minor as well. They probably have to do that with everyone, if you get a hot 
tempered person, who’s been not treated badly but beaten up or done in and 
he has to stand there and look at the offender, you’ve got to judge people, 
you’ve got judge their mind, haven’t you. How they are going to react, that is 
why they asked me, talked to me, reassured me it would be ok. It doesn’t 
bother me, as you say, it’s a cooperate thing. I’m representing the centre. But 
I have a job to do, I have to deal with that job. We get a lot of abuse in the 
course of our work, yeah, the offender was abusive to me before hand.
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I: That is interesting when you say they are seeing where you are in relation to 
your temper, can you tell me more about that?
P: They haven’t said that to me personally. But if I’m a hot blooded person, 
they wouldn’t have let me in that room. Because obviously you have the 
offender opposite you, if you’ve been beaten up by that person, you are 
invited to go in and talk to him, you are going to be very, very angry as to why 
he’d done it, if you’ve talked to him before hand and you are fine about, you 
have a level head, and they look at you and asses you as well, that’s me 
thinking.
I: It sounds a bit like a risk assessment.
P: Oh yeah, yeah.
I: Now you’ve spoken about things you could do, were there aspects you felt 
you couldn’t talk about or bring to the meeting? I’m just wondering about the 
flip side of being told what you can do.
P: I just spoke to him as I would anyone. You know, as I’m talking to you now. 
I was in a room opposite him, full of people, and I just spoke to him. I knew 
what I wanted to say to him, and I was allowed to say it. Why did you do it? 
What makes you think you have the right to do that? You know. What have 
you gained from it? He’s going nothing. So those were the main aspects. I 
think he felt nervous when he saw me, and he probably thought why is he 
here? But that is part of his referral thing. He accepted it and he had to deal 
with it.
I: What were you thinking and feeling at the time during the meeting with the 
worker?
P: Mmm. I thought he was a prat to be honest. He looked like he had no care 
in the world. It’s quite disrespectful when people are talking to you, and one of 
the other chaps did say you are listening aren’t you. You know, so and so. He 
says yeah. Well take your fingers out of your mouth and look at people. It was 
like was at school, to be spoken to, but he was 17.
I: He sounds quite infantile.
P: Yes.
I: You mentioned earlier about feeling curious, could you tell me about that.
P: Curious about my part. I wanted to see him there. When they are here, they 
are very mouthy, or this and that. When there are people with a certain 
authority there they are not going to act like that.
I: Like the tables have turned.
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P: Of course, of course. But you know, just to see how they react when you 
are there, knowing that when they saw you before it was all ‘e f off, do this, do 
that, and they can't say that when you are sitting in a room. You’d be silly not 
to be curious.
I: It sounds like the power has shifted.
P: It is the second time they have to do that. They had to do that in court. 
They’ll probably get sick and tired of it. Um, I was invited to one but they have 
gone to three or four. It depends how long they have been referred to. Say six 
months, that is quite a lot of visits.
I: Tell me how the preparation helped you.
P; You know what you are going to say deep down. You know I sat there and 
wrote things down. Thought I better write things down as it looks more 
professional on my part and you don’t say why the hell did you do that, you go 
in and say why did you do that? So you can sit there and have a proper 
conversation with him. And you walk out that place, knowing you spoke 
correctly to him. And haven’t been an idiot by talking down to his level.
I: I’m curious. You are the first participant who is a corporate victim. Personal 
victims have felt perhaps angry, frustrated and so forth. How was it for you?
P: I do feel angry as well. We have to work in this place. You know, the 
reason I wasn’t so angry with him is because it was criminal damage, yes we 
caught him and it was a bonus for us. If he was the sort of person we do deal 
with who punches, kicks and scratches at you, arrested for being drunk or 
fighting, I think it may have been different if I sat in that room as one of the 
victims in him doing that to me. You know, if I sat there, obviously on a 
corporate level. I’m sat there on behalf of the management of the centre itself. 
So, we do get angry. The guys upstairs have to go down and clear it all, they 
have to work, buy stuff to fix things, the shop tenants get angry because it is 
bunged onto their service charge. So they have to pay for it all. It does make 
people very angry. So when you are there you explain that sort of thing to him, 
you don’t know if he is going to listen, but then you go away knowing that you 
have told him and that he isn’t allowed back in the centre. So you feel better 
that way. Other victims probably get a lot more upset than I am. If I sat in a 
room with a violent guy, I might feel different. Would he turn up even? Would 
he respect me? If you know the person then, who you are gonna deal with, 
that is different and I bet you feel more wary.
I: The relationship, like if you see them around town.
P: Yeah definitely.
I: In terms of the preparation, what kind questions did you ask her?
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P: I asked her how would it effect the boy if I talk to him, am I allowed to talk to 
him. She said of course you are. Um. I asked what sort of questions I could 
ask. I told her what I had in mind, and she said just go with that.
I: What questions did you ask him?
P: Yeah. Why he’d done it. What gave him the right to cause such damage. 
You know, would you, say if I ever went on his door step, and I started writing 
over his door step, with black marker pen, would he like that? And it’s 
permanent marker as well. It wasn’t even one of those rub away one. And he 
was like, no. No. Why do it, you know. It’s just a pointless act of vandalism.
I: So you are really holding him for account in a way.
P: Oh yeah. You sit there and ask him basically why he committed the crime, 
what gives them the right to commit the crime, and would they do it again if 
invited back into the centre. So.
I: And how were your questions received?
P: I brought no frustration. I was just straight, with my book and pen. And I 
asked what gives you the right to come into the centre and commit criminal 
damage. Even if it is graffiti, it’s criminal damage, you are defacing property. 
He says I don’t know. What do you mean you don’t know, why did you do it? I 
don’t know, then this other chap said they are not very positive answers are 
they? And he said I don’t know, and I looked at him and said you can say I 
don’t know all your life, why did you do it. Because I was bored. You are 
opening up you know. You are opening up, from I don’t know to because I 
was bored. You are now opening up.
I: Before this meeting with the offender, what was the preparation like? Did 
you have preparation in that he could be like that?
P: She said he might be quite quiet because it’s a, um, quite an intimidating 
thing for them as well due to the fact they got, um, a crowd, spectators, and all 
eyes will be watching that person. I responded back to good, hopefully it will 
make him think again when he does something like that so. The preparation 
was fine.
I: As an experience, how was it?
P: It was very useful. If an incident would come up again, I would take one of 
my guys with me and prepare them, I would do it again, whoever dealt with 
the incident and we could both sit in there. I would feel confident in going in 
there, asking questions, and sitting there at ease knowing what I was going to 
talk about. It was fine. The preparation was brilliant.
I: Is there anything you feel could have been done differently?
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P: Not really. I think it was too good for them if I'm honest. Because, to sit 
there and be sort of cuddled, which it is, is being pampered and this is my 
view only, but a lot of them are being pampered. A lot of them are right little 
scrotes. They are there and they get a lot more care then other people get. 
And they still go out and commit those crimes. A lot of them are very lucky. I 
don't think it’s soft, they need to sit there in that instance. If they are 
continuous offenders, and do it all the time. That is not right, they shouldn’t be 
given all these chances. And I’ll voice my concerns if I’m ever asked that. 
Repeaters shouldn’t be let in there, first timers yes, get them in there, give 
them the fright, of how life is going to be if you commit crime all the time, 
because you won’t get a job, you won’t do well at school, colleges won’t want 
to take you if you are a trouble maker. And it’s true, this is what happens in 
life. So you know, if I’m ever asked my opinion on that, I would say that. You 
can’t do any better than what they did, they take 'em in there and they are 
very good, I felt comfortable. I’m sure the guy didn’t, but that is his own fault 
isn’t it.
I: Tell me more about how you feel the system mollycoddles the offender.
P: To what I say, it’s like he’ll leave through that door, we go after, and then 
blah, blah, blah. And, you know, yeah the bloke has committed a crime and 
you know we’ve sort of suffered from it. But he’s a repeat offender, I don’t 
know how many times he’s been to that youth justice place, he’s probably 
been there more than once or twice, he sat there quite comfortable, he knew a 
few people, so but, that is their policy. There is nothing I can do about it or you 
do about it. That is the way they are. But I felt comfortable.
I: It sounds like you made the most of what they offered.
P: Oh yeah, yeah. ‘Cause it’s all in work time as well. So you go in there in 
uniform. It was fine.
I: Can we discuss your readiness.
P: Sure, I could have said no, but I like helping the community. We also work 
closely with the police. We are all one big team. It is nice to work like that. You 
watch our back and we watch yours sort of thing. To work with the youth 
justice is very good on our part. And it shows we are willing as well.
I: So it’s like a support network. Tell me about other factors that may have 
effected your readiness to participate.
P: Um. I suppose I’m curious as a person. I wanted to know how the system 
works. And you do learn quite a bit. It’s not all free and easy for them. They do 
get severely reprimanded and taken back to court if they don’t abide by all 
rules and procedures given to them, you know. So. It was good.
I: Did the preparation effect your readiness? And if it did, how so?
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P: I was prepared and ready due to the fact you prepare yourself, you 
wouldn’t just want to walk in there. You check 'em up, who are they, you’ve 
got to know what he’s done, they explain why he’s there, you go in fully 
prepared how you meet this person. They wouldn’t just throw you on the spot, 
there he is. Push you in there, you know. They just take you and talk to you. 
It’s a very good system. They should feel very proud. Very proud actually, it 
was very good.
I: As a corporate victim, are there other things that affected your readiness?
P: Duty to the centre, at the end of the day I’m very loyal to this place. I’ve 
nearly been here ten years, we are all like one big family, you know. We work 
together, we socialise together, we are here 12 hours of the day with people, 
you see more of them than your own family. So if someone has been violent 
and abuses them, hit them, or broken into your home basically, because you 
treat this like a big home, you are going to get annoyed by it, you are going to 
get upset when people totally ignore you when you ask them to leave, and 
they are banned from the centre. The guy at the meeting was like one of those 
persons. And you sit there and you ask them why, what right have they got to 
come in once they’ve committed damage, you know, you are not allowed to 
smash something up and then brazenly walk in oh I fancy an ice cream. I’ll get 
an ice cream. Sorry son, you are not allowed to do that anymore. We’ve taken 
away that privilege from you due to your actions within the centre.
I: It sounds like you can feel angry when they come into your home and 
damage and deface it. I’m curious what you do with that anger, if you couldn’t 
bring it to the meeting.
P: I just talk about it upstairs. I did tell [worker name] when she asks how he 
is, I say he’s a right little » » .  No, no, he’s here for a reason, blah, blah, blah. 
And you’ve got to respect that reason why he is there. And obviously you are 
given the opportunity to go in there. Look at him face to face and say why the 
hell did you do that, and you feel better for that, knowing that you are going to 
do that. We finish a day shift here, and then you got a complete idiot shouting 
abuse at you for no reason, they don’t like the uniform. I’ve had that before, 
but why are we spoken to like garbage. We are policing the centre. I’m not 
paid to take abuse. But that is what we have to deal with. We are all 
professionals here, I wouldn’t employ people different. So they deal with the 
job, and um, believe it or not, but out of uniform, half of the people don’t 
recognise you walking down the street and wonder who you are.
I: Something about the suite.
P: Yeah, it’s authorative. But a lot of people don’t like it. It’s not my fault, we 
have to wear it.
I: I want to return to something we spoke of earlier, asking him questions. Can 
you say more about that.
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P: Ok. Well I felt it was pointless him saying don't know, don’t know. Until the 
chairman said that you can’t reply with that all the time. Think about why you 
are here, and then I spoke to him. I was bored. Well why are you bored? I 
explained to him what he had in Woking. Playing football doesn’t cost money. 
Sitting there scribbling on walls causing damage. You say your piece over. 
Say what you want to say. You do have to hide your anger, if you are angry 
they might back down or get scared, so you don’t want to get angry with 
people. You just sit there and talk to them.
I: Tell me more about that.
P: If you show anger in front of a 15 or 16 year old kid, they may think that is 
ok. You have to show professionalism. Yes we are the victim, but we also 
have to be professional about it.
I: Was that easier for you because you were in your uniform?
P: Yes I do. I’m not going to deny it. I do. The eyes on you as an individual. 
When you are asking that question, why he did it, you feel you are being 
studied as well. Which is a good thing because you are not going to raise your 
tempter or get angry about it. You don’t want to make an idiot of yourself 
either, do you?
I: The system is looking at you.
P: Yeah, it feels like that. People look at you and you think you can’t make a 
prat of yourself. So you talk normally, you know.
I: You mention people looking at you, like the system. How would it have been 
to speak to someone who wasn’t in the youth offending team, a third party, 
like a psychologist and counsellor?
P: I don’t know. I’ve never talked to someone like that before. I know that 
[worker name] has been trained to deal with things like that, um. I think 
they’ve been trained for it anyway. Like I said. When we are angry, they know 
how to talk us down, talk to us about it. At the end of the day, you go in, not in 
there thinking you need to go because you’ve been told, but as a victim, 
whether corporate or personal, you’ll be upset but then there is people around 
to mediate that sort of area. If anyone gets angry it will be calmed due to the 
presence of people there. It is a good system. They have a good success 
rate, I bet. Otherwise you’d get even more idiots and scrotes about. It’s good.
I: Tell me a bit more about the youth justice worker.
P: Well she’s like a third party, a mediatory in some way. Acting on her 
establishment, get to know the offender, why they did it, and then get to know 
the victim as well. Get them to come together and ask them why. She has a 
hard job I presume, it’s not easy, I imagine. People have to be calm. Want to 
talk. Level headed, oh and broad minded and not lose it as they are a young 
offender.
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I: You mentioned earlier that they mollycoddle offenders. Can you say some 
more. How are they in balancing the needs of the offender and victim?
P: Um. They don’t have to invite the victim, but they do. The authorities are 
doing something about what has happened to you, you know. I was quite 
shocked when I got the phone call, so they do something, the courts. Just out 
of the blue. It was about four weeks after the offence, four or five weeks. It 
was fresh in my memory. The bloke had been back to the centre after he had 
done it. So it’s fresh in your mind. And it was another three weeks until 
meeting the offender in the panel. It’s all good.
I: Is there anything you would like to add?
P: Um. It’s a very good system, the place is nice, they make you feel very at 
ease. So fair play to them, they do a good job. I’m not creeping up to anyone. 
They do though, they do. Long my it continue. If it produces good people.
I: If we can return to the phone call briefly. It’s the first contact. How was the 
phone call?
P: It was fine. Passed through to my office. She introduced herself to me. She 
explained what they do and asked if we could have a meeting at my place. I 
thought yeah, I have no problem. I got my line manager involved too. She 
came over the next day. Had a coffee and a chat and it was really good. 
Explained what they do, how they do it. Um. It was all good.
I: Is there anything you would add?
P: Not really.
I: How has it been for you?
P: Fine.
I: How are you doing now?
P: I’m good thanks.
I: Thank you again for doing this.
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Appendix 10 
Semi-structured Interview Questions
Introduction
* Introduction of the researcher and the nature and aims of the research 
project.
“Thank you for taking your time today and agreeing to take part in this 
interview. My name is Tim Knowlson and Tm currently doing some research 
as a part of my doctorate in counselling psychology at the University of 
Surrey. I would like to use this time to talk to you about your insights and 
understanding of preparatory meetings and your own sense of readiness for a 
meeting with the offender in a restorative setting. ”
* Discussion of confidentiality.
“Confidentiality o f audiotapes will be assured and following the transcription 
the tapes will be erased. During the transcription names will be given a 
pseudonym and any other identifying material will be omitted to ensure you 
remain anonymous. All parts of this recording is only for the purpose of this 
research study. ”
* Explain right to withdraw without explanation and their right to not 
answer questions if they do not wish to.
* Acknowledge that both of us have signed the consent form before the 
interview.
' Acknowledge the completion of the background questionnaire.
* Address any potential questions the interviewee has at this time.
* The interview is semi-structured which means I will be following your 
lead as to what you think is important for us to talk about in terms of 
your insights and understandings of preparatory meetings and your 
own sense of readiness in a restorative meeting with the offender. 
Before we start, do you have any questions?
* Turn on the audio tape recorder.
Preparatorv meeting
1. Could you give me some background information about your 
preparatory meeting?
2. What sort of things did you discuss in the preparatory meeting?
3. How was the preparatory meeting for you?
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Readiness
1. What factors influenced your sense of readiness?
2. How would it have been to discuss your sense of readiness with 
someone who was neutral, like a counsellor or psychologist in addition 
to the preparatory meeting?
Preparation and readiness
1. How do you think the preparatory meeting influenced your sense of 
readiness?
2. Is there anything else you’d like to tell me?
Ending the interview
1. Before we come to an end is there anything you would like to add to 
the topic that we have not had the chance to chat about?
2. It would be helpful for me to reflect on the interview for a minute. What 
has it been like for you?
3. How are you doing/feeling now?
4. How did you feel about the questions asked? Do you feel they were 
relevant to the subject? Are there any questions that you would have 
asked?
• Thank you for participating.
• Explain how they can obtain a copy of the research report.
General Prompts:
Can you tell me more about that?
What makes you say that?
How do/did you feel about that?
How/why do you think that as happened?
What effects do you think that has?
How do you think that affects...?
How do you make sense of that?
Can you give me an example about that?
Are there any other aspects/factors?
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Manuscript Title:
The manuscript title should be accurate, fully explanatory, and preferably no 
longer than 12 words.
Abstract:
Manuscripts must be accompanied by an abstract of no more than 180 words. 
The abstract should clearly and concisely describe the hypotheses or 
research questions, research participants, and procedure. The abstract should 
not be used to present the rationale for the study, but instead should provide a 
summary of key research findings. All results described in the abstract should 
accurately reflect findings reported in the body of the paper and should not 
characterize findings in stronger terms than the article. For example, 
hypotheses described in the body of the paper as having received mixed 
support should be summarized similarly in the abstract. One double spaced 
line below the abstract, please provide up to five key words as an aid to 
indexing.
Masked Review Policy
This journal has adopted a policy of masked review for all submissions.
The cover letter should include all authors' names and institutional affiliations. 
Author notes providing this information should also appear at the bottom of 
the title page, which will be removed before the manuscript is sent for masked 
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the authors' identity.
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The cover letter accompanying the manuscript submission must include all 
authors' names and affiliations to avoid potential conflicts of interest in the 
review process. Provide addresses and phone numbers, as well as electronic 
mail addresses and fax numbers, if available, for all authors for use by the 
editorial office and later by the production office. The cover letter must clearly 
state the order of authorship and confirm that this order corresponds to the 
authors' relative contributions to the research effort reported in the 
manuscript. Fragmented (or piecemeal) publication involves dividing the 
report of a research project into multiple articles. In some circumstances, it 
may be appropriate to publish more than one report based on overlapping 
data. However, the authors of such manuscripts must inform the editor in the 
cover letter about any other previous publication or manuscript currently in 
review that is based—even in part—on data reported in the present 
manuscript. Authors are obligated to inform the editor about the existence of 
other reports from the same research project in the cover letter accompanying 
the current submission. Manuscripts found to have violated this policy may be 
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Length and Style of Manuscripts
Full-length manuscripts reporting results of a single quantitative study 
generally should not exceed 35 pages total (including cover page, abstract, 
text, references, tables, and figures), with margins of at least 1 inch on all 
sides and a standard font (e.g.. Times New Roman) of 12 points (no smaller). 
The entire paper (text, references, tables, etc.) must be double spaced. 
Reports of qualitative studies generally should not exceed 45 pages. For 
papers that exceed these page limits, authors must provide a rationale to 
justify the extended length in their cover letter (e.g., multiple studies are 
reported). Papers that do not conform to these guidelines may be returned 
with instructions to revise before a peer review is invited.
Brief Reports
In addition to full-length manuscripts, the journal will consider Brief Reports. 
The Brief Report format may be appropriate for empirically sound studies that 
are limited in scope, reports of preliminary findings that need further 
replication, or replications and extensions of prior published work. Authors 
should indicate in the cover letter that they wish to have their manuscript 
considered as a Brief Report, and they must agree not to submit the full report 
to another journal. The Brief Report should give a clear, condensed summary 
of the procedure of the study and as full an account of the results as space 
permits. Brief Reports are generally 20-25 pages in total length (including 
cover page, abstract, text, references, tables, and figures) and must follow the 
same format requirements as full length manuscripts. Brief Reports that 
exceed 25 pages will not be considered.
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Year 3 research
‘A thematic analysis of Youth Offending Team employees’ experiences 
of preparing victims to meet the offender’.
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Abstract
Conversational interviews were carried out with 10 participants. Participants 
were employees of a Youth Offending Team. The study investigated their 
experiences of preparing victims for a restorative meeting with the offender. 
Interviews were recorded and transcribed. Transcripts were analysed using 
thematic analysis from a critical realist epistemology. Coding was used to 
label emerging categories. The main theme was experience o f the preparation 
meeting. Three subcategories were found; (a) the preparer's use of self, (b) 
building the relationship, and (c) it's about learning and improving. The 
implications for counselling psychology were discussed.
Introduction
In a previous study, preparation and sense of readiness were investigated for 
victims of crime within the restorative justice process. This study also 
researched preparation and sense of readiness within a restorative justice 
context, however, the focus was from the perspective of employees of the 
service. A critical realist epistemological stance was taken, where thematic 
analysis was used as a method of data collection and data analysis. The title 
of this research was ‘A thematic analysis of Youth Offending Team 
employees' experiences of preparing victims to meet the offender'.
Marshall (1999) describes restorative justice (RJ) as “...a process whereby 
parties with a stake in a specific offence collectively resolve how to deal with 
the aftermath of the offence and its implications for the future" (p. 5). RJ is a 
move away from the more traditional retributive and adversarial system of law 
(Elton & Roybal, 2003). It is a system of reparation which engages victim, 
offender and community (Poulson, 2003). These players can fulfil Dignan's 
(2000) three ‘Rs' of responsibility, restoration and reintegration. The victim 
may meet the offender face-to-face in direct mediation or use indirect 
mediation where contact is performed via a third party (Wright, 1995).
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Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) are multi-agency teams present in almost 
every local authority in England and Wales (Holdaway et al., 2001). The YOT 
is responsible for implementing RJ practices in youth offending for persons up 
to 18 years of age. There are many RJ programs carried out by the YOTs 
each differing in approach (Wilcox & Hoyle, 2004). Restorative processes 
include; family-group conferences, community reparation boards, victim- 
offender mediation, and referral orders (Haney, 2002). See appendix A for a 
description of victim-offender mediation and referral orders. McCold and 
Wachtel (2000) provide a more complete list.
Whv preparation and sense of readiness?
The previous study found that internal and external preparation influenced the 
victim's sense of readiness and vice versa. In addition, the previous study 
found that the preparer played a vital role in preparing victims. They were the 
face of the YOT and their personality, pseudo-therapeutic role and neutrality 
influenced the experience of participants. For participants, the positive 
elements of the preparation meeting included; discussing expectations, 
outcomes, the impact of the crime, the relationship with the offender, the 
process of the potential face to face meeting, the needs of the victim and the 
telephone and letter contact. Less positive aspects of the meetings included at 
times too great a focus on the offender, the system's inability to cope with 
complex and difficult emotions (such as anger), the time when the system 
kicks in after the court case, feeling like a number and feeling rushed and the 
neutrality of the mediator. The study found that a good preparation meeting 
occurs when the aims of the victim are explored and matched with the aims of 
the system. Thus last year's study raised certain important areas for 
improvement and consideration in victim preparation gleaned from service- 
user experience.
Of the current research that does exist around restorative justice outcomes, 
most focuses on satisfaction studies collected after the RJ meeting and 
assessments of offender recidivism (Youth Justice Board, 2009). This paper 
argues that an important and relatively unknown area of RJ research is victim
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preparation and sense of readiness. It could be argued that readiness 
assessment and more importance placed on preparation from the victim's 
perspective could reduce the possibility of re-victimisation and in turn improve 
satisfaction rates, although at this stage in time, this remains hypothetical.
Although the RJ movement emphasises the centrality of the victim (Dignan, 
2005), some critics still maintain that the needs of victims are neglected, 
especially in terms of re-traumatisation with enhanced fears and a reduced 
sense of security after the meeting (Wemmers, 2002). Wemmers and Canute 
(2002) argue that, in many RJ programs, victims are actually less satisfied 
than offenders and explain this in part due to victim expectations not being 
met and victims not being ready for the process. This further underlines the 
need for adequate preparation. It is important to investigate how preparation is 
currently being carried out, by accessing the views of both service-users and 
YOT employees who carry out the preparation.
The role of counselling psvcholoav
Preparation within RJ is important to counselling psychology, both to those 
currently working in the youth justice arena (in the probationary service or 
victim support for example) and to counselling psychologists more generally.
The Professional Practice Guidelines of the Division of Counselling 
Psychology states that practitioners have responsibilities and obligations to 
society. “Counselling psychologists will consider at all times their 
responsibilities to the wider world. They will be attentive to life experience, 
modes of inquiry and areas of knowledge beyond the immediate environs of 
counselling psychology and seek to draw on this knowledge to aid 
communication or understanding within and outside o f their work." (p. 7) With 
this in mind, counselling psychologists have a duty to become more involved 
in RJ, not only in working therapeutically with victims, but also in commenting 
on a system where the victim is still a secondary player. How, when and 
where victims are prepared could significantly impact their mental health after 
the potential traumatic experience of a crime. Last year's study showed that
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certain victims felt assessed by the YOT, that their anger was unwelcome, 
and that they had no control over when or where they met with the offender. A 
theme of compliance was discovered, with victims participating even when 
they felt unheard, unsuitable or uncertain. Preparation could be helpful in 
gauging the victim's resilience and robustness as well as their readiness to 
participate in a RJ meeting.
Counselling psychologists have important skills; in terms of working with 
different presenting symptoms and disorders (including trauma), working with 
relationships, working in a wide range of fields including youth justice and 
having experience with assessment and formulation. It would be lamentable 
not to more actively promote these skills into improving a system which could 
reduce re-traumatisation through preparation, and place more focus on the 
victim and their mental health.
Rationale
The YOT employer was a prominent theme in last year's study, they could in a 
sense make or break the victim's preparation experience. Hence exploring the 
preparation experience from the perspective of the other key player, the YOT 
employee, would build on last year's research and provide a more rounded 
view of the preparation experience provided by a YOT. Victim preparation and 
sense of readiness are an under-researched area, of interest to counselling 
psychology.
Research questions
This study was interested in discovering YOT workers' experiences and 
perceptions of preparing a victim for meeting the offender. Furthermore, the 
study aimed to consider what influences, if at all, impacted the employees 
preparation experience.
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Thematic analysis
Epistemological stance
The research was initiated from a contextualist epistemology, which sits 
between a naïve realist and radical constructionism paradigm (Willig, 2001). A 
critical realist approach was taken in this research, in which there is a 
potential synthesis between the meaning making of the participant on their 
experience and the influence of the social environment on that experience 
(Willig, 1998). As Willig (1998) writes, critical realism is “...the recognition that 
we as human agents find ourselves within a context in which things are 
always already going on or being done.” (p. 96). Critical realism is the 
combining of the natural and social worlds (Collier, 1994). Collier (1994) 
explains that critical realism suggests that we can observe objective reality by 
using primary qualities such as solidity, extension, and motion etc. Thus there 
are measurable and quantifiable aspects of physical reality. Collier (1994) also 
explains that we gather subjective data which is a construction, influenced by 
the social world for example. In this case, language does not simply reflect 
reality, or an accurate representation of external objects, properties or events.
Thematic analysis was chosen as it is a flexible method with epistemological 
manoeuvrability (Boyatzis, 1998). Thematic analysis was also chosen 
because it is a method “...for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns 
(themes) within data. It minimally organizes and describes your data set in 
(rich) detail.” (Braun & Clarke, 2006; p. 79).
Due to the absence of pre-existing literature and theory in this area, the study 
used inductive thematic analysis (as opposed to theoretical thematic analysis) 
(Frith & Gleeson, 2004). Themes were strongly linked to the data (Patton, 
1990), the data was not shoe-horned with pre-existing theory or coding, and 
the study did not delve into specifically selected areas. Inductive thematic 
analysis suggests a bottom-up approach not driven by top-down theory. The 
study engaged with semantic themes (rather than latent themes) (Boyatzis, 
1998), with focus being on reporting explicit meanings, not with what is behind
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what is being said. The semantic level suggests a straightforward relationship 
between a participant’s meaning and experience. The data was described and 
interpreted (Braun & Clarke, 2006), with an attempt to consider patterns of 
themes, meanings, and importantly, inconsistencies. Although this method 
supports the phenomenological approach, critical realism argues that there is 
an objective reality (the notion of materialism or materialist world) out in the 
world, but also that data gathered is a construction, so language does not 
simply reflect reality (Sims-Schouten, Riley, & Willig, 2007). Thus thematic 
analysis is flexible enough not to be bound by pure phenomenology, but 
allows for interpretation also, and engagement with the data by the 
researcher’s own processes and biases.
Furthermore, some advantages that are pertinent to this study and raised by 
Braun & Clarke (2006) include; that it can highlight similarities and differences 
across the data set, can generate unanticipated insights, allows for social as 
well as psychological interpretations and, importantly, can be useful for 
producing qualitative analyses suited to informing policy development.
Method
Participants
Research links were established with a YOT in South East England and, 
participants were recruited through this YOT for this year’s research project. In 
total 10 participants were interviewed, 9 were female and 1 was male. All 
identified themselves as white British. Ages ranged from 31 to 75, with the 
average age being 43 years. Participants included full-time employees of the 
YOT and mediators working on a part-time basis for the YOT. Participants 
worked with victim-offender meditation (VOM) and court restorative orders (for 
example the Referral Order).
Participants were recruited by contacting the YOT manager through e-mail 
and telephonic communication. Also, participants were recruited through 
‘snow balling’ via word of mouth and work colleague networks.
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Ethical considerations
According to the Faculty of Arts & Human Sciences Ethics Committee this 
study did not require ethical opinion because; a primary source was used, no 
deception was used, participants were not vulnerable, participants were not 
current students or university staff, questions were not deemed sensitive or 
possibly offensive and finally, issues of confidentiality and anonymity were 
guaranteed.
Inclusion criteria for participants included YOT experience with preparing 
victims of crime for a potential, occurring or past face to face meeting with an 
offender.
Proiect documentation
All participants were given an information sheet (appendix B), consent form 
(appendix C), and a demographic questionnaire (appendix D) before the 
interview commenced. After the interview, participants were given a debrief 
sheet (appendix E).
Thematic analvsis data collection and analvsis technique
Data collection
This study used an informal or conversational interview (Kvale, 1996), which 
had no predetermined questions except for the opening question (see 
appendix F). The aim was for the interviewer to remain as open and adaptable 
as possible to the flow of the participant's responses. During the interview, the 
author probed, asked for explanations when confused, reflected back and 
attempted to delve into the experience of the participant by raising 
contradictions and exploring issues initially raised by the participant. The 
interviews explored the participant’s behaviours, opinions, values, feelings, 
knowledge and sensations of their preparation experience.
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Interviews took place at mutually agreed locations and times, where 
interruptions were kept to a minimum and confidentiality maximised. Most 
interviews lasted between forty-five minutes to an hour.
Interviews were recorded using audio recording equipment. Data was 
anonymised, stored safely and destroyed after being used in accordance with 
the Data Protection Act of 1998, participants were made explicitly aware of 
this.
Data analysis procedure
Data was transcribed verbatim according to instructions posited by Braun & 
Clarke (2006), for analysis using thematic analysis. Data was analysed using 
the 6 phases taken from Braun and Clarke (2006). Interviews were typed out 
and printed, interviews were then read and re-read for extracts and then 
codes. Subsequently, interviews were cut into extracts and codes, interview 
extracts and codes were then arranged and re-arranged into sections of a 
non-hierarchical system of themes with superordinate themes.
The quality of analysis was guided by the fifteen point checklist suggested as 
table 2 in Braun & Clarke (2006) and criteria discussed by Yardley (2000) 
including coherence, transparency, reflexivity, rigour, grounding in data, 
sensitivity to context, impact and importance.
Data Analysis
Based on the principles of thematic analysis and the methods described 
above, the following analysis of the interviews was developed, highlighting the 
superordinate theme and the three subcategories presented below. The data 
analysis will provide a descriptive account, whereas the discussion in the 
following section will provide an interpretative account of the data. YOT 
employees will henceforth be called the preparer.
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Main Theme
Experience of the 
Preparation 
Meeting
Theme A
The preparer’s 
use of self
Theme B
Building the 
Relationship
Theme 0
It’s about learning 
and improving
Diagram 1 : Interaction of themes and main theme.
Theme A: The preparer’s use of self
A prominent theme was the preparer’s use of self in the preparation provided 
to the victim. Table 2 shows a break down of this theme into subthemes and 
constituent parts.
Theme: Subthemes Parts
A.: The preparer’s use 
of self
A.1: Sensing the victim’s 
readiness
A. 1.1: Incongruity 
between verbal and 
non-verbal
A.1.2: Using gut feeling
A.2: Personal abilities A.2.1: Listening skills
A.2.2: Other personal 
skills
A.3: Not knowing what 
to expect
A.3.1: Self preparation
A.4: Being victim 
focussed
A.4.1: Guided by victim
A.4.2: Victim issues and 
diversity
A.4.3: Adapting the 
meeting
Table 2: Breakdown of theme A including subthemes and parts.
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A.1: Sensing the victim’s readiness
Preparer’s listened out for the incongruity between verbal and non-verbal 
communications given by the victim as a way of gauging risk and readiness to 
take part in the restorative meeting (A. 1.1).
[...] you have to be a good iistener, you have to iisten to what they’re saying 
and you also have to watch some of their non-verbai communications as well, 
so you’ve got the two together [...] because they could be saying one thing 
and their whole body language could be doing something else (Laura).
i think gauging non-verbal signs and assessing how safe that would be [...] 
face to face is the important thing (Lola).
This skill used by preparers was often called ‘gut feeling’ (A. 1.2) which Jenny 
talks about below. In addition, Daisy gave more information about this ability 
to trust the self.
I do think quite a bit of victim work is to do with gut feeling and having that 
kind of sense, you know, that something that is common sense (Jenny).
I think some of it is about intuition and judgement based on, you know, having 
done it lots of times before in different contexts and trusting that you know 
what you are going to need to do in the moment (Daisy).
Fundamentally preparer’s used their ‘gut feeling’ to guide them on the victim’s 
sense of readiness to participate in the restorative meeting.
[...] looking at people and perhaps gut feeling of how they are with you on that 
day (Laura).
The consequence of not meeting face to face with the victim could result in 
what Bridget described as “alarm bells going o ff’ and what others described
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as becoming “incredibly nervous” (Sarah). Meeting face to face with the victim 
facilitated the use of ‘gut feeling’.
I always do a home visit because I think it sometimes can tell a lot more than 
Just speaking to someone over the phone. I’d never bring a victim to panel if  i 
hadn’t met them at the beginning (Violet).
A.2: Personal abilities
The next subtheme is the preparer’s interpersonal abilities and intrapersonal 
style in listening skills (A.2.1) and other personal skills (A.2.2). Listening skills 
was made into a separate part because it was seen as the most core skill by 
participants, often mentioned separately in the interviews.
Listening skills (A.2.1) are not simply used in the risk assessment of the 
meeting, but are key semi-therapeutic abilities used more generally in terms of 
giving victims a space to talk and to facilitate relationship development by 
encouraging empathy. Preparers would show they had listened by 
summarising and reflecting back what they had heard to victims.
So / think it’s Just hearing and listening to where the victim is at (Violet).
I always clarify anything I need to summarise, so that I understand and also 
they feel listened to (Mimi).
The activity of listening was thought to help victims feel included in the 
process, being heard meant acknowledging victim’s issues or questions.
i [...J tried to pick up at least one point of what each of them said, for every 
question (Laura).
The process of listening did not occur just in the meeting, but throughout the 
restorative process, it was a continual relationship that didn’t end after the 
preparatory or restorative meeting.
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There’s telephone conversations aftenwards Just checking that they still want 
to do it, they’re still happy, have they got any questions, and I try and phone 
them maybe once or twice before the pane l... for me it’s about preparation all 
the way through, i give them my numbers so they can phone me at any time 
(Bridget).
During the interviews with preparers, other personal skills (A.2.2) were 
discussed which could enhance the relationship with the victim. Trust, 
confidence, honesty, and being grounded were traits that preparers described 
as important to them. These abilities tie into the listening skills mentioned 
above.
[...] they need to feel able to trust you and to enable to get that trust from 
somebody you need to know what you are talking about, you need to 
understand as much as you possibly can from an outsider what possibly it 
could have been like for them (Bridget).
if  people feel safe enough and can trust you, i think they have to feel you are 
not going to throw a wobbly, you know, and they feel you are quite grounded, 
then usually it’s constructive (Daisy).
Being honest is part of preparing the victim for any potential outcome (Violet).
A.3: Not knowing what to expect
As many meetings take place at the victim's home, preparer's often didn’t 
know what to expect.
‘cause everybody reacts differently, it’s unpredictable to guess what reaction 
you are going to get, so, you know, the things you end up doing, trying to do, 
to the best that you can (Jenny).
To cope with this uncertainty, preparers did self preparation (A.3.1) which 
varied per person and per service provided. There seemed to be a careful
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balance between preparing for the worst and not wanting to make 
assumptions or judgements. Bridget describes her process of self preparation 
below.
[...] read through the summaries, read through everything, and not that you 
make judgements or assumptions because of course you don’t, but i look into 
the fact that how long ago the offence was, what sort of offence it was, if  they 
new the offender. It’s important to prepare myself and get a good 
understanding (Bridget).
[...] to prepare myself for some of the scenarios that could happen as in what 
am i gonna do if  this victim is really angry, how am I gonna make them try and 
feel better [...] you need to go prepared with questions, [  ...] it’s a good two 
to three hours of just preparing myself to go and prepare them (Laura).
Some preparers accept that there was a limit to the preparation they could do 
however.
/ don’t totally feel prepared ail the time, but I’ll work with what responses i get 
really (Jenny).
A.4: Being victim focussed
Preparers entered the preparation meeting with certain aims and goals, 
however, with not knowing what to expect, they also experienced a duty to be 
victim focussed and to be guided by the victim (A.4.1).
it would be just be guided by them and then to follow up with some sort of 
meeting face to face whereby i would be able to just find out a little bit more 
actually how they would feel about something like that (Lola).
Being guided by the victim helped guide preparer’s to the victim’s level of 
readiness which influenced the level and depth of preparation provided.
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Their emotions wiil help, in a sense feed into how you are going to prepare 
them for the meeting [...] let you into knowing where they are and how you are 
then going to prepare them (Violet).
Being guided by the victim meant that preparers attuned to the different needs 
and diversity issues of victims (A.4.2). Some preparers spoke of being guided 
by the age of the victim and making the meeting and the language simplified.
[...] there are language issues, ail of those issues that we would need to 
enable that person. And I think it is just actually about enabling these victims 
(Lola).
Preparers noticed that some victims needed to off load first and “babble” 
(Mimi); for them to tell their story. Whereas other victims tended to be more 
tentative and hold back.
A lot of people though aren’t necessarily like that and do kind of almost need 
you to almost start them off [...] you’re like a stranger and why would they 
necessarily suddenly, tell you their whole life story or you know their thoughts 
or feelings about things (Sarah).
Preparers would also listen out to different levels of healing since the offence 
based on the Cycle of Healing (or Recovery). This involves a four stage 
model; Stage 1 shock/ denial, stage 2 disorganisation/ depression, stage 3 
reconstruction/ acceptance and stage 4 normalisation/ adjustment. Gender 
issues that could effect the preparation meeting and the restorative meeting 
were also considered.
Everybody is different, everybody is at different stages on the cycle of 
recovery (Bridget).
Well men often don’t acknowledge how they feel, i think women might say 
‘yes it’s making me feel very uncomfortable. I ’m very stressed about it’, 
whereas the husband would say ‘it’s not bothering me’. (Mimi).
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Preparer’s would adapt their preparation meeting (A.4.3). Although there were 
key set things to ask which were taken from an assessment pro-forma, 
preparer’s acknowledged “tweaking” (Laura) the forms depending on the 
victim. This takes in the skills of flexibility, listening, and empathy.
tailoring how you are with people depending on, what you are getting back 
really, about how gentle to be, how much listening and empathy to give versus 
actually being a bit more pushy (Daisy).
Theme B: Building the relationship
Table 3 reveals a breakdown of theme B, building the relationship. In the 
interviews - while discussing the co-creation of the relationship within the 
preparation meeting - some of the interviews and topics were logistical, 
protocol or policy orientated. Although important to acknowledge as part of the 
preparers reality and world, this research shall only acknowledge such themes 
and not go into too much detail there, saving words for the more psychological 
themes.
Theme: Subthemes Parts
B.: Building the 
relationship
B.1: First contact B.1.1: Different types
B.1.2: Gauging & 
assessing
B.2: Creative no-menu 
solutions
B.3: Different and 
similar preparation for 
different services
B.4: No roses 
conclusion
B.5: Core topics
B.6: Playing safely B.6.1: Careful balance
B.6.2: Assessing victim
B.6.3: Anger
B.7: Healing B.7.1: Empowerment 
and responsibility
B.7.2: Catharsis
B.7.3: Space to think.
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feel and talk
B.7.4: Human contact
Table 3; Breakdown of theme B including subthemes and parts.
B. 1: First contact
Preparers saw the letters, leaflets and initial phone call as part of the 
preparation process (B1.1). The first contact is part of the “gauging” (Jenny) 
on the Cycle of Healing and assessing the victim for risk and readiness 
(B.1.2).
Speaking first o f ali to the victim on the telephone that in itself in my book is 
like preparation, [...] you know, if  i ’m happy that the things that they are 
telling me that it is hopefully going to lead to a safe environment then I will 
make an appointment to come and see them (Bridget).
The first contact with victims was entering into the unknown, and entailed 
potential risk, not just for the offender or the victim themselves, but also for the 
preparer.
/ think it’s quite difficult to imagine what it’s gonna be like when you meet 
somebody face to face, [...] it’s always a little bit nerve wracking because 
obviously it’s always you’re very mindful perhaps this is the one occasion 
where it’s gonna go wrong, or, you know, the victim’s gonna be very angry, 
and you might not have spotted the signs on the phone, it is always on your 
mind (Laura).
B.2: Creative no-menu solutions
Surprisingly, the flexibility of preparers and guidance provided to victims 
meant that preparers wanted to provide “creative” (Lola) restorative solutions 
that were “no menu” (Mimi), with the focus being on victim choice.
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[...] we don’t have a menu here at the Youth Justice Service, but we can 
facilitate things, we try and be as creative as we can, if  you need to do this 
then we can look at ways of how we can do that for you (Laura).
B.3: Different and similar preparation for different services
The preparers described technical differences between the preparation for 
victim-offender mediation and referral orders. Preparers did acknowledge that 
fundamentally, the preparation had similar key components.
But in terms of things like talking to them about how they might feel meeting 
the young person, how they’ve been affected, what questions they might have 
you know managing their expectations, i think that’s very similar really. I mean 
that’s kind o f going to be the same for anyone that’s going to meet with the 
young person face to face I think (Sarah).
B.4: No roses conclusion
Preparers spoke often about managing the expectations of victims, both of the 
system (limits to the service) and the offender (not feeling remorse). Mimi 
reports;
/ think there’s not a roses conclusion, coming out with a big bunch of flowers 
conclusion, life is realistic.
[...] it’s better to be honest and say we can’t guarantee this or that, it ’s better 
to lower expectations then to raise them (Bridget).
Bridget spoke of not wanting victims ‘feeling ten times worse’ if their 
expectations were not managed.
the worst thing would be to re-victimise the victim again by not preparing them 
for actually the realities o f the young person (Lola).
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Preparers described the process of gauging a victim’s expectations and 
matching them with the system’s expectations and aims.
if  their expectations are sort of wildly different to what might be achieved 
through mediation then i think it’s important to kind o f to establish that from 
the beginning (Sarah).
B.5: Core topics
As the core topics theme relates to policy content rather than the experiences 
of the preparers, it is enough to note that key areas covered in the preparation 
meeting are; the offender and the crime, the victim and their sense of 
readiness, confidentiality, explaining the system and the role of the preparer 
and setting the ground rules.
B.6: Playing safely
The preparer’s key aim is a risk assessment of the victim during the 
preparatory meeting. They listened out for readiness to participate, partly 
revealed to them through emotional cues likes sadness and particularly anger. 
However preparer’s expressed not wanting to feel frightened of the anger, 
Laura spoke about a careful balance with participating (B.6.1). Daisy 
commented that;
“bit of the emotional stuff has to come out. ”
Just because a victim is upset and might get tearful doesn’t mean they can’t 
come to the panel meeting (Violet).
This flexibility and balance is needed as a primary aim of the preparation 
meeting in assessing risk and suitability (B.6.2). Preparer’s explored victim 
motivation for attending and what victims hoped to get out of the face to face 
meeting. Laura spoke of “feeling alarmed ” if a victim was participating 
because of family pressure or simply participating for the offender. Assessing 
the victim meant getting a sense of them.
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I think you need to have everything so you’re looking at emotions, facts, the 
circumstances, the situation, the family, [...] even what they are doing in their 
life and what they were doing at the time and getting ali the facts and trying to 
bring it ail together ‘cause it’s going to give us an overall picture (Bridget).
A key emotion was anger which guided the preparer’s assessment of 
readiness of a victim (B.6.3).
With readiness, people can also be quite aggressive ... lot o f blame of the 
other person ... we’re assessing is she open to listening [...] can they have a 
conversation which feels not completely emotionless, but can they have a 
conversation between them where there is some respectful listening going on 
(Daisy).
B. 7: Healing
Preparers spoke a lot about the healing benefits for victims of attending the 
preparation meeting. According to preparers, victims can feel more 
empowered, take responsibility, potentially confront the offender, in a sense 
step away from the victim role (B.7.1).
[...] making the victim feel slightly more empowered (Lola).
[...] and that is initially for them to have a voice [...] we got ways to facilitate 
doing that (Jenny).
The empowerment of victims is mirrored by what preparers report as catharsis 
and emotional expression and emotional healing (B.7.2).
[...] that actually that process is actually really cathartic and can you know be 
quite healing (Lola).
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According to preparers the cathartic process for victims is being heard for the 
first time, being acknowledged which then results in the anger potentially 
subsiding.
But sometimes just getting it off their chest actuaily the anger then dissipates 
and it goes and they are a iot caimer and they start thinking about the young 
person, they start thinking about other things (Bridget).
For preparers the preparatory meeting was thus creating a space to think, feel 
and talk (B.7.3). Sarah described the impact of the space;
So it does heip I think, just to coilect their thoughts about what’s happened 
[...] So they’re beginning to think through how that might make them feel.
Giving victims a space meant giving them focus and attention.
I think people are very pleased to actually to have somebody sitting in front of 
them to tell their story, that actually somebody’s willing to iisten and who’s 
there to heip them, rather than it being maybe about the young people and the 
system doesn’t really fit, does it, with victims in my opinion. It is focussed quite 
a iot on the young people that do the crime (Laura).
Hence a final part of the subtheme of healing was being in a relationship with 
someone face to face who wasn't the offender, but a human face to the 
system, it was about human contact (B.7.4). Sarah described this as;
[...] it’s commonsense isn’t it because it’s about any human relationships, i 
mean that’s how we interact isn’t it as humans and doing it on the phone is 
never gonna be the same as kind of meeting with someone.
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Theme C.: It's about learning and improving
In addition to preparers promoting the service they offered to victims, they 
also critiqued the current system and offered improvements. According to 
Lola;
When it works it’s a wonderful, it’s such a valuable thing, life changing thing.
And so there are times when the system doesn't deliver, below are subthemes 
suggested by preparers as areas for improvement. Generally, this 
improvement involved becoming more victim focussed.
Theme: Subthemes Parts
C.: It's about learning 
and improving
C.1: Not carrying out 
promises and improved 
feedback
C.2: Victim focus and 
quality not quantity
C.3: Training and 
supervision
C.4: Window of 
opportunity
Table 4: Breakdown of theme 0 including subthemes and parts.
C. 1: Not carrying out promises and improved feedback
Preparers had spoken about the system not carrying goals or aims discussed 
in the preparatory meeting. Some preparers explained this due to 
miscommunication or inertia with colleagues such as Youth Justice Officers 
not wanting to “rock the boat” (Sarah) with offenders. Not carrying out agreed 
aims had been depicted as a “tragedy” (Jenny). Preparers also mentioned 
wanting to improve the feedback to victims after the restorative meeting.
/ think we need to follow through. So I think there’s an area of, obviously we 
do that. But not contacting the victim again is, would be worse. You know, 
you’re re-victimising them (Lola).
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0.2; Victim focus and quality not quantity
A major drive of change in the current system, was to move away from 
contacting all victims (whether secondary, primary or corporate) to focussing 
on mostly primary and so increasing the quality of face to face preparation 
from a quantity based system.
Going that extra step, [...] it’s not about quantity o f how many victims you 
have coming through, it’s about quality of the service that you’ve given, 
(Bridget).
The ability to critique the system and want to improve it showed an openness 
and conscientiousness in preparers wanting to be more victim focussed.
I think we have to be open to learning, we have to iisten to what victims say if 
we’re getting it right, if  we’re getting it wrong, you know, it’s a complete 
learning thing (Bridget).
These improvements would herald a shift from the service’s name Youth 
Justice Service and the focus on the offender to something that incorporated 
the victim in the process more prominently.
I ’d like everybody to be more restorative justice focussed, (Laura).
C.3: Training and supervision
Preparers expressed a desire for increased training and more supervision.
I think as we need more, supervision, we need to talk about more about 
cases, how we deal with things, how we react to things, [...] you need to be 
able to debrief about how you felt about a case, [ . . . ] !  think it might need to be 
more structured (Jenny).
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Preparers called for training to be “ongoing” (Lola) and to build on the core of 
knowledge that they had. More training for assessments would add “a 
backbone of support” (Lola) to the already flexible assessment procedure. 
This included training on highly sensitive issues such as sexual and physical 
abuse within families and the impact on secondary as well as primary victims. 
Preparers also expressed wanting to learn about different crimes and the 
different impacts, for example hate crimes and homosexuality.
I mean I have had a hate crime, a gay coupie were targeted, now they were 
very angry with me for offering victim-offender mediation [ . . . ] !  don’t know if 
that is a common theme for someone who’s suffered hate crime. So I 
sometimes do feei slightly like I haven’t had enough training to deal with 
certain offences (Jenny).
i ’d like more training on how to deal with people’s emotions and eliciting that 
information that is sensitive, i ’d like to see how other YOTs do it, at the 
moment I have no idea how other people work with victims, so more personal 
training and maybe shadowing other agencies like Victim Support (Violet).
As well as being increasingly victim focussed, these changes are motivated 
also by the anxiety of preparers in coming in touch with the unknown.
/ do think we do need a more theory based, [...] because we are dealing with 
the unpredictable, I think we need to be as well trained as we can to deal with 
that, whereas i don’t think we are at the moment (Jenny).
C.4: Window of opportunity
In the final subtheme, preparers spoke about wanting to leave a window of 
opportunity if the victim felt unable or unwilling to participate when offered to 
meet the offender face to face. This would entail flexibility and being victim 
focussed in fitting around the victim’s needs as much as possible, and not 
simply engaging with the restorative process when the courts said so.
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[...] that we have a resource that we can go back to them later in the year so 
we’re not closing the door to them, but we are offering them some service 
later on, that for me would be meaningful (Laura).
Discussion
Preparer's need a voice also
The use of thematic analysis in this study has encouraged themes to come to 
the fore of preparers currently working within the youth justice system. This 
study offers insights into the minutiae of a present youth justice service and 
the roles and experiences of those involved, which is a step away from the 
traditional wide-scale quantitative studies which evaluate restorative justice 
processes, see for example Hoyle, Young, & Hill (2002), Wilcox & Hoyle 
(2004) and Youth Justice Board (2009). Bazemore & Green (2007) discuss 
that improvements need to be made in how restorative justice programs are 
evaluated, with more focus placed on the victim in addition to outcome 
measures. Preparers should also be able to report on the evaluation of the 
system, as their experiences and views remain essential to the development 
of the system. An aim of this study is to highlight the importance of the other 
key player in restorative processes, the preparer, and their views and 
experiences. By being focussed on the preparer’s experience and listening to 
their experiences of the system, improvements could be made which benefit 
the victim experience also.
In this research piece, preparers were interviewed about their experiences of 
the system in which they worked. Their views not simply ‘sold the party line’, 
but offered personal insights into things they liked about the system and 
elements they wished to change and improve. During the interviews with 
preparers, it became clear that they were able to accept the system in which 
they were working in on a daily basis, and yet they had feelings and thoughts 
that did not always agree with the system and they way work was carried out. 
As the interviews commenced, preparers were able to portray their 
experiences of they system in which they worked, and although each
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interview had some overlaps with one another in terms of similar themes, 
each preparer provided a distinct and unique experience of the system.
Plavinq safelv versus catharsis
From the experiences of preparers across subthemes A, B and 0, it was 
gleaned that preparation entailed support and nurture in other words a 
reparative relationship and risk assessment and safety management aspects. 
Priority was given by preparers to bottom-down humanistic relational qualities 
over more managerial/ top-down relational styles which may have been 
present in older forms of ‘patriarchal’ youth justice services. It was a 
seemingly careful balance between sensing and assessing the victim’s 
readiness and allowing the victim a caring and nurturing space.
Preparers expressed concern with the human component, the unknown and 
potential risk in the preparation and restorative meeting. It is argued that risk 
(anger and aggression from the offender or victim, and remorseless from the 
offender) is made more prominent in restorative justice processes for three 
reasons. Firstly, emotions such as anger and behaviours such as revenge 
were dealt in traditional retributive systems by taking control and responsibility 
away from the victim, with state acting as detached mouth piece. A face to 
face meeting entails risk and responsibility placed back with the victim, with 
the potential to act out. Secondly, most victims are adults. Although the 
system may see victims as potentially fragile and vulnerable, they are also 
treated as risky because of the fact that they are often adults. Thirdly, as 
offenders are children and seen as on the one hand vulnerable and on the 
other needing to be held accountable, there is an inherent power dynamic 
around anger and aggression. The victim (the adult) is seen as potentially 
having the power to victimise the offender (the child), and so the system 
responds by attempting to protect both sides by reducing any inflammatory 
situations. Therefore, there is concern and confusion around risk. The current 
system does not acknowledge these underlying power dynamic currents, 
because it’s focus is primarily policy and protocol, rather than psychological. 
Counselling psychology can name these issues, and then help in improving
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the system through offering workshops and seminars on working with 
emotions experienced by the victim as well as experienced by the preparer.
It could be argued that preparers are not simply assessing risk, but 
psychological mindedness in victims also. Conte, Ratto, & Karusa (1996) 
describe psychological mindedness as an ability for self reflection and insight, 
with connections between feelings, thoughts and behaviours. Preparers spoke 
of victims being able to speak to the offender in a calm and respectful way 
while still feeling angry, for example. Psychological mindedness reveals how 
victims may portray their intra-psychic world to the system and the offender in 
a system-suitable manner.
A tension was interpreted from preparer’s experiences where space was 
encouraged to express oneself on the one hand and yet conformity and fear 
around risk was predominant on the other. It would seem that much attention 
is given to the often misaligned emotion of anger, presumably driven by 
revenge and retaliation theories resultant from the crime literature (Lloyd, 
1991). Although many preparers spoke of needing a careful balance with 
anger, where restorative meetings should not be too ‘smooth’ or ‘emotionless’ 
and some vibrancy was needed both for offender and victim, this author 
believes that many preparers spoke of anger in still fairly negative terms laden 
with risk. Anger is a suitable and necessary feeling and is separate from 
aggression, with the latter not always following the former (Tavris, 1989). 
Furthermore, more focus needs to be drawn to other emotions which are less 
‘hot’ such as fear and sadness. The author asserts a finding from last year’s 
research that preparers need to be listening out for aggressive/ stuck/ or high 
risk victims as well as compliant, submissive and depressed victims that may 
be equally vulnerable but fit less well with the traditional anger-risk model 
which many preparers spoke about.
The experiences of preparers have revealed that preparation entails risk 
assessments, sensing psychological mindedness, offering care and support, 
managing expectations, a space to heal, and reparation
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More training and more supervision
Because so much of the preparation is based on relational abilities 
(subthemes A and B), it is argued that implications around training and 
supervision are raised in this research (subtheme 0).
More training is needed in areas including working with emotions, such as 
anger for example and how to deal with anger and talk about it in containing 
yet open manner. A preparer spoke about needing anger to have an impact 
on the offender and their learning. And yet anger still remains a sensitive 
issue and highly correlated with risk. Expression of anger is part of healing 
from trauma, regaining a voice that was silenced through crime. A restorative 
process that tiptoes around anger is not restorative but prescriptive. Although 
preparers spoke of needing that careful balance, the system can err on the 
side of caution too readily. Counselling psychology has much to offer in the 
training of preparers on coping with anger and training in assessment skills, it 
could also help preparers in making sense of their use of self in this practice. 
Counselling psychology could certainly add to the ‘gut feeling’ that preparers 
spoke of. The case of anger or any emotion shouldn’t simply be the catharsis 
of the victim speaking about the feeling, but also the impact on the preparer in 
hearing this in the preparatory meeting should be considered. How does the 
catharsis of the victim impact them?
This paper argues that restorative justice is not simply meeting the offender 
face to face, but also the restorative outcome where the victim receives some 
form of reparation. As many preparers reported, occasionally victims are left 
feeling re-victimised after victim request were left unattained. However, what 
about the preparer? More investigations should be carried out to reveal 
professional and personal emotional, behavioural and cognitive ramifications 
on preparers of the system letting down the victim. What is it like to work in a 
system like that? How does the system treat preparers? With the much 
needed and necessary impetus on being victim-centric, the views of preparer 
on and in the youth justice system must not be ignored or overshadowed. 
Preparers want to feel better prepared in working with victims in terms of
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improved supervision. This cannot be argued for strenuously enough, as 
preparers do not simply imbue a system onto the victim, but develop a semi- 
therapeutic relationship where responsibility, power, and psychological 
healing are fostered. For such a complex, unpredictable and life-changing 
relationship and process, surely preparers require as much training as 
possible, for their own well-being and that of victims. The author wishes to 
raise the issue around vicarious traumatisation and how the system maintains 
the welfare of its employees. Counselling psychologists may have a role in 
supervision of preparers in a space that is separate from their line managers, 
where the psychological realm is discussed in addition to process and 
protocol. Counselling psychologists could facilitate a space to discuss the 
dynamics in the relationship between offender (perpetrator), victim, preparer 
(rescuer) and the system, dynamics which are bound to occur.
Necessarv preparation for all parties
Preparation is key to the perception and outcome of restorative justice 
processes, and this is argued in a paper by Umbreit, Bradshaw, & Coates 
(2001). Preparation is seen as a key stage in psychological change 
(Prochaska, 1998). Furthermore, preparation has been linked to improved 
attendance and improved experience of counselling and psychotherapy 
sessions (Deane, Spicer, & Leathern, 1992; France & Dugo, 1985; 
Ogrodniczuk, Joyce, & Piper, 2005). Preparation could impact the meeting 
between offender and victim, in terms of improved attendance and experience 
for all actors involved and could reduce re-victimisation. Re-victimisation is a 
serious issue of concern with severe psychological repercussions for victims. 
Such repercussion may include the future use of primary, secondary or 
tertiary psychological services in which many counselling psychologists work 
and in private practice. Hence this is an important issue which is currently 
occurring and affecting the profession of counselling psychology, and so it is 
argued that counselling psychology needs to become more involved in 
restorative processes and argue for the necessary role of preparation for 
victims and preparers, especially in the form of self preparation.
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Limitations of the research and future research
A limitation of this study involves the relatively small sample size number, had 
a greater number of participants taken part then perhaps a greater diversity of 
themes may have been generated. Due to the nature of the qualitative 
method, the primary aim is to generate a richness of data of individual 
experiences and to remain close to the data and report it accurately. It 
remains uncertain if the themes generated in this study bare an applicability to 
experiences in other YOTs. Hence this study can only report individual 
experiences for employees in one YOT, other YOTs vary greatly in approach 
and it would be interesting to investigate if employee experiences differ in 
other YOTs around the country. Additionally, certain interesting codes were 
discarded due to space requirements of the paper, these points remain 
interesting and un-researched areas of potential value to the overall study of 
the area (see appendix G for a list of discarded codes).
This study has started an investigation into a relatively unknown aspect of 
restorative justice. An interesting continuation of the work would be a 
combination and comparison of victim and preparer experiences in this and 
last year's research.
Conclusion
Preparation and readiness of a victim remains a vital, yet under-researched 
area in restorative justice. This thematic analysis of experiences of preparers 
in this process has highlighted the need for a heightened focus in this area. 
Improved preparation and readiness could potentially reduce re-traumatisation 
and improve satisfaction rates. Furthermore, counselling psychologists could 
play a greater role in this process, both in preparing and supporting victims 
and training preparers.
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Personal experiences
“Coming together is a beginning. 
Keeping together is progress. 
Working together is success.” 
Henry Ford
Last year, listening to victim narratives encouraged within me a sensation of 
being let down or complying with a system to make the most of it. This year I 
was able to explore from within the service. I’m deeply impressed with the 
kindness, strength, care, support, honesty, and empathy preparers give to 
victims, and although the system is far from perfect, it has helped me to see a 
human side of it. It isn’t just a service, but also a body of individuals with 
strengths and weaknesses. Although RJ can be some freakish hybrid 
Frankenstein’s monster with restorative elements sewn onto a traditional 
punitive and retributive system, I now take a more pragmatic view of it. When 
restorative justice works, it can be the most amazing and life changing thing. It 
takes risk and vulnerability from all actors, an input of not knowing that is 
mediated by preparation.
As seems similar with most years, I started off this research year not knowing 
what I wanted to study. Well that is not entirely accurate, I knew I wanted to 
continue with preparation and restorative justice, just not how or what 
specifically. I first considered using the preparation document used by the 
service and to have two focus groups of victims of crime and counselling 
psychologists generate ideas and themes and then compare and contrast 
them, using thematic analysis. However there was an epistemological conflict 
between the qualitative method of thematic analysis and making predictions or 
looking for differences between the two groups. Compare and contrast did not 
sit well with themes. Failing the research proposal was a deep shock, 
however, it helped me consider my epistemological stance, the method and 
methodology very carefully. With much support and care from my research 
supervisor I realised that I was critical realist (with the occasional social 
constructionist leaning). Thematic analysis could sit well with a critical realist 
paradigm and so I chose to focus on preparers and their experiences of
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preparing a victim of crime. I had something different and complimentary to 
last year’s research. I figured out I wanted to interview preparers because 
they deliver the service, they remain the vital variable in the equation.
Throughout the coding and theme building process, I was fairly organised and 
structured. As each interview was transcribed and then printed off and then 
cut up into codes, the piles of paper and potential embryonic themes grew. 
Slowly I was becoming more overwhelmed with the pieces of paper, although 
the physical process of moving them from one part of the living room to the 
other was helpful in visually and physically engaging with the data. To cope 
with my impending sense of feeling overwhelmed, I would become more 
organised and stringent. When it came to data analysis I found being playful 
and creative with the data difficult, fearing that if I let go, the fear of burden 
would come flooding in. My supervisor reignited the fun and play element of 
the research within me, I was my own harshest critic, I had what I needed, so 
let the data play into themes and patterns in my unconscious was what he 
suggested. Having come into supervision with panic, I left feeling contained 
and ready to play. My relationship with my participant interviews changed, I 
was finally able to acknowledge and accept my creative influence on the 
research endeavour. I feel this year, I have internalised the research, I feel 
proud of representing it at the Division of Counselling Psychology National 
Conference and presenting it to the YOT for policy change suggestions, and I 
finally believe in my ability within it as a research-practitioner. It feels more 
part of me, and so I have become more aware of my agency over the 
research process, rather than something separate. I now believe that true 
objectivity is naïve, the experiences of my participants have been processed 
through me and onto the page. With a dialogical interview style with one 
opening question, I wanted to limit the imposition of my agenda and to truly 
focus on the participant’s views. I approached this research with bracketing as 
much as possible of last year’s research results. However, the researcher 
does influence the research and I interpreted the results on themes which I 
found interesting and important, for example anger and the system’s response 
as I’m fascinated by how system’s protect themselves from the unknown 
through risk assessments and fear of anger and danger.
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In one area I have particularly struggled, and that has been unifying 
restorative justice (the traditional realm of forensic psychology) and 
counselling psychology. I still hear echoes of “How is this relevant to 
counselling psychology?” in my dreams. That partly means knowing what 
counselling psychology is in order to find the relevance, of what it is and what 
it is not. Counselling psychology for me is curiosity and wondering, it is the 
ability to see something other or different, to see processes (conscious and 
unconscious) in individuals and systems of individuals. It is also moving out of 
the therapy room and one to one therapy to other ways of being in the world. 
And so I realise that I've reframed the question to “What can counselling 
psychology offer to this area?” What I can offer is someone who listens out for 
the exceptions, the unspoken elements, the silences and the supposed truths. 
Counselling psychology can bring in the desire to focus on psychological 
health and processes than can facilitate that. Forensic psychology may focus 
mostly on the offender, but who keeps the victim and preparer in mind? Who 
promotes psychological wellbeing of victim and preparer? I argue that 
counselling psychology can and should. Counselling psychology can create a 
thinking and feeling space within the system, it can help explore what is useful 
and less helpful in promoting a system that can give great psychological 
healing as well as re-traumatisation to victims and preparers alike.
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Appendix A
Glossary
Victim-Offender Mediation
This definition is taken from the Victim-Offender Mediation Association 
(VOMA) website, www.voma.org: “The process offers victims an opportunity 
to meet offenders in a safe, structured setting and engage in a mediated 
discussion of the crime. With the assistance of a trained mediator, the victim is 
able to tell the offender about the crime's physical, emotional and financial 
impact; receive answers to lingering questions about the crime and the 
offender; and be directly involved in developing a restitution plan for the 
offender.”
Referrai Order
This definition is taken from The Youth Justice Board (2008), p. 79: “If a young 
person who pleads guilty to an offence appears in court for the first time, then 
the court must make a Referral Order. The exception to this is if the offence is 
so serious that it merits a custodial sentence or so minor that a fine or 
discharge may be given. The order requires the young person who offends to 
attend a youth offender panel consisting of a YOT representative and two lay 
members. The panel agrees a contract with the young person lasting between 
three and 12 months. The contract will include reparation and a number of 
interventions felt suitable for that young person (for example, substance 
misuse, anger management, etc.). If completed successfully, the Referral 
Order is considered a 'spent' conviction and need not be declared.”
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U N IV E R S ITY  O F
Appendix B d j -  S U R R E Y
AN INVESTIGATION OF PREPARING THE VICTIM: INFORMATION SHEET
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. The aim of the research is 
to investigate your experiences in preparing victims in meeting the offender.
This will be in the form of an interview, which means that I will be following 
your lead as to what you think is important for us to talk about in terms of your 
insights, views and understandings of preparatory meetings you have 
facilitated. This interview can last from forty-five minutes to about an hour.
Your involvement in the research will be both confidential and anonymous and 
all data will be stored safely and destroyed after being used in accordance 
with the Data Protection Act of 1998.
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Appendix C ‘ U N IV E R S ITY  O F
SURREY
Consent Form - AN INVESTIGATION OF PREPARATORY MEETINGS
I the undersigned voluntarily agree to take part in the study. I have read and 
understood the Information Sheet provided. I have been given a full 
explanation by the investigators of the nature, purpose, location and likely 
duration of the study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have been given 
the opportunity to ask questions on all aspects of the study and have 
understood the advice and information given as a result.
I understand that all personal data relating to volunteers is held and 
processed in the strictest confidence, and in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act (1998). I agree that I will not seek to restrict the use of the 
results of the study on the understanding that my anonymity is preserved.
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without 
needing to justify my decision and without prejudice.
I agree to comply with any instruction given to me during the study and to co­
operate fully with the investigators. I shall inform them immediately if I suffer 
any deterioration of any kind in my well-being.
I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to 
participating in this study. I have been given adequate time to consider my 
participation and agree to comply with the instructions and restrictions of the 
study.
Name of volunteer (BLOCK CAPITALS) Name of researcher (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed Signed
Date.............................................   Date....
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Appendix D
General Information
What is your gender? Please tick a box.
Male n
Female O
What age are you? Please fill in box.
/ f  U N IV E R S ITY  O F
SURREY
Please could you tell me how you would describe yourself in terms of self 
identified ethnicity? Please fill in box.
What type of restorative justice processes do you most often prepare victims 
for? Please circle
Referral Order
Victim-Offender Mediation
Other:......................................
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Appendix E
DEBRIEF SHEET:
AN INVESTIGATION OF PREPARATORY MEETINGS
U N IV E R S ITY  OF
SURREY
Thank you for participating in this research. Your input is much appreciated.
If you have any complaints, concerns or questions about any aspects of this 
research these can be addressed to Tim Knowlson, Martin Milton or Chris 
Stevens. Please see the relevant contact details below.
Principle Investigator
Tim Knowlson
Department of Psychology, 
School of Human Sciences. 
University of Surrey, 
Guildford. Surrey 
GU2 7XH
TKnowlson@surrey.ac.uk
University point of contact
Dr. Martin Milton 
Department of Psychology, 
School of Human Sciences. 
University of Surrey, 
Guildford. Surrey 
GU2 7XH
M.Milton@surrey.ac.uk_____
Surrey Youth Justice 
Service point of contact
Mr. Chris Stevens 
Surrey Youth Justice Service 
Quadrant Court, 35 
Guildford Road, Woking 
GU22 7QQ
Tel: 01483 517038
If you have been effected by participating in this study, please find some 
useful supportive contacts below.
British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy
BACP House
15 St John's Business Park 
Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
LE17 4HB
Telephone General Enquiries: 01455 883300 
Email: bacp@bacp.co.uk
http ://www. bacp .co.uk
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Appendix F ^  U N IV E R S IT Y  O F
SURREY
Interview Prompt Schedule
Introduction
• Introduction of the researcher and the nature and aims of the research 
project.
“Thank you for taking time today and agreeing to take part in this interview. 
My name is Tim Knowlson and Tm currently doing some research as a part of 
my doctorate in counseiling psychology at the University of Surrey. I would 
like to use this time for you to bring your insights, ideas and thoughts about 
preparing victims of crime fora  restorative meeting with the offender.”
• Discussion of confidentiality.
“Confidentiality of audiotapes wili be assured and foliowing the transcription 
the tapes wiii be erased. During the transcription names wili be given a 
pseudonym and any other identifying materiai wiii be omitted to ensure you 
remain anonymous. AH parts of this recording is only for the purpose of this 
research study. ”
'  Explain right to withdraw without explanation and their right to not 
answer questions if they do not wish to.
• Acknowledge that each person has signed the consent form before 
participation.
* Acknowledge the completion of the background questionnaire.
* Address any potential questions the participants may have at this time. 
Interview
* I’m aware that a role you fulfil is preparing victims for a meeting 
with the offender. Could you tell me about your experiences of 
this?
Ending the interview
• Before we come to an end is there anything you would like to add to 
the topic that we have not had the chance to chat about?
' It would be helpful for me to reflect on the interview for a minute. What 
has it been like for you?
* How are you all doing/feeling now?
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* How did you feel about the questions asked? Do you feel they were 
relevant to the subject? Are there any questions that you would have 
asked?
* Thank you for participating.
* Explain how they can obtain a copy of the research report.
General Prompts:
Can you tell me more about that?
What makes you say that?
How do/did you feel about that?
How/why do you think that as happened?
What effects do you think that has?
How do you think that affects...?
How do you make sense of that?
Can you give me an example about that?
Are there any other aspects/factors?
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Appendix G
Discarded codes
• Resource burdens such as high case-load and not enough staff.
• The ability/ inability of the victim to pull out last minute of a referral 
order restorative meeting. This includes pressure from the system to 
participate.
The role of the police and giving leaflet information about restorative 
justice processes earlier on in the legal process. This includes 
preparation and representation from other services.
Changes to administration and letters, where opt-out letters should be 
utilised as opposed to opt-in letters.
The use of national and local audits and statistics in measuring 
success of the service. This includes emotional impact of not having 
work valued because it does not meet a statistical level of significance. 
The benefit of having one preparation meeting and going in ‘blind’ 
versus having many meetings and going in well prepared. The role of 
judgements and assumptions in pre-reading material.
Referring on victims to other services such as Victim Support and 
knowing the limits of the professional remit. How service provided is 
different from emotional support in the eyes of the service.
Not taking anger personally as a preparer, and the cognitive processes 
of deflecting an angry attack while continuing with the preparation 
meeting.
The role of preparer and the theme of neutrality. How one is perceived 
by the victim as either being wholly on their side or siding more with the 
offender. Linked with the concept of biasness and insecurity/ absence 
of safety/ trust.
The necessary process of shuttling information between sides with the 
Youth Justice Officer as the fulcrum, and how this creates a safe space 
before victim and offender meet.
The role of supervision (in addition to an improvement to the service) 
and the reasons for its need and assistance with preparers.
Higher attendance rates for referral orders over victim-offender 
mediation linked to leaflets provided, training of employees, court 
mandated, and pre-meeting information provided.
Closer and improved contact with colleagues.
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Appendix H
Journal: Victim & Offenders 
Aims & Scope
Victims & Offenders is a peer-reviewed journal that provides an 
interdisciplinary and international forum for the dissemination of new research, 
policies, and practices related to both victimization and offending throughout 
the life course. Our aim is to provide an opportunity for researchers -  both in 
the United States and internationally -  from a wide range of disciplines 
(criminal justice, psychology, sociology, political science, economics, public 
health, and social work) to publish articles that examine issues from a variety 
of perspectives in a unique, interdisciplinary forum. We are interested in both 
quantitative and qualitative research, systematic, evidence-based reviews, 
and articles that focus on theory development related to offenders and victims. 
The journal is published quarterly and each issue will include original 
research, book reviews, and an “opinion” section highlighting critical issues in 
the areas of victimization and offending.
Peer Review Policy:
All research articles in this journal have undergone initial editorial screening 
and rigorous peer review.
Publication office: Taylor & Francis, Inc., 325 Chestnut Street, Suite 800, 
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Instructions for Authors
Submission of Manuscripts; The Editors have divided the manuscript review 
process as follows:
(1) Articles on Victimization topics: Articles on victimization topics should be 
sent to Karin Miofsky at the address below. Appropriate topics include original 
research and evaluation of victim services, programs, and policies; 
systematic, evidence-based reviews of research on the effectiveness 
of restorative justice and other victim-oriented intervention strategies; and 
assessments of specific forms of victimization (violent, repeat) categories of 
victims ( child, elderly, repeat) and /or types of victimization (crime type).
Karin Tusinski Miofsky, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology
University of Massachusetts - Lowell Mahoney Hall
Lowell, MA 01854
Phone: 978.934.4108
Email: karin tusinskimiofskv@uml.edu
(2) Articles on Offending Topics: Articles on offending topics should be sent to 
Karin Miofsky at the address below. Appropriate topics include original 
research and evaluations of offender identification, apprehension, court 
processing, and sentencing decisions; original research and evaluation of 
offender treatment and control services, programs, and policies;
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assessments/profiles of specific offender groups (violent offenders, mentally ill 
offenders); research on offending/desistance through the life course; and 
evidence-based reviews of research on the effectiveness of both adult and 
juvenile treatment and/or control strategies.
Karin Tusinski Miofsky, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology
University of Massachusetts - Lowell Mahoney Hall
Lowell, MA 01854
Phone: 978.934.4108
Email: karin tusinskimiofskv@uml.edu
(3) Book Reviews and Op-Ed Pieces: Book reviews will focus on new 
publications related to both offending and victimization. In addition, we plan to 
highlight emerging—and likely controversial—issues in an op ed section of 
each issue. Please contact Richard Greenleaf at the address below for further 
details on both book reviews and appropriate op ed topics:
Richard G. Greenleaf, Ph.D.
Associate Professor and Criminal Justice Coordinator
Department of Sociology & Criminal Justice
244 Old Main
Elmhurst College
Elmhurst IL. 60126
Phone: (630)617-3733
Email: qreenleafr@elmhurst.edu
Authors should send one electronic copy and one hard copy to the Managing 
Editor, as detailed above. Any questions about where to send manuscripts 
can be resolved by contacting the Managing Editor (by phone, or email). For 
book reviews and op ed pieces, we recommend that you contact the book 
review editor for details on length, format of these submissions. As a general 
rule, book reviews will be approximately 2000-3000 words, while op-ed pieces 
will fall in the 800-1200 word range.
Each manuscript must be accompanied by a statement that it has not been 
published elsewhere and that it has not been submitted simultaneously for 
publication elsewhere. Authors are responsible for obtaining permission to 
reproduce copyrighted material from other sources and are required to sign an 
agreement for the transfer of copyright to the publisher. All accepted 
manuscripts, artwork, and photographs become the property of the publisher. 
All parts of the manuscript should follow standard APA format; the article 
should be double-spaced, with margins of at least one inch on all sides. 
Number manuscript pages consecutively throughout the paper. Suggested 
page length is 20-30 pages double-spaced( 10000-20000 word count). 
Authors should also supply a shortened version of the title suitable for the 
running head, not exceeding 50 character spaces. Each article should be 
summarized in an abstract of not more than 100 words. Avoid abbreviations, 
diagrams, and reference to the text. Authors should supply three or more 
keywords for their article. Each submission should include two cover pages:
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one with name and affiliations of the author(s) ; and one with only the title of 
the article.
Manuscripts, including figures, tables, and references, must conform to the 
specifications described in the Publication Manual of the American 
Psychological Association. Manuscripts that do not conform will be returned 
for revision. Copies of the Manual are available through the Publication 
Department of the American Psychological Association, 750 First Street, NE, 
Washington, DC 20002-4242; telephone (202) 336-5500. Examples:
Journal: Tsai, M., & Wagner, N. N. (1978). Therapy groups for women 
sexually molested as children. Archives of Sexual Behaviour, 7(6), 417-427. 
Book: Millman, M. (1980). Such a pretty face. New York: W. W. Norton. 
Contribution to a Book: Hartley, J. T., & Walsh, D. A. (1980). Contemporary 
issues in adult development of learning. In L. W. Poon (ed.). Ageing in the 
1980s (pp. 239-252). Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.
Illustrations
Illustrations submitted (line drawings, halftones, photos, photomicrographs, 
etc.) should be clean originals or digital files. Digital files are recommended for 
highest quality reproduction and should follow these guidelines:
300 dpi or higher
sized to fit on journal page
EPS, TIFF, or PSD format only
submitted as separate files, not embedded in text files
Color illustrations will be considered for publication; however, the author will
be required to bear the full cost involved in their printing and publication. The
charge for the first page with color is $900.00. The next three pages with color
are $450.00 each. A custom quote will be provided for color art totaling more
than 4 journal pages. Good-quality color prints or files should be provided in
their final size. The publisher has the right to refuse publication of color prints
deemed unacceptable.
Tables and Figures
Tables and figures should not be embedded in the text, but should be 
included as separate sheets or files. A short descriptive title should appear 
above each table with a clear legend and any footnotes suitably identified 
below. All units must be included. Figures should be completely labeled, 
taking into account necessary size reduction. Captions should be typed, 
double-spaced, on a separate sheet. All original figures should be clearly 
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Appendix I
Interview transcript
Tim: I'm aware that your role is to, um, prepare victims of crime for potentially 
meeting, um, an offender. And I’m just curious about your experiences of that.
Laura: Um, my experiences so far have been, uh, very positive, um, I think it’s 
quite difficult to imagine what it’s gonna be like when you meet somebody 
face to face, I mean obviously, you speak to somebody on the telephone and 
you have a sort of rough inkling of maybe how it’s going to go (Tim: mmm), 
but till you actually go and see them and till you can actually watch their body 
language and the sort of things they are going to say, um, it’s always a little bit 
nerve wracking because obviously it’s always you’re very mindful perhaps this 
is the one occasion where it’s gonna go wrong, or, you know, the victim’s 
gonna be very angry, and you might not have spotted the signs on the phone. 
It is always on your mind (Tim: mmm). Um, obviously we don’t check up on 
victims as we would check up on young offenders so you’re potentially 
walking into anything. I mean, there is a general feeling that victims are middle 
class people (Tim: right), who will not have a criminal record, who will not 
have got into trouble with the police, so, I do sometimes ask if I’m a little bit 
nervous, or it’s an area that’s not a particularly nice area that I know about, 
then I might get somebody to look it up for me on the Swift computer system 
to see if they’re known to us.
Tim: Yeah, and just for my information, is Swift a social services database?
Laura: It is, yes. It has everything on there, anything that is, er, come up or 
they’re know to social services. And there was one particular incidence where 
I was due to go out to see a victim and the case-officer had seen the young 
person first, and they had shared that the victim’s father had been to prison for 
quite a nasty assault, so therefore, I found out that information and was going 
to take somebody else with me just on the, to be safe (Tim: mmm). Because I 
didn’t know much about it (Tim: mmm). Generally my experience’s are very 
positive, um, I think people are very pleased to actually to have somebody 
sitting in front of them to tell their story, that actually somebody’s willing to 
listen and who’s there to help them, um, rather than it being maybe about the 
young people and the system doesn’t really fit, does it, with victims in my 
opinion (Tim: mmm). It is focussed quite a lot on the young people that do the 
crime.
Tim: Can you tell me more about that? What sort of things do you do? Do you 
ask them?
Laura: A lot of things is like when you first go in is about setting the scene, you 
know, and just general like chit chat, that you would with anybody you’re going 
to see, but then obviously setting the scene, explaining who I am, where I’m 
from, and explaining what I’ve read (Tim: mmm), I think it’s quite important to 
show of people that I’ve read the G.P.S. paper work and their statement that 
they gave to the police and to check out if, how they are feeling now is a lot
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different to how they felt at the time of the statement, if there’s anything they 
wanted to add to that, um, and generally how they felt about the system and 
acknowledge the fact that victims have never really had a good deal in the 
past and this is a way for them perhaps to get, um, somebody to listen to them 
and to actually share how they’re feeling now, because years ago nobody 
really bothered about contacting victims (Tim: mmm), but talk about you know, 
what we’re looking to achieve, but I think it’s important to set the scene, to 
actually give them an understanding as early as we can about the things that 
we’re going to be doing with them.
Tim: So it’s not just about giving them a voice, but also as you say, setting the 
scene (Laura: yeah). When you say setting the scene, what does that mean?
Laura: Well, I suppose setting the scene’s about boundaries, about where I’m 
coming from, what my role is, and being quite clear about that, because 
obviously my role is very different to somebody working say in Victim Support 
(Tim: oh ok), they have different aims, they have a different way of working to 
us, but to actually share the sorts of things that we do and always, I say, we 
don’t have an exact menu here because we don’t and I’m always very clear 
but give 'em some of the options that they could be looking to do with us, and 
us facilitating it. I’m really clear about what we can do, and, um, trying to set 
the scene of scenarios that could happen, um, I mean I set the scene at the 
beginning about what my job is and what my role is and what the team does 
and explain a little bit about the team so they’ve got quite a good overview of 
everybody that’s in the team (Tim: mmm), but then also will also set the scene 
of when we talk later on about the panel meeting, or, the mediation, who’s 
gonna be there, how we’re gonna do it, what the aims are, and then obviously 
when their expectations come in, and all those types of things as well (Tim: 
mmm). Trying to get people to think a little bit out of the box, um, because not 
that I want to make them feel worse, but I really believe that honesty is the 
best policy, and to come up straight away and say ‘well supposing if the young 
person is not remorseful or supposing the young person doesn’t give you eye 
contact, supposing they don’t wanna listen, supposing they start laughing or 
start smiling, how are you gonna fee about these sorts of things?’ (Tim: 
mmm). And be really, um, honest with them and say ‘in my experience some 
of these things have happened, how do you think you would be able to deal 
with that?’ (Tim: mmm). ‘Is this the right time for you to deal with this?’ Those 
sorts of things, it’s really clear, concise, not loads and load of information at 
the beginning, but quite a bit and I would have done a little bit of that on the 
phone but the majority when I get there (Tim: mmm), and we’ll revisit it at the 
end and just clarity some of the points that I wanna leave you with, you know, 
‘are you still gonna be happy about doing this with these situations, do you 
need to have a think about it for a couple of days, um, is there anyone you 
want to talk to, is there anybody you need me to talk to explain it to them?’ 
(Tim: mmm). Without being condescending but you know when you see 
somebody and you’ve given them lots of information, doesn’t all go in their 
head, nobody really write it down what I say, (Tim: mmm), so.
Tim: They may forget.
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Laura: They may forget. Or I know sometimes that I’m listening to part of a 
conversation and I might switch off ‘cause I’m still thinking about that part of 
the conversation that we talked about earlier so I know people are like that 
(Tim: mmm).
Tim: I can imagine that if you are focussing on something or looking for 
patterns you may lose your attention and miss parts of the conversation, and 
then they have moved on.
Laura: Yep. Yep. But generally positive so far, that I’ve gone out to see 
people, um. One time is was quite difficult because I went out to see the victim 
and her husband was there and her two children were there, who were all 
affected by this young man because they knew this young man and they were 
actually god-parents to this young man, that was quite a difficult one. So in 
that instance, I thought I was going to see mum or dad but I ended up sort of 
talking to the two girls who were seventeen, eighteen years old. So some of 
my things that I was gonna share with them, and my language I had to make 
sure, without being condescending, that the girls understood it as well. Um, it 
was quite difficult to have four people to look at, to make sure I was giving eye 
contact to, and also some of things I needed to share I had to make sure that 
it was in a language that they understood (Tim: yeah, yeah). Um.
Tim: So there’s not only, as you mentioned at the start of the interview, about 
not knowing quite what to expect (Laura: yeah), there’s also something about, 
in that situation, conveying information on different levels to different types of 
people. How did your language and conveying of information differ?
Laura: A bit of both really. I think the girls needed more, um, support in a way 
with some of things that I was saying, um, some of the things I sort of didn’t 
want to go into detail about because this young person had like a drug habit 
and also they were at college with him and those sorts of things, whereas the 
mum and dad knew a lot more about the young person’s drug habit ‘cause 
they were his god-parents and I don’t think they wanted to quite, sort of, scare 
the children to say how much he was into the amount of drugs that he was 
doing, do you know what I mean, we had to be really careful (Tim: mmm) 
about what was shared in that room and also the girls as well, um, a lot of 
things they would say to me and then they would say to me ‘Laura, are you 
gonna share that, I don’t want you to share that’. So there was lots of things 
the parents wanted to share but I had to keep checking out with the girls ‘is 
that ok for me to share?’ Because they were at the same college as what this 
guy was, so it was managing lots of different things going on at the same time, 
everybody was sort of talking all over each other at one point, and I asked 
them to be respectful to me in that I had to write quite a few things down, I 
can’t hear everybody at once, you know, those sorts of things (Tim: mmm). It 
was quite a mad environment to be in, (Tim: mmm).
Tim: How do you cope with that? Now it’s one to one, I can’t imagine a whole 
room full of people, how did you cope with that?
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Laura: Um. I think, for me personally, one of my skills is that I have a good 
memory. I would say that is one thing, I can remember. Because when you’re 
going to see one person, I always say at the beginning, ‘I need to write a few 
things down is that ok with you?’ And then at the end of the meeting I will read 
it back, in this scenario when you’ve got four people speaking all at a time, is 
very, very difficult to get everybody, um, opinion and to write things down. So 
a lot of that I had to sit in the meeting and listen to it all, when I went out to my 
car, I sat in my car and wrote loads of stuff down before I did the journey 
home (Tim: mmm), because...
Tim: It’s fresh in your memory.
Laura: It’s fresh in my memory. But I think it’s something that you do start to 
get used to and you start to sort of prioritise what’s important, you start to 
learn, it doesn’t happen straight away, you start to learn what is important to 
write down and what’s not and to try and remember as much as you can, I 
mean, in that position, you know, I wasn’t led to believe there wasn’t going to 
be anymore than one person there, so, maybe if there was and maybe I would 
have taken somebody else with me and we could have co-worked it (Tim: 
mmm) and maybe taken Jenny and she could have dealt with some of it, and I 
could have dealt with some of it (Tim: mmm), um, yeah, I mean a lot of it I 
wrote down very quickly some of the things that they said and tried to pick up 
at least one point of what each of them said, for every question, but there was 
lots of other things that I just had to write it all down in the car and it was a 
little bit, sort of, messy in my mind, but I just got in on paper and when I went 
to the office the next day I typed it all up (Tim: mmm).
Tim: Was that to get one point for each question per person? Why was that 
important?
Laura: I think I felt because the parents obviously felt it was important for their 
girls to know she wanted them to be involved in the process (Tim: ok), so 
therefore I’m reading. I’ve been to meetings before where they’ve had siblings 
or children in the background, but those children have been doing their own 
thing and not involved at all, and they haven’t been included in the 
conversation, whereas right early on in the first bit of introductions, she 
introduced me to the girls, and she explained the reason why they would be 
there because they’ve been affected by it, so for me, I felt that so many of 
them were effected for so many different reasons and I felt I owed it to them to 
at least have one point (Tim: mmm) per question that each of them said how it 
had affected them, because then when I went to the meeting to give their 
feedback I could give their feedback not just from one but the whole family I 
thought it would have more of an impact for the young man that I was doing 
the work with (Tim: mmm, mmm).
Tim: Um, I suppose you’ve sort of mentioned it. I’m curious how it plays out to 
have different roles like being the mediator in victim-offender mediation, is that 
right?
Laura: Not when I’m obviously going out to see somebody to be the preparer.
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Tim: Right.
Laura: That’s different to obviously, um, when I go out and do mediation, it is 
slightly different (Tim: ok), when you go out to do as a preparer role, as you 
touched on earlier, is preparing them for the meeting, getting their feedback, 
finding out how they are feeling, the sorts of things they want to look at, and 
it’s specific to the referral order meeting so you know that they’ve got a set 
amount of time before they come to this meeting (Tim: mmm), you explain 
about who is going to be at the panel, what the panel is about, I also give a bit 
of instruction about referral orders, how long they’ve been in place for, how 
they’ve started with the government ethos, all those sorts of things, just to give 
them a bit of a background, tell them to look it up on the internet to get some 
extra information, those sorts of things, (Tim: mmm), but the role of preparer is 
like you said, is to prepare them for actually meeting this young person, and I 
suppose what’s only different is the order is different, um, because obviously 
preparing them to come to a referral order panel meeting is only on referral 
orders, whereas victim-offender mediation is for all of the other orders as well, 
(Tim: right), and it’s done in a slightly different way.
Tim: Ok, how is it done differently? If you can try and describe it to me.
Laura: Yeah. I mean, at the end of the day, the ethos behind both of them is 
for the young people and the victims to come together in a safe environment 
and for hopefully everybody to feel better about what’s happened, the young 
offender to try and repair some of the harm that’s been caused, that’s 
obviously the aim for both of those. The victim-offender mediation, um, when I 
speak to victim on the phone then they show an interest in doing this, I will say 
someone will be in touch, it’s slightly different, it goes to Sarah who’s the 
senior practitioner because we’re all, uh, trained in being a mediator, but, um, 
there’s quite a few of us so to be fair to everybody to get a case to work on, it 
will go to Sarah and she will allocate it to somebody to do, so it might not 
necessarily be me that would be the one that’s doing it, it depends on my work 
load, and as I say, everybody else (Tim: mmm). Um, but as we touched on 
earlier, referral orders there is an expectation that the young person will allow 
the victim to come to the panel meeting, I think when you speak to a victim on 
a different order, you would say ‘what I will do now is go and speak to the 
case officer and see how we can try and move this forward to see if young 
persons in agreement to them, and explain all the reasons why it has to be 
voluntary and how we’d never get somebody to come to do this compulsory’. 
And then of course you having a conversation with the officer and saying this 
is what the victim wants, and they will then hopefully go and speak to them on 
their next appointment, so that’s in part slightly different, and they will ask the 
question, whereas on a referral order you will go and say the victim wants to 
come to the panel meeting, and then they maybe go out and prepare the 
young person like I’ve prepared the victim (Tim: mmm). That’s just why it’s 
slightly different on that side of it, (Tim: mmm), and it might not be me doing it, 
it might be somebody else, as I said there’s about ten of us (Tim: mmm), but 
obviously the, when you go, so in answer of your question, if I was gonna go 
and prepare the victim for a kid that’s on another order, the whole meeting is
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the same, but the outcomes could be slightly different. And obviously there’s 
gonna be no panel members at the V.O.M., it’s just gonna be the young 
person and their supporter, and then the victim and their supporter and me as 
a mediator (Tim: mmm). It’s smaller, whereas with referral orders you have 
panel members there, you have, you know, the Y.O.T. officer there, the victim 
and his supporter maybe me as well and the young person and their parents 
there, there’s quite a huge amount of people there (Tim: mmm).
Tim: Would you say that the preparation that is covered both in V.O.M. and 
referral orders is quite similar in the topics that it covers?
Laura: Yes, yeah, yes, definitely. Because you are there predominantly to 
check out in your mind whether the victim is, if in with that young person in a 
meeting, if it’s gonna be safe for everybody, (Tim: right), and we touch on 
safety, of course it’s the most paramount of importance, but you are also 
checking up other things as well, about some of the expectations that the 
victim has, how realistic that they are, the sorts of things they are looking to 
achieve, that’s all important as well, and that to me goes towards risk anyway, 
looking at their expectations and all those sorts of things, it will add up to the 
risk element. If they feel they’re not gonna get what they want, then maybe 
that could make them angry later on (Tim: mmm), so you have to check all 
that out, but yeah, at the end of the day, the core feature is the same (Tim: 
mmm, mmm).
Tim: And I’m just curious so. I’m imaging you driving to say a victim’s house 
(Laura: yeah), how do you prepare for preparing someone? How do you 
prepare for not knowing what to expect? I mean, what do you do?
Laura: Um, obviously once you have that paperwork you will read the file, and 
you, not that it should all be offence based, but you read the file to find out 
actually, read the statement from the young person, and I read the statement 
from the victim as well (Tim: mmm), and always they’re different, of course 
they’re different, they always seem to be different, very rarely are they the 
same, and I look for the personal statement of the victim as well to give me an 
insight to some of the things that they’ve, um, could have said at the time, um,
I also take into account how long the offence took place, (Tim: ok), um, 
because that does have a bearing, if it’s just gone to court recently, then my 
guess, and then again you don’t make guesses, but you have all these sort of 
points that you feel you have to cover (Tim: mmm), and each of them 
contributes to the overall, um, outcome of the meeting, or what you think could 
happen, you know, you don’t assume, you don’t make assumptions, but 
there’s little things you do bear in mind like how long ago the offence took 
place, um, the victim statement, how they felt at the time, the nature of the 
offence, (Tim: mmm, mmm), um, those sorts of things are key with violence 
and aggression, if it’s an assault on them, to the person or whether it was 
criminal damage to their property, they’re going to be in slightly different 
places (Tim: mmm), um, but to prepare all that, but also to prepare myself for 
some of the scenarios that could happen as in what am I gonna do if this 
victim is really angry (Tim: mmm), how am I gonna make them try and feel 
better and maybe say to them ‘maybe this is not the best time for you to come
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if you’ve got somebody swearing and screaming’, touch wood that has never 
happened, um, but you need to go prepared with questions, to be honest, to 
give them information, that’s the sort of thing, and yeah, it does take, for me. 
I’d say it’s a good two to three hours of just preparing myself to go and 
prepare them.
Tim: So would you say that you build yourself up when you get the 
information, you read up on their case, um, do you have a mental check list of 
questions or there a form?
Laura: We have a form which is a form asking them how they felt at the time, 
and what was going on for them at the time (Tim: mmm), how they feel 
afterwards, what’s been the hardest thing for you, how do you feel about the 
young person, what sorts of things do you need to know about this young 
person, what’s gonna make it better for you, do you want the young person to 
do some direct reparation to you, do you want to be involved in the whole 
court order, do you want us to let you know how he’s going. And yeah, there is 
like a standard form, but I tweak it to be honest, we’ve got that form that we’ve 
used for quite a while, but we’ve also got another form as well which has got 
slightly different questions and some of them are in my mind a bit better 
worded and not so wordy, that we use the two, (Tim: mmm), um, but a lot of it 
is, you know, looking at people and perhaps gut feeling of how they are with 
you on that day (Tim: mmm).
Tim: I’m curious about the gut feeling, that sounds very important, as well as 
your listening skills. How do those two skills compliment each other?
Laura: Um, well you have to be a good listener, you have to listen to what 
they’re saying and you also have to watch some of their non-verbal 
communications as well, so you’ve got the two together, you can actually 
listen to what they say but then you need to be watching what they are doing 
at the same time, because they could be saying one thing and their whole 
body language could be doing something else, um, you know when you speak 
to people and they say things that alarms you and it could be in any way that it 
alarms you, not necessarily that it’s gonna be detrimental to the young person, 
but it’s gonna be detrimental to themselves, as in they’re not really ready at 
the moment, they feel that they’re doing it because their family’s pushing them 
into doing it they don’t really want to do it or they feel they need to do that 
‘cause they want to help the young person but I feel that it’s perhaps not 
gonna help them at all (Tim: mmm) at this moment.
Tim: So in a way, would I be right in saying that you are listening out for 
inconsistencies or incongruity between what they are saying and doing?
Laura: Yeah, yeah, definitely. I mean to coin a phrase which Chris says which 
is probably not the most politically correct but Chris has always said, that it’s 
not about bums on seats and it’s never been that for us, yeah we have 
statistics and things that we have to do but what’s paramount is making it 
better for people and that’s what’s the whole thing about me doing this job, it’s 
not about getting bums on seats, it’s not about my numbers looking great and
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how many victim’s I’ve got participating, it’s actually making a difference. I’d 
rather work with four people for the whole year and I get good outcomes for 
them, then work with forty where it’s not really what they want to do, you 
know, it hasn’t had a better, you know, it might have helped them, but it’s not 
been as impacted as what with those other four people would be.
Tim: So would you say that for you it’s less about bums on seats and more 
about the relationship (Laura: yeah), that you build with someone, and see 
them through the process.
Laura: Yep. In my ideal world what I’d love to happen is if that we speak to 
victims at the beginning like we contact them straight away and they don’t 
want to participate in the process then and there because maybe it’s not right 
for whatever reason that we have a resource that we can go back to them 
later in the year so we’re not closing the door to them, but we are offering 
them some service later on, that for me would be meaningful, (Tim: mmm), 
um, also, um, like the case-load at the moment I’ve got something ridiculous 
like a hundred orders a hundred victims that I’m closing for this quarter, so 
that’s a hundred bits of work. I’ve got probably thirty, forty, fifty on the go at 
the moment, and sometimes it is, you know, moving on bit of paper to the 
other side of the desk and moving it back but we’re doing a new way of 
working so I’m hoping that’s gonna be really good, so I want to be doing more 
face to face, (Tim: mmm), and making things better and also follow-up later on 
as well, um, definitely going back to victims who said no at the moment they 
can’t for whatever reason (Tim: mmm) and going back to them later on but 
sometimes by then you are on the new cases and your offering the service 
then it’s quite difficult.
Tim: Tell me more about wanting to work with people who say no.
Laura: You know, you can say to people, you know ‘obviously you don’t want 
to at the moment, but that’s fine. I’m not here to persuade you or anything but 
what about if I diary note it and maybe give you a call in a few months time’. I 
have done that, but to be honest Tim, I couldn’t do that on every single one, 
(Tim: yeah), because there’s only one of me.
Tim: Yeah, it sounds really hard work.
Laura: Yeah, um, and we keep everything and I’d remember all the cases that 
wouldn’t be a problem, but you know it’s, um, sometimes it’s, at the moment 
you know people want to participate now if I then had to go back and try and 
contact the other victims and they all wanted to at the moment...
Tim: It would be too much for you. I can imagine that already the workload is 
very high.
Laura: Yeah. But our new way of working is gonna be good, you know, we’re 
doing less on some of them, but more on the personal victims, more face to 
face work, more going out and seeing people.
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Tim: How does that new system work better?
Laura: What face to face?
Tim: Um, yeah.
Laura: I think sometimes it is, I wonder how much of the telephone 
conversation people are actually grasping and listening, and I quite often say 
to people, you know, ‘when I see you face to face, you know, it’ll be a lot 
easier ‘cause it’s not that difficult to sort of have this conversation.’ And I 
mean at the end of the day we’re talking about people’s thoughts and feelings 
and how they’re feeling least if I’m there in the room with them I look at them 
and it’s not about risk assessment and it’s not about that at all, it’s about 
making a difference so I think face to face is more relaxed (Tim: mmm), it’s 
more sort of tuned into what they need, on the phone you know when speak 
to people on the phone you put the phone down and then you think ‘oh God, 
I’d wished I’d asked that’ or ‘I’d wished I’d done that.’ It’s not very people- 
friendly is it over the phone, I know that people like speaking to us over the 
phone but I think face to face is better.
Tim: I wonder if it gives you more space to think and come back to things later 
on if you forget something, would you say?
Laura: Yeah, and I think, you know, when you’re going there you can take 
some leaflets with you, bring some information packs with you, (Tim: mmm), 
they can actually make an assessment and judgement on you whether they 
like us as in Youth Justice Service, whether they feel they can trust us, they 
can’t tell that over the phone, they don’t know what we look like or what we 
stand for and meeting somebody over a cup of tea can maybe change that for 
them in their mind and make that decision to trust us and ‘yes this is 
something I do need but I’m a bit scared but now I’ve met the Youth Justice 
Service they’re ok and yeah I wanna do this ‘cause I’m gonna get the 
support’. You can’t tell that from a telephone call.
Tim: Is trust important do you think?
Laura: I think trust is important for them, and for all of us really isn’t it? But 
yeah, definitely, to trust us, I think they want to be heard and how do they 
know that we’re gonna listen to them, and what we’re gonna do with that 
information, how are gonna support them if they can’t really trust us (Tim: 
mmm), I think it’s really important.
Tim: I suppose you are considering them and where they are, and you’re 
gathering information about them, and they are doing the same for you. I’m 
curious as you were talking about not knowing what to expect and preparing 
yourself for that, how do you prepare, if it all, for a system that may not be 
perfect? And how do you reconcile your own thoughts about wanting to help 
them with the limits of the service?
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Laura: That sort of conversation is had over the telephone to start with, so 
everybody is quite clear about what’s gonna happen and all those sorts of 
things, and I think you can prepare them on the telephone to start with and 
then you even prepare yourself about maybe what’s to come, because you’ve 
spoken to them, you’ve asked them lots of different questions, so it’s 
preparing each other really early on, but yeah, it’s about being honest and like 
I always say, you know, ‘we don’t have a menu here at the Youth Justice 
Service, but we can facilitate things, we try and be as creative as we can, if 
you need to do this then we can look at ways of how we can do that for you, 
(Tim: mmm), and I suppose it is we don’t have a menu here, you know, I don’t 
want to be sitting on a phone saying ‘ok this is the options we’ve got, letter of 
apology, would you like that? Answers to questions? Don’t if we can do that, 
it’s a bit busy at the moment.’ That sounds so sales-y, (Tim: mmm), and so 
forced on the phone, um, but yes, people do ask what sort of things like 
explaining my experience ‘some people that have been affected by crime 
would want this, some would want that’.
Tim: So you give them a choice.
Laura: I do give them a choice, and just give them something to think about 
but ‘so there’s lots of other people that want different things’ and as I say ‘we 
haven’t got a set menu here we can do whatever we can to try and help you.’ 
Which I think is important.
Tim: Definitely and giving them some choice and control back.
Laura: But we also send a letter out with referral orders and we’re gonna start 
sending letters, sorry leaflets out with referral orders, we’re gonna start 
sending leaflets out with other orders as well, ‘cause I find or we collectively 
find, that more people are participating on referral orders than other orders, 
and I think because of the referral order we’ve got the panel meeting even on 
the other order we’ve got V.O.M., we haven’t then been sending out a leaflet 
on V.O.M. ‘cause we don’t wanna scare people thinking that’s the only option 
they’ve got to meet the young person but with the new order come out, we 
gonna actually be starting doing a leaflet for them so they’re gonna have more 
information as much as like the referral order victims have (Tim: mmm) as 
well. Which I think is important, but interesting isn’t it that referral orders 
victims participate more than others (Tim: mmm).
Tim: Why do you think that is? Do you have any ideas about that?
Laura: I do, I think it’s because it’s as simple as we have a leaflet for referral 
orders which gives, um, little bit of information about the referral order, sort of 
things they could ask for or may want or bit of the process, bit of what the 
referral order means, what the young person could be doing, and we’ve 
waited till November till the new orders come in and the other orders are very 
slowly starting to go, so when the new orders come in, there’s gonna be a 
nice new leaflet explaining about what Youth Rehabilitation Order is all about, 
some of the things we get involved in, some of the things that they could want, 
so I think that will improve (Tim: mmm), but again we’re not here for, you
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know, getting victims to participate but I think that knowledge is so important, 
isn't it.
Tim: Mmm, the power of information isn't it really.
Laura: Yeah, and I’m sure some people will look up what it means and get a 
rough idea but not everybody will do that, (Tim: mmm), but I find that when I 
speak to victims of crime when I sent a referral order leaflet they say ‘oh yeah, 
we got your letter Laura, thank you, and we saw the leaflet, yeah I’d quite like 
them to do some reparation’. So you can tell that they have made the link 
between my letter the leaflet and what they want and they’ve had a think 
about it before my phone call (Tim: mmm), other people have said ‘Oh I’m 
really sorry. I’ve got your letter but I haven’t had time to read it properly.’ But 
nine times out often they’ve read the leaflet (Tim: mmm, mmm).
Tim: And they started thinking about what they wanted (Laura: yeah), how you 
fit in as a service (Laura: yeah).
Laura: Because the whole thing about the letter is to send the letter out 
introducing ourselves, giving them some factual information about the young 
person, but also telling them that we’re gonna be phoning them in a certain 
amount of days (Tim: mmm) to talk about it, you views are important to us, 
this is when we are gonna be ringing, so yeah, they’ve got that knowledge 
and that information to start with.
Tim: Ok, um, you mentioned before about wanting to improve the service, 
regardless of resources, do you have any further ideas about how you would 
want to improve the service?
Laura: Um, I would like if resources wasn’t an issue, like probation for 
instance, slightly different working with different age limit and everything they 
have a different way of doing it, they send a letter out to say we’re coming to 
see you on such and such a day and then they go out and see them at home, 
you know, and they say if this is not convenient please let us know, but the 
assumption is that they’re gonna go out and see them face to face, and I’m 
sure, again not going back to statistics but going see people they’re more 
likely to participate (Tim: right) actually seeing somebody, and it’s not like 
feeling coerced, of course not, but it’s actually more information and more 
knowledge, so for me in an ideal world it’d be more about doing less admin-y 
typing letters, and those sorts of things. And perhaps going out to see people, 
like I touched on earlier, seeing people or contacting people later on during 
the order, um, whether that’s done asking them at the initial conversation ‘if 
you don’t wanna speak to us now or see somebody now, do you want to, um, 
us contact you later on’ and having that facility to say ‘yes please, call me in 
April’ and I phone them in April, ‘yeah I wanna meet the young person now’. 
I’d need to have the resources and everything else in place to be able to 
facilitate that. (Tim: yeah, yeah). I mean resources is always the problem isn’t 
it?
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Tim: Yes, and I suppose it is how the system adapts to the resources, it’s a 
kind of balancing act, between resources and the service provided.
Laura: I’d like everybody to be more restorative justice focussed, I think, um, 
at times people are very young offenders focussed (Tim: yeah), um. I’ve been 
working with a lot of young victims recently, the last four cases I’ve been on 
actually are young victims and I feel that staff are more sort of reciprocal - is 
that the right word? -  with victims, because they’re the same age as their 
young people (Tim: right), I think they can identify that and the problems seem 
to be sometimes when the victim is my age and it’s a young person (Tim: 
mmm).
Tim: Can you tell me more about that?
Laura: Um, I think some people think that we’re still a young offenders place 
and it is very much young offenders based and the work behind it (Tim: 
mmm), and let’s face it, you know, doing victim work is quite hard, it’s hard for 
us and I suppose it’s hard for them because they want to try and get a good 
relationship with their young people, (Tim: mmm), um, and maybe don’t want 
to upset the apple-cart by talking about victim and getting to that part of it 
(Tim: oh), and it can be, and that’s not everybody, that’s just maybe a few, 
and I think it’s slowly, slowly changing but yeah, I think maybe the dynamic is 
that they see their young person as this vulnerable young person and the 
victim is this grown up and, you know, but like I agreed with what you said 
earlier, you know, at the end of the day, that they do, and I firmly believe that if 
they’ve done like a thousand pounds worth of damage, then I think that victim 
should get the thousand pounds worth back, if you’re gonna do something like 
that then you should get your money back. (Tim: mmm). But I’d like everybody 
to be more restorative justice focussed, yeah definitely, to offer more 
opportunities, to get a bit more creative what we can do, that restorative 
justice is always at the beginning of stuff, it’s always at the end, there’s little 
paragraphs about it, um, you know, like you said about the YJB, it’s not, there 
for our national standards, but nobody seems really to take it that seriously.
Tim: Yes, I was quite surprised how little there was about victims in it, and that 
coming from the main governmental body.
Laura: I’d like the police to like, um, share our services right earlier on, it’s one 
of my suggestions to Chris a few months ago in supervision, that what would 
be really helpful to us is that when they go interview the victim and just a little 
paragraph with ‘this person that’s burgled your house turns out to be a young 
person, the youth justice service gonna be in touch with you, these are some 
of the things that they do’. (Tim: mmm). I’d like them to be saying about us 
right at the beginning, I think it’s really key.
Tim: That sounds like pre-preparation.
Laura: Yeah. I think to let them know what some of the things could be 
happening later on, ‘cause when you’re a victim of crime, you have no idea 
what’s gonna happen next, you got no idea about the judicial system, how
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long it takes to go to court, what happens after court, what happens if it is an 
adult that’s done this, what happens if it is a young person, I like the police to 
have more knowledge and therefore share it with people (Tim: mmm).
Tim: A theme that has come up today in the interview is the power of 
information and what your role is, not just collecting information from the 
victim but also giving them information about what they can and can’t do, and 
being more creative with that. And services supporting each other more, 
would you say?
Laura: Yeah, definitely.
Tim: Are there any other experiences or issues you would like to talk about 
here? Please take a moment to think about that.
Laura: No, I mean, my experience is growing. I’m learning no two days are the 
same and I still got lots to learn like most people and I love my job. I really do 
love my job and I’m fortunate that I’m able to do this job, it’s an area I never 
thought I’d go into, and I’m so glad I am, I want to be the best I can if I’m 
honest (Tim: mmm).
Tim: It sounds like the part you really love is the contact, have I got that right? 
Laura: Yeah, yeah. Definitely.
Tim: That is what gets you excited and where the work is.
Laura: I think going to see people at home, even speaking to them on the 
phone is ok, um, but going to see people I think I sometimes come across 
quite well, I look quite trustworthy, I think I can be quite friendly but 
professional, I want to help them, I think I have skills in that, I think I’m better 
at face to face. I’m never nervous, I never feel daunted, I get a little bit excited 
in the right possible way. I’m never obviously excited at a victim going through 
a crime, those sorts of things, but it’s an opportunity to make things better, 
(Tim: mmm), I’ probably one of those people just likes to do that, and this is a 
good environment for me, maybe working with victims, I think, working with 
prolific offenders I might struggle with challenging young people, yes you have 
to challenge victims and some of their thought processes, and some of the 
things that they say, but it’s in a lot different way than you would a young 
person. Theirs is more about behaviour, and their attitude, (Tim: mmm), 
victims obviously aren’t. But yeah, I think face to face is just the greatest thing.
Tim: So is there anything you would like to add?
Laura: No.
Tim: Well thank you very much for participating. How was the interview for 
you?
Laura: It was ok. Was it helpful for you?
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Tim: It was very helpful to hear your views, and see how you represent a 
system as well as the victim.
Laura: One of the good things is the support we get, because as you can 
imagine, some of things you hear about is quite hard, and it would horrible to 
work in this environment and not have anywhere to share it. You know. I'm 
quite lucky that Chris’s door is always open, to share about what people have 
said. You know, I have been shouted at by a victim, in my first couple of 
months of doing the job, the shouted at me because I was on the phone, 
rather than anyone else, but I do think that some of the things we hear, you do 
need to share that stuff and off-load it, it’s not something I can talk about at 
home due to the confidentiality rule, it is great share that with people and hear 
how they feel about it, somebody that understands.
Tim: How does your supervision work?
Laura: Well, I get supervision every month, individual, and then we have joint 
supervision every other month, so that’s more practical looking at training and 
if we have any cases to go through, we also have our restorative justice team 
meetings the first Tuesday of every month, so again a collaboration of all of us 
in the team, there’s nine of us, talking about different aspects and they all 
overlap as well. So good support.
Tim: It sounds like that is important. I’m glad you’ve added that. It’s important 
the support you get from the system. I’m imagining with vicarious trauma, 
where do you take that trauma? That is something vital to think of.
Laura: Yeah, it’s good to talk it through and learn about how this victim was, 
and sharing it with your team colleagues. Everyday is learning, learning is 
important too.
Tim: I suppose it makes the system more aware and shares responsibility. 
Laura: Yeah. It does. I’m done.
Tim: Thank you again. I’m now going to switch of the recording device.
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About me ...
Final year counselling psychology trainee. 
Why this research?
- What would It be like to meet the offender?
-  Psychological aspects of healing and trauma.
-  Diversifying the role of counselling psychology.
-  Bringing counselling psychology skills out of the 
therapy room.
-  Victim focus.
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Research question
Towards a grounded theory of how victims 
of crime consider their sense of readiness 
and preparation for a restorative justice 
meeting with the offender.
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Research question
•  victims of crime
•  sense of readiness
•  preparation
• restorative justice meeting
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Introduction
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What is restorative justice?
Supporting 
listening to 
and Compensating
Remedying
Repairing
Compensating
Assuiing petsonal and direct responsibility 
Supervising reliabllltattcm and restitution 
Assisting re*«r>tiv Into ItKt community
Communities
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Restorative justice in England & Wales
•  Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) are multi­
agency teams present in almost every local 
authority in England and Wales (Holdaway et 
al., 2001).
•  Restorative processes include; family-group 
conferences, community reparation boards, 
victim-offender mediation, and referral orders 
(Haney, 2002).
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Why this research?
In 2007/2008;
-  277,986 crimes were committed by 146,526 
children and young people in England and Wales 
(Youth Justice Board, 2009).
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Why this research? 
One view of RJ
Psychological benefits include;
-  Reduced fear, anxiety, anger
-  A greater sense of safety and security compared to 
court based systems
-  Reduced suicidal ideation,
-  A heightened sense of peace & sense of closure
-  The ability to see the offender as a person
-  Empowerment
-  Able to express feelings to the offender
-  Questions answered
(Roberts, 1995; Strang & Sherman, 2003; Umbreit, 
Bradshaw and Coates, 1999)
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Why this research? 
One view of RJ
‘New lens’ through which to see offenders 
and victims (Zehr, 1990).
Overall higher satisfaction rates for victims 
when compared to court based proceedings 
(Strang, Barnes, Braithwaite, & Sherman, 
1999).
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Why this research? 
Another view of RJ
Anger and revenge are justified responses 
and often subtly redirected into more positive 
emotions by RJ processes (Acorn, 2004). 
Victims can feel a pressure to participate in 
RJ programs (Umbreit, 1994).
Victims can feel under an obligation to 
forgive the offender (Morris, Maxwell, & 
Robertson, 1993).
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Why this research? 
Another view of RJ
Needs of victims are neglected, resulting in;
-  Re-traumatisatlon
-  Enhanced fears
-  Reduced sense of security after the meeting 
(Wemmers, 2002).
Victims less satisfied than offenders due to;
-  Victim expectations not being met
-  Victims not being ready for the process 
(Wemmers and Canute, 2002).
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Why preparation? Evidence
•  Preparation is seen as a key stage in 
psychological change (Prochaska, 1998).
• Preparation linked to;
-  Improved attendance
-  Improved experience of counselling and 
psychotherapy (Deane, Spicer, & Leathern, 1992; 
France & Dugo, 1985; Ogrodniczuk, Joyce, & 
Piper, 2005).
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Why preparation? Evidence
•  The Victim’s Journey and current research
BEFORE
Preparation
1
HERE AND | FUTURE
1 Impact and 
The Meeting 1 Outcome 
1
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Why preparation? Evidence
•  Victim experience and victim voice needs to 
be more prominent in RJ feedback and 
assessment (e.g.: Youth Justice Board 
Annual Workload Data 2009).
• Preparation is a neglected area of research 
in RJ.
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Why preparation? Hypothesis
Preparation and sense of readiness may be closely 
linked.
Preparation could reduce the possibility of re­
victimisation and improve satisfaction with the 
outcome of meeting the offender.
Can’t gauge when entering the Cycle of Healing for 
the victim, issue of timing.
Preparation helps build the client’s resilience to the 
meeting.
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Method
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Participants
•  5 males and 1 female interviewed, all 
identified themselves as white British.
•  Ages ranged from 29 to 56, with the average 
age being 40 years.
•  Various crimes and mixture of primary, 
secondary and corporate victim.
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Methodology
•  Qualitative method.
•  Grounded theory.
•  interviews were recorded and transcribed 
verbatim.
•  Results are categories and themes.
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Resu ts
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Core category and sub-categories
C.C: Making the most of the system.
Sub-category A: The experience of the preparation 
meeting.
Sub-category B: “The face of the system”: Meeting 
the YOT employee/ mediator.
Sub-category C: Experiences of readiness. 
Sub-category D: Readiness and preparation - 
Bridging the gap between participant and system.
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Grounded theory
VICTIM 
Internal 
Preparation &
SYSTEM 
External 
Preparation and
Readiness Readiness
Theme 0 Themes A & B
Theme D
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Core-Category
Making the most of the system.
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Sub-category A: The experience of the 
preparation meeting
1. “Black hole”: Being contacted out of the blue.
2 . “How did it affect me?”: The impact of crime and 
offender.
3. “Part of the process”: The importance of pre­
meeting contact.
4. “What I could ask and say”: The role of the victim 
in the process.
5. “Walking me through the process”: The face to 
face meeting with the offender.
6. “They have to know me before I walk in that room” 
Assessing the goodness of fit.
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Sub-category B: “The face of the system”: 
Meeting the YOT employee/ mediator
1. Perceptions and experience of the preparer
2. “She seemed to care”; The preparer’s 
pseudo-therapeutic role
3. Impact of preparer’s neutrality
4. “Feeling like a number”: The preparer as 
the system
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Sub-cateaorv C: Experiences of readiness
1. Readiness as a relationship with the 
offender
2. From ‘passenger in the process’ \o 
empowered
3. Being heard and asking why
4. Readiness as impacted by the nature of the 
crime
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Sub-category D: Readiness and preparation: 
Bridging the oao between participant and system
1. Managing expectations
2. Thinking time
3. “And I wanted to do it”: A fit between 
participant and system
4. “It wasn’t restorative justice”: Making the 
most of the opportunity
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Discussion
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Contradictions and dissonance
•  Positive responses and feeling disconcerted 
about the system of restorative justice 
generally.
• Contradictory views. Feeling cared for, 
listened to, supported V. feeling rushed and 
like a number.
•  Dissonance between the internal processes 
of participants and the internal processes of 
the RJ system.
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Induced compliance limits dissonance
•  It is an intricate balance between encouraging the 
autonomy of the victim in terms of their readiness 
and the system assessing when they are truly ready.
•  Induced compliance could lead to re-traumatisation 
when the victim is not truly ready and yet still 
participates.
•  Hence the YOT needs to be constantly aware of the 
power dynamic between victim and the system.
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The importance of the preparer
•  The preparer played a vital role in preparing 
victims.
•  They were the face of the system and their 
personality, pseudo-therapeutic role and 
neutrality influenced the experience of 
participants.
• What role could psychologists play in the 
training (as well as helping to prepare victims 
in severe or complex cases).
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The meeting
The positive elements, include talking about;
-  Expectations,
-  Outcomes,
-  Impact of the crime,
-  The relationship with the offender,
-  The process of the potential face to face meeting,
-  The needs of the victim,
-  The telephone and letter contact.
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The meeting
Less positive aspects include;
-  Too greater focus on the offender,
-  The system’s confusion around complex and 
difficult emotions (such as anger),
-  The time when the system kicks in after the court 
case,
-  The neutrality of the mediator.
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Preparation and readiness
•  In the preparation meeting, the exploration of 
readiness is a necessary process.
•  The golden question is the nature of timing.
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Preparation and readiness
A window of opportunity, the cycle of healing. 
Could help gauge when that optimum window of 
opportunity is, looking;
-  (i) the relationship with the offender,
-  (ii) the role of empowerment,
-  (ill) the desire to be heard and ask questions,
-  (iv) the nature of the crime and the impact of the 
crime.
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Managing realistic expectations
•  The preparation helped victims of crime 
manage their expectations and prepare for 
the possibility that their needs may not be 
met, either through the system or through the 
offender.
• Hence the emergent core category is; 
making the most of the system.
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A successful formula?
Thus successful preparation meetings include 
expectation management and the victim making the 
most of the system, regardless of how the offender 
might be.
The victim goes in with eyes open and ready for 
what they may meet.
If they wish to go in for the benefit of the offender, 
that could be an added benefit of the system.
It shouldn’t be at the cost of the victim’s own sense 
of not being ready or mask that lack of readiness.
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The meeting
•  A good meeting occurs when the aims/ 
needs of the victim are explored, 
acknowledged, catered for as much as 
possible and matched with the aims/ needs 
of the system.
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